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With faltering lipand throbbing brow,
- I press it to my heart.
My mother’s hands this Bible clasped;
She, dying, gave it me.”

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30, 1881.

by

The Lord shall reign victoriously !
:

Into peace and mirth!

Bondage ending,
Love descending
Q'er the earth!
N
Seals assuring,
2
Guards securing,
Watch His earthly prison:
Seals are shattered,

the books that our

)

few exceptions.

Guards are scattered,

rise.

. Old things past,

It is not exile, rest on high;
It is not sadness, peace from
To fall asleep is not to die;

under breath,

novel, or mote rarely

IL is with

‘Where our Chief precedes us,
We may face the foe:
His right arm is o’er us,
He will guide us through;
Christ hath gone before us, :
Cliristians, follow you.

Mason Neale.

done up in white

CHARLESTON, 8. C., March 18.

flowers

:

I know,

in

the

good news from this point of the compass. At the Boston Convention of the
National Woman's Christian Temperance
Union I was made Superintendent of the
orgunization for our Society in the South,

gifts

own

associate.

and graces of Mis.

Georgia Hulse McLeod, a native of
Florida and now Corresponding Segdretary
of the Maryland Woman's Christian Temperance: Union, I appointed her to that
position,

choice.

and

well

has she

justified the

Earnest, accomplished and with

a wide acquaintance—having been for
twenty years at the head of the Southern
Literary Institute, and among the leading
authors at the South, Mrs. McLeod has
gone before me, paving the way for engagements,

and enlisting

the best people

in the work. The Woman's Christian
Temperance Union of Baltimore furnish-

ed money to us both and

sent out

a call

to our auxiliaries all over the land, to
which they are cordially responding, so
we make no ‘terms” and take no col-

lections.

Going under" these

advantageous cir-

cumstances,it is no wonder we have found
open doors on every side.

have

helped

us with

The

passes

railroads

and

half

fares, the people have welcomed us with
their proverbial kindness, and the re-

sponse, when we have sought names for
the society, has exceeded anything I have
ever known at the North. The people
seem more than ready and better than

willing to engage in the intelligent,
steadfast, systematic work of our Society.
Old

differences

are

forgotten.

Take

an example. I was introduced to my
first Charleston audience by Bishop

Stevens, a roan of rare talent, education
- and ‘“high family” (which means so
much at the South). Bat Bishop Stevens
was a military

'

man

during

the

war—

indeed a figure no less conspicuous th
Commander of '** Stevens’ Battery
ry,” » and
the first man who fired on Sumpter’
s flag.
Take another: My hostess is Mrs. Leon
-

ard Chapin,

during

the war Président

of the Soldiers’ Relief Association and
author of the weil-known secession nove)
.

“* Fitz Hugh St. Clair, the Rebel

Boy-of

South Cutolina.” But jn the Gospel
temperance work, there are not two more
earnest, effective or gifted persons now

than
the Episcopal.
ion author

Bishop and-

on ity

.on a new and

living issue, with the motto * For-Home's

Dear Suke,” the'Womin of the North and
:

that our

avidity,

is a little

»

’

lives,
sacri-

book daintily

cover,

soiled to be

to en-

gage

make

much

in® secret

prayer;

to

choice of serious servants, ‘ praying to
God, who will, in such cases direct and
provide ; to avoid much acquaintande and
idle conversation,
for keeping

much

're-

tired, and by ourselves, is most profitable
for us all.”

‘« Awfully

prosy !" exclaims

our

modern young Jady. Yet it was the
sober and thoughtful reading of such
pro: y sentences, perhaps; that made our

“ Come dearest, I have trimmed the lamp,
And by our cottage hearth,
Now let me for ene little hour,
Forget the woes of earth.”

a touching

story of the * late Pres. Harrison.” While
visitipg his homein Virginia he was observed after all the salutations had been.

exchanged to bend his stbps

toward

a

particular room of the venerable mansion.
As he stood at the door with bowed head,
he was overheard to say in a su%dued

voice, ‘“ My

mother’s room!”

Itis

fur-

and admonitions, even now, which were
written for our more sober-minded moth-

ers. The fashion of letter writing has
| declined in our day and the average
| youpg lady gets her oaly good advice
‘ from books in her novel, ‘and builds her
castles of air out of the slender stuff of

fiction, instead of a future home which
she as a human being will be quite likely
to inhabit.
rt,LHP o

inaugural address in which he so rever-

seeing for so slight a reason, and

“It rains. What lady loves a rainy day?
She loves a rainy dav, who sweeps the hearth,
And threads the busy needle or applies
The scissors to the torn or threadbare slesve;
Who blesses God that she has friends and home;
Who, in the pelting of the storm, will think

Of some poor neighbor‘ whom she can befriend;
Who trims-the lamp at vight, and reads aloud,
To a young brother, tales he loves to hear,
Or ventures cheerfully abroad to watch
The bedside of some sick and suffering friend,
Administering that best of medicine,
Kindness and tender care and cheering hope.
Such dre not sad e’en on & rainy day.”

Our: mothers had many rare literary friends
with whom their daughters are not ac-

quainted.

Haunah More

self, when very young,
London society, to

withdrew
from

write.

Harriet

tineau wrote brilliant sketches.

her-

fashionable
Mar-

A moth-

when instructing her
daughters¥n behaviour,- quotes to this
day from Lord Chesterfield’s letters to

his children, that now neglected but most

polished maker of manners.” But I will
open only one more of these almost forgotten books and so bring to a close the
unique pleasure I have experianced in rummaging among our literary attics. Mrs.
Sigourney’s ** Letters to yonng Ladies” are
ratheg more pretentious than anything I

because

there

are

the

Cathedral, the University, and a hundred
other things which it were insult to fail of
second:

ly, because the excuse, if invariably yielded to, would subject him to the inconvenience of spending the remainder of his
days in a Scotch hotel,where the delicious

quality of the butter scarcely makes up
for the staleness of the bread, and where
nothing but the goodly size of the bill
compensates for the

of the fare.

general

meagernéss

If there is any part of Scot-

-land where it does
part not frequented
lic, or, at least, by
Englishmen among

be thrown.

not always rain, it is a
by the traveling pubany of the grumbling
whom I happened to

But the Scotch

cheerful people.

are

a very

They are even said

-draw comfort from

the reflection

to

that

leap-year, with the extra day of rain, puts
in its appearance but once in four years.

The seven days I spentin Scotland were
all rainy.

The first was very rainy.

To

say that the other six, with one exception,

were less so, would be-to set myself up
as capable of drawing very subtle distinctions.
:
However, while

;
the

porters

whistle

along the streets under their, monstrous
loads,and while even the dray-horses seem
to wear a less

dejected look

than

could

be expected, it were shame for an unen
cumbered sightseer to let the dismal drizzling of rain consign him to unprofitable
dumps, over the inevitable. Something

of this philosophy must take possession of
a large portion of the traveling public,
for one sees people in all parts ofthe city,
holding an umbrella in one hand and a
Murray in the other, and evidently bent
on seeing all that is laid down in the
book, though they should miss the conspicuous masterpiece erected since the
last edition.
!
My traveling companion was Mr. Benton, from

Cleveland, :a

young student whom

I

genial,

had

the comfort of relatives, friends

and

the

family circle? What period to the relief
of poverty, affliction and ignorance? At
what hour will you retire? Will you close
the day by religious exercises and a careful retrospect of its several hours and duties P”
Wi
;
“Perseverance in such a course will

render (he remembrance cf your days de‘lightful, and give to your life. a diadem
of beauty, and a crown of. wisdom,” says
Mis. Sigourney.
» J

earnest

learned

to

box: like pews whose Sunday oteupants
had often looked up from thera to the face

of the eloquent Norman Matldod. The
contrast between the two structures was
a great and suggestive one.
Qur last visit wus to the Salt Market, the.

street where Bailie Nicol Jarvie once lived.
I trast it is the most’ miserable place in
the world. . Lshould require the evidence
of my own senses to convince me. that it

is not. The wrelchedness is painfully
apparent to every ‘sense, and the moral
sense is equally shocked by the

manifest

brutality of the penple. It seemed to atwas confined to a few of the best ‘poets, tract little attention from denizens of that
quarter, when a‘ Swearing woman Was
wits
a rare
English op Frauiiovel

diet, of thee times
fluence i

litt
is

;

and then, and other

‘thore serious

books

| from some of which I-have quoted. We

seen trying to prevent a drunken brawler

who held an-open-kmfe in his hand from

‘little book,
red covered, ‘can not hope to be any better than ou* stabbing her husband who was cqually
with an’ impossible’ bird “in its frontis- mothers have been, ~ The danger is that ‘drunk and equally inclined to fight. Peopiece. This bookjis oneof the ** Golden
we shall lack many of theit honored virt- ple looked on half-amused Irom the ious: s
Casket ™ sort, ** The Token of friendship, ues. We really need to read these letters near by, and some few weut to the help of
--

who, it must be confessed,

and

trouble in mbnaging

en brawls took placeon the same street
before we hastily left in the fear that we
might be forced out of our security as
spectators into active and unsafe
‘pation.

k)
?

partici-

|

not imagine from

before.

In this subjective sense, the foul- -

in fact.

lation,” ¢* the hour of temptation that shall

come on all the world to try them that
dwell on the earth.” The demonism of
the ‘¢ commune” has showed itself in the
successive collisions of American tradesunions with government and law, no less
flercely than in the larger outbreaks of European secialism or the bloody harangues

cleaner

In the course

they

of such

are

pregress,

the retching city must, eventually, eject
its filth.
i
:
;
:
The schoolbill which I noticed last week

glimpse »of |

great day of
in the prothe Great.”
part of the
great tribu-

|

June nose js growing sensitive, and
ells every day more than it ever smelled
er our streets grow, the.

of the Russian

fires preparing for that
and judgment described
doom of ¢ Babylon
admonish us that no
is exempted from ¢¢ the

Do

than they have always. been.
No; it
means something better than’ that: the

“NEW YORK LETTER.
NEW YORK, March 23.

nether
wrath
phetic
They
world

a stimulant.

the extreme language of the editors and.
orators, that our streets are any dirtier

her drunken opponent. Two more drunk-

Emperor give us another lurid

A rainy day in Glasgow is poor excuse
to the fastidigus traveler for remaining
first,

woman,

did not have much

socialists over the murder

BY GEO. H, STOCKBRIDGE.
;
—

indoors;

the

The fiendish rejoicings of our imported

FIRST DAY ON FOREIGN SOIL.

ther related thac in this very room, where
he had often kneeled beside his pious
‘mother, he penned‘the closing part of his

mothers what they are. It is possible that * Waiare not therefore to despise the
the Roms, exciting’ind unreal literary days of our mothers, when. their reading

By
A

mothers
I seek to

satin with a gilt vase of
front

ih,
\

for

which our mothers were exhorted

tosistermé. hasGod beengrantthatthatof a brother and | "He
oh

the

sure ‘with the/unsparing touch of time—
know on ship-board.
Both fresh from a
“The Christian Minister's Affectionate ‘have yet found. The pages of her bouk reading of Scott we fixed upon several
Advice to a
Married Couple.” It is one fairly bristle with erudite names. If our places which had served that great
of our mothers’ wedding gifts, no doubt. mothers were supposed to be familiar with genius
for . the
back-ground
of
The ¢¢ Advice ” starts out with the state- her classical allusions, and were acquaint- some
of his vivid
scenes,
as
most,
ment that ¢* The marriage relation is the ed with such celebrities as Polycarp,. worthy of our first attention.
This
most important of any you are capable of Pascal, Chrysostom, Plato, Plutarch, St. caused us to pass more hastily than we
forming.” Then it proceeds to give ‘the’ Augustine, and a host of others, surely otherwise should have done, through
preventives on the use of which we should
more was expected of our mothers thau Georges Square with’ its huge: Scott
enter betimes, to avoid the evils into is demanded of their daughters. It is a monument and its statues -of royalty, towhich the infirmities of our nature may
pity that these ‘Letters’ have gone out ol ward the Cathedral, a worthy object of inplunge ug.” The following
are
the fashion. They were written with great terest in‘itself and made more 80 to us, at
‘ preventives” which are commented care, and much time must bave been con- least, by the fact that we remembered so
upon :
=
4
sumed in consulting so many learned au- vividly the meeting in its erypt of our old
I. ¢¢ An attention to the preservation thorities. The thoughts on ‘‘ Value of acquaintances. This Cathedral was the
of that affection for each other which first Time” . ¢* Religion,” * Domestic Employ first thing that reminded us very forcibly
determined you to be partners for life. In ments,” “Manners and Accomplishments,” ‘that we were in the old country. Foundthe continuance of this alone, you will need to pe read, even now, in all our ed in 1183, long before America became
America, it was probably the oldest work
find the sufferings of the. present state homes.
Perhaps “our girls of to-day,” who of man we had yet looked upon. Any atconsiderably reduced.”
II. *“ There is a circumstance in every would forego sleep any time for the. sake tempt at the description of such a place is
matrimonial connection which may have of the last new novel, might shrug their always futile. It must be said, however,
considerable influence6h the happiness shoulders.if the list of necessary books to that such a structure succeeds far better
of the married pair; there are relations be read, as given by this writer, was in representing a religious idea, than any
on both sides.” (Very dryly put that!) offered them : ‘History ; Biography : Poet- which seems to be called for by the needs
On properly managing the regard paid ty; Aonals of Painting, Sculpture, and of our ordinary Protestant service. The
to these persons, the preservation of Architecture ; Mental Philosophy ; Ethicks upward reaching of the soul, its yearning,
mutual affection is found in many cases and sacred Literature; Logick, and the its unrest, surely no architecture has so
very much to depend,”
.study cof the Scriptures every day.” They clearly portrayed it as the Gothic. The
his people a
III. * Without a good temper you can might ask how much time there would House of God a home;
ne¢ither enjoy a pleasing situation nor’ be for a round of calls, pleasure-drives, family; that is what our churches usually
support an inconvenient.one. . -. The parties, &c., if they were to put down this ' symbolize. A beautiful idea, certainly,
predominance of acondémnable temper list of questions
for the day's duties in and one we would not like to miss. But
is not to be charged wholly to the cir- their diaries: “At what hour will you what & loss with the givin! We can build
cumstances that excite, but in part to the ‘rise? How much time will you allow to Gothic churches, to-day, but we do not
not imposing on onrselves that discipline the sacred duties of the morning ? “What want the pillars, nor the elaborate altars
which contracts the influence of those part of the day will you devote to the and stalls and railings, and it is just these
circumstances which tend to deprave the careful perusal of books for the attain- which, on the interior of the Go hic cathetemper.” A few chapters follow regard- | ment of useful knowledge? What period dral, reproduce the effect made by the
ing the influence of Christian piety on
will you allot to the needle, and the va- outer minarets and spires. Just before
the happiness of married life, in one of rious departments of domestic industry ? reaching the Cathedral we had turned
which1s related the story of an amiable What part to healthful ex:rcise, actom- aside for a moment to enter the Barony
pair, Evander and Theodosia, and in plishments and recreation? What part to Church nnd sit down in.one of the high,

, and their kindness

~~

like

spirit that I er whom I know,

find therein the secret of their pure
their serenity, loyalty, and loving
tices for their families and homes.

TEMPERANCE WORK,

with power to choose my

books

read with so much

Here, then,

You will rejoice,

a French

now open some of these more serious and

e

Knowing the

no irreverent

now neglected

O00
o-+

"Dear Star:

still with

translation, our mothers read and greatly
profited thereby.

We may safely go:

uke

‘¢ How stupid!” Yet, these

sober pages and others like them, alter‘nated now and then with an English

strife ;

Where our banner leads us,

. WOMAN'S

Ladies ;” * Young Lady’s Sunday Book ;”
‘ Persuasives to Early Piety.” IL is quite
likely she might murmur, decorously,

To dwell with Christ is better life.

[

read Scott,

Thomas a Kempis’s
¢* Imitation of Christ H;”
p

Hope, and joy and peace begin;
For Christ hath won; and man shall win.

—John

Our mothers

over Mrs. Sigourney’s** Letters to Young
shall

mestic bits of hose and poetry,
following :

read, with a

the brilliant pen of Jules Verne, ¢ George
Eliot,” and the great host of piquant,
_| dashing novelists of to-day, would yawn

Eden's door

>

mothers

that * the girl of the period ” who follows

For death is ballowed into sleep,
And every grave becomes a bed.
Now once more

2

Itis

hu

other illustrious names not yet forgotten.
| 1t is very much to be feared, however,

No longer must the mourners weep,
Nor call departed Christians dead;

Sg,

table.

Byron, Milton, Wordsworth, Hemans and

Christ hath risen.

Opened stands to mortal eyes;
For Christ hath risen, and man
Now at last,

or.home.” tis full of sweet little do-

ently expresses his regard for the Christian religion:
a little wise to turn over its numerous,
+] deem the present occasion suffidaintily printed pages, encountering such ciently important and solemn to justify
| names as Agassiz, Browning, Emerson,
me in expressing to my fellow-citizens a
Longfellow, Hawthorne, Lowell and all
profound reverence for the Christian rethejr rare fellows.
| ligion, und a thorough conviction, that
hus nurtured among the goodly com- sound morals, religious liberty, and a
pany of modern writers is it any wonder
just sense of religious responsibility are
that the reader of to-day is in danger of
essentially connected with all true and
parting friends with the classics ? That
lasting happiness.”
1 whole libraries written and eagerly read
Sometimes our mothers were admonhalf a century ago are now forgotten? I ished in a more pleasant strain, as in the”
| venture to write that nobody reads to-day following :
i
:

Lift up, lift up your voices now !
The whole wide world rejoices now!
The Lord hath triumphed gloriously !

;

my

handsome type and
finely
engraved
illustrations. It makes one feel already

And Israel’s ransomed tribes are free.

2

lies upon

almost a-book itself, with 2

The foe behind, the deep before,
Our hosts have dared and passed the sea:
And Pharaoh’s warriors strew the shore,

Happy morrow,
Turning sorrow

A catalogue for 1881 of books published
4 single American
press, ‘ The

Riverside,”

TRIUMPHS OF EASTER.

2

In this sama book I found

IDA HAZELTON.

_%¢ This book Is all that's left me now!
Tears will unbidden start.

@he Woming Star,

El

MOTHERS’ BOOKS.
BY

$2.50

and

first thirty dave

=

FRANCES E. WILLARD.

NO. 13.

:

proves still worse on further examination. Besides throwing the balance of power in
appointing teachers into the hands of the
Mayor's inspectors, it gives those officials
an absolute veto, of themselves,

moval of any teacher.

As the

on the re-

Times

sug—

gests, it might be called a bill to abolish
the Board

of Education

in favor

of

the

Mayor, and the motive might be shrewdly
suspected to be the substitution of an ex—.
ecutive bureaucracy for a deliberative body
which votes and acts with open doors in
the presence of the press and the public.
It. scems

a petty measure,

hierarchy

of the

city

for

to

the

Romish

adopt

on

the’

at Justus Schwab’s headquarters in this
ground that the Mayor forthe nonce is a
city. Atheism is the universal inspiration |
of the spreading movement, and Nihilism,
or

universal

destruction,

—shall

we

say

Apollyon ?—is its true name and epitome.
Justus Schwab expressed on Sunday

night the brutal simplicity of his order—
the

super-barbgrous

barbarism

of intel

Catholic. But it is noticeable that the
Catholics of the Board of Education are quite submissive to this curtailment of

their powers. It should also be remem-.
bered that the Catholic, ecclesiastics rarely.
have any difficulty in controlling unnoticed.
executive appointments
like
these, on

lectual without moral development—in the
which they concentrate their claims. The
opinion that imperialism in Russia had rebill is without a color
of public utility,
‘ceived its death blow, and that Alexander
and ought to be killed as replete with in-III, struck through with terror, would
sidions danger to religious liberty.
hasten to call together the democracy in
Perhaps we may some day be done cele—
parliament and surrender bis authority a
brating our ‘obelisk, but not yet. This
the representatives of the people.
It
week, Commander Gorringe’s brilliant enseems incrediblethat an intelligent and even
gineering exploit—which has made the preable man can be so childish in judgment
vious jobs of the same kind by French and
on this subject.
The explanation of him
English engineers seem ridiculous in condad of myriads like him lies in what I just trast with its originality and simplicity—.
now mentioned—the aksence of moral de- was celebrated by the Society of Engivelopment in the modern march of intel- neers with a meelng of invited dignities
lect, apd in the model public school sys- in Chickering Hall, to listen to the Comtem with its atheistic secularism.
These mander’s lecture on obelisk moving from
true children of the nineteenth century the earliest times. Nobody, with a gleam
have not enough moral development to be- ‘of imagination, who has only
thought
lieve or to suspect that there is anything about this hoary wanderer come down
in human nature more potent than bodily .ameng us from historic and prehistoric
fear. They implicitly believe that syste- antiquity, and has not seen it, knows anymatic king-killing will make the throne an
thing of" the sensations the actual sight
untenable position, when monarchy will
would inspire. Riding by in a Madion
come to an end because no man can be Avenue car, I first saw the conscio
ifound to brave its dangers.
On the other lent shaft against the sky, with an involhand, every man who has a moral nature untary leap of imagination over three
of his own, intuitively knows that which
all experiecce has proved, that the throne
of danger is the throne of power; that the

thousand years into

the

very

presence

of

the living Egyptian Empire, Pharaoh, Joseph and Moses, with all their teeming,

single absolute necessity of man is organic

millions,

order,

their history. The obelisk is very majes—
tic in its severe simplicity. It is vastly
more grand than large.
Iti wouderfdly
eloquent with a silence that can be felt, standing insulated in its ghostly past,
among but not of the living.

for

which

nations

give

up

every-

thing else if necessary, and strengthen
their rulers with ultra despotic authority;
and that nothing is wanted to restore the
primitive vitality of kingship, now fast
waning to a constitutional shadow, but to
summon once more the men of might to
the head and defense of government, as
Roman

anarchy made

the

Caesars

and

and

all before

nothing

in the

organic

coming

should

survive

but

and

It is worthy of note in passing, among
the traits of our ged
Apollyon, that
Schwab’s only regret is that the Russian
Emperor could not have been put to death

licly invokes the same

thus’ far amounted
should

that

be called upon

for

It was

companies

1,500,000, and

the citizens for another $1,500,000, and if
these three millions were pledged by the
first of April, the Executive and Finance
Committees would cover the $43,500 now
lacking of the first million.
As the transportation
‘companies and the * citizens”
have been adwiduously squeezed for three
menths withou yielding one million, the
Commission may get three millions in the
next fortnight, and so may I—who knows?
One sensible thing was resolved, that is,
to give up the undertaking if the four million figure should not be reached by. the

first of April.

What a ratal day All Fool’s

Day often proves!
The worst of the prospect is that hardly any body seems to care

whether the thing is given up or not, and
a good many
beligve that the sooner it

ends the more

brilliant the average

| career will prove.

of its
s

:

Our-leading physicians, anitarians and
other citizens have united in a streetcleaning movement, and held a great

and triumphs

ensive

apostolic

work,

Foreign
and

and

our

Home,

success,

‘our

doc-

Christ and the
any Episcopal

' successién,

their

our

pub-

for the cleansing of our ‘* Augean” highHowto do this is the great conun-

drum that nobody ever guessed.

Still, the

great force that in some undiscovéred way

may yet do it, is a

this. public sentiment

of which the meeting is at once a sympton

origin,

Anti-Slavery

change wroughty“and institu-

day-school and
these, and more,

with

our

Sun-

Temperatice record,—all
make it a production that.

should be in the hands of every Freewill
Baptist a8 a memorial of our small beginnings, and an encouragement for our fature labor,

We have nqt referredto all that is in it.
There are ‘the. beautiful poems prepared
for the Centennial, rich in thought and incentives to action, the names of fifty-four
ministers who have passed the
threescore years and ten, with

bounds ‘of
their ages

and years in the ministry, and an account
of the meeting of the eighteen present at

the Centennial, eighteerd statistical

tables.

which required much labor in theipdreparation and are of great value for reference,

and eleven portraits which add not a little
to the work.
Let every one interested in
the perpetuity of the denomination do all
he can to: circulate this book, and make
our people familiar with the toils and dep~

rivations

of the fathers,

that they

may

catch their spirit and prosecute their work,

proving themselves worthy of their name.
and their sainted memories.
:
oo

Mr.

Moncure

Cincinnati

D. Conway

Commercial

writes’

to ‘the-

as follows, about:

Mother Shipton’s alleged propheeies :
-¢¢] observe
that
Mother
Shipton’s.
-¢ Prophecies’ still excite attention in Amer
ica. / It does not seem to be known
there
that the said ‘Pfophecies’ are the confessed

forgeriesof CHarles Hindley, a resident of
:

Brighton."

madame,”
he replied

*I'HR CENTENNIAL RECORD OF FREEWILL
BAPTISTS.

1780-1880. wlover,

N. H.: The

Printing Establishment. = 8vo. pp. 206.
’

:

“you would proba~

bly suffer a great deal more without them.”

Kl
-~

,

missionary

O-0-O —
lic meeting this week to demand of’ the
Legislature a boon to which its wisdom
“My dear doctor,” said a-lady, ‘‘ I suffer
and power are unequal—an efficient agency. ‘4 great deal with wiy eyes.” “Be patient,

ways.

4

of its history.
trials, growth

as a denomination,

trines traced down from
apostles’ as clearly
as

wonderful

treatment .for the

to $956,500.

for the first hundred years
Our church’ work—origin,

tions established together

and that he pub-

the transportation

a co

cution and victory, our Educational work
with the prejudices to be ovércome, the

railroad kings and capitalists of our own
country.
:
&
The prospects of our World's Fair refuse to brighten, and the result is going to
be a lesson to ambitious schismatics in social affairs like this¢ At the Commission
meeting this week it was announced that
the total of subscriptions and promises
voted

We have in this book*

work, of which we have reason to be
proud, with its isolation at first, its perse~

unity of Christ’s spiritual kingdom.

with more cruel tortures,

Ne

account of the work of our denomination ¢ ¥

progress

the

o

A MEMORIAL VOLUME.
BY REV. J. M. BAILEY.

them,

conflict,

wonders

ViIDL

the

and their blood propagates kings most effectively when spilled by the assassin’s
dagger.
While, therefore, the si
the times foreshow unprecede
:
lation” of blood and convaul
every reason to believe that
be a period of enormously strong government, unless society
itself should be
overwhelmed

undying

Sgn +>
oo

Reign of Terror created the Napoleons.
Such men in such times take the human
race with them and carry

the

a
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South may clasp hands of love and loyalty,
and the old heart-aches be healed.
Yours for the new Republic which shall

, N. H.,, MARCH 3 0. 1881.
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THE GOOD
e

©.

DAILY

The Good Samaritan.
The law-of kindness.

Works

of leve.

Luke 10: 26-37.
Ley. 19: 13—18.

Job 29:11—17.

Loye for cnemies.
Luke 6:27—36.
Love essential. 1 Cor. 13: 1—13.

Tove for-all.
8.

|

Rom. 12: 9-21.

Love the final test.

Matt.

23: 31-76.

if

GOLDEN’ Text:

Thou shalt love thy neighbor

as thyself."— Lev. 19:18.

earth,

* Aftér Jesus was rejected by the Samaritans he proceeded on his journey eastward toward the Jordan. Seventy disciples were sent out'to go two and two
into the cities and villages where he him_ self would come, to proclaim him a3 the
Messiah,

“future

and

work

begin

to

practice’

of preaching

their

the gospel.

Then Jesus slowly went on through
Perea, toward Jerusalem.—Peloubet.
This incident, related by Luke alone, is

not thé same as that of the rich young
ruler whom Jesus loved. The questions
are similar, and the answers, at. first,
alike, but in all other respects they are

Our missionaries, Dr. J. L. Phillips

the

and how

his

sérvice %is done."—

ca, Livingstone’s

:

~ a distinct

order

of ~teachers.— Smith's

Dict. of the Bible.

Tempted.

Tried,

put to the test, not necessarily

in

a

or
bad

sense. The lawyer may have had no bad
intention. The question was not one
covering a snare. Do io inherit eternal
. life. Others may need to repent, but not
he. He can do something to gain for
himself eternal life. No question more
important could he asked. To inherit
may be to become possessed of, to enter
into’the enjoyment of. ‘- He seemed to
think salvation was half his

own merits,

and half God's mercy supplementing his
defects.”— Guthrie.
26. © Whai 1s written. Jesus always
‘honored the Scriptures, and now refers
this teacher of the law to his own textbook. How readest thou? ¢ To what
purport? "—Shaff. In this age and land
few are excusable for failing to read the
‘Word of God, which is * the law.” Christ
appeals to his moral sense. He came to
«catechise Christ, and

to

know him,

but

Christ will catechise him and make him to
know himself.—M. Henry.
27. The lawyer answers promptly,
giving the sum of the whole law, in two

~ texts never before put together,and afterward used by our Lord himself. He
knew the law better than he knew his own
heart. Love calls into exercise all the
forces of oar nature.
Heart denotes affectionate choice, * the
love of eonscious resolve, expressed with

will, reflective volition, which
once become a second nature.

must at
Soul is

the individual existence, the person

him-

self, the seat of the will, disposition,

de-

sires, charaeter.'—Cremer's Tefioon,
28. * Christ approved of his answer,and
declared that if he did this he should live;

butimplied that he had not done it.

‘Igwyer co understood

The

him, and set about

justifying himself.
29. Who ts my neighbor 2? ‘The lawyer
es
the Saviour's sharp thrust by

another

question.

In his

mind

there

must be some limitation to the use of the
word “‘ neighbor.” It can not include
everybody; where should Jer Araw the
line?
30. Jesus answering. Literally, “ taking up.” He'then pronounced the beautiful parable, so life-like and probable as
* to seem to be veritable history. Nothing
could be more appropriate. It does not
tell how one can keep

the law, but does

clearly unfold the true idea of neighborliness.

** Like the Sermon on the

Mount,

ated here.

himself, but provides for the future

care

3

The subject before us was

ing and honorable.

of the sick man.
. 86. Which was neighbor ? Our Saviour
compels him

to answer

it under the light,of the law he ad

ed, and hisown

IV.

quot-

clear exposition of it in

Sinners are in the condition of the

wounded man.

ESTING

0 To

rr

ens

the

good

of rare

beauty and fertility, well watered, and
abounding in palms, in roses, in balsam,

in honey, and in all the choicest productions of Palestine. —The incident is drawn
from the life. Josephus more than once
mentions the extent to which Palestine in
those latter days was infested with banditti; from St. Jerome we learn that the
road leading from one of those cities to
the other, was

at

one

place

called

black

hairs

head.

have

the

Red or Bloody Way from the blood that
had been shed there. Nor has the danger

old man standing on the very ‘brink of
the river.’

His remarks were

intensely

interesting.”
In this address, as published in the Report of the Conference, Mr. Moffat gave
a striking illustration of the wonderful
influence of the gospel in South "Africa
even upon heathen minds. He said:

*“ The chief of a tribe, who was invited
to come to us but whoideclined to receive
the gospel, heard that others were concocting war, after years hgd' rolled by
when the chiefs had agreed to bury their
spears and that there should be no more
fighting. . . Time rolled on., The re-

ports of impending war increased.
seemed

to grow

.The

darker.

He

are always ready for a feast, whatever else
they dislike. He called them to a parliament, or pitsho, to which they attach
great importance. They went to the assembly, which was bristling with spears ;
for every one at least had a spear, or
axe, or shield. He stood in their midst;

he

stretched

out

his hand

to

them:

‘Hear! O ye nobles of the people, ye
leaders of the nation ; I address myself to
you.

Hearken,

for

I

have

something

to say, something that is good for you as

it is good for me.”

They all listened.

‘I

hear you are going to war.’ Now the
speaker was a pure heathen; but he had
witnessed the influence of the gospel

ceased;

Arabs

of the

unsafe even for the vast host of pilgrims

of love that existed there, and that

to descend

promoted among his people. He said:
‘You are goingto war. Allow me to

to

the

Jordan

protection of a Turkish
(From

without

the

guard.— Trench.

ask you, what is war?

Monday Club Sermons.)

I am

a

were

man

of

It must, however, be owned that the war. I have shaken my spear in the
chief woes of the world come of sin. face of my enemies; I have driven them
There are.no thieves and robbers so cruel away with the sound of my shield. You
as worldliness and wrong-doing, irreli- have done it. But let me hear, what is
All were silent. ‘Allow me to
gion and vice. Nor are any paths so war?’
dangerous as those which lead into temp- tell you what war can not do. In going
tations one is unable to flee from and un-

prepared to withstand. How many, by
these; have been stripped of what is more
precious than goods, and ought to ‘be
dearer than life! To be despoiled of
purity, uprightness,*a good conscience,
peaceful memories, the favor of God, a
will to choose the good, fitness for heaven,

and a desire for a heaven of pure joys and

holy activities, is to be twice dead.

NEWS AND

end.

to

accomplish

Now I will tell yom what

not do, and what

war

bas

some

war

done,

can

and

I

will tell you what war will do. Hearken
unto me, O ye rulers of the people, ye
wise ones that teach knowledge!
War
cultivates no fields ; it plants no gardens.
War raises no families and builds no
houses. Whatis war? Will you know
the strife of battle has raged, where some of
you have shed your blood, and eaused the
blood of others to be shed. Ge look at
the people who have been enslaved, and

many there are in this wretched condition! There is in the world much of sore
distress. Cries for pity and help come up
from every side.-Rev. 4. M. Grout,D. D.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL

to war, we attempt

what war has done ? Go to the fields where

How

ask them, what“Wre you doing here?
They will reply, war sent us down here.

NOTES.

During the week ending February 5, Go to the widows; ask the widow, why
three new Sunday-school Unions were ‘do you yet mourn? The widow will answer, war devoured my husband, and I
formed in England.
am alone. Go to the fatherless, and they
Since the introduction
of written
will tell you, I had a father, but war ate
quarterly examinations into one school in
him up. And to ge to war—is this the
‘Foledo, Ohio, the home study has become resalt of all the joy that we have felt durdoubly earnest and effective.
ing the peace that has been wrought out
‘Six years ago, half a dozen boys in among us by men from far countries?
Hitc hen,

England,

formed

themselves

Has it come to this, that we have danced,

into a temperance society, taking the
name, The Blue
Cross
Temperance
Brigade. Over 130 members have been

and our wives and our children have
danced too; when we fear no.evil, and
raise our heads in the morning without

enrolled, and a library

hearing the sound of war, or the roar of
battle on the plain; is this the result,

of

160

volumes

that
Are
One
and
Let

we are now going to resume it?
we going to unearth the spear?’
rose in the middle of the eompany
said: ‘No, no, let spears be buried.
there be no more war. Let us return

to our own homes, and let us rejoice still
in the peace we had enjoyed before.’ ”
| + Sixty-two years preceding this memorable Missionary

another

Conference, there

memorable

gathering,

was

another

Hie

go

years,

Cape

Town,

to

which

he passed.

Mr.

Moffat,

Jendance and evest,~

3, 8. World.

in

his

slowly down the descent to meet

me.

When within a few yards, stretching out
my hand, I expressed my pleasure at see-

forgotten me.

‘Moffat! ’ he rejoined,

in

a faltering voice, *it is your ghost! ’ and
moved some steps backward.
‘I am no
ghost.” ‘Don’t come near me!’ he exclaimed, ¢ you have been long murdered
by Africaner.’ ! But I am no ghost,’
said, feeling my hands as if to convince
bim

and myself, too, of my

materiality,

but his alarm only increased.

Every

body says you were murdered,” and a
man told me he had seen your bones’;
and hé continued to gaze at me, to the
no small astonishment of the good wife
and children, who were standing at the
door, as also to that of my people who
were looking on from the wagon below.
At length he extended his trembling
hand, saying, ‘ When did you rise from
the dead?’ As he feared my presence
would alarm his wife, we bent our

steps

toward the wagon, and Africaner was the
subject of our conversation.
In a few
words I gave him my views of his present
character, saying, * He is. now truly a
good man.’ To which he replied, ¢ I can
believe almost any thing you say, but
that I can not credit; there are seven,

wonders in the world ; that would be
eighth.’ I appealed to the displays of
vine grace in a Paul, a Manasseh,
and
ferred to his own experience. He
plied, these were another description

the
direreof

men, but that Africaner

the

was

one

of

accursed sons of Ham, enumerating some
atrocities

of which

he

had

been

By this time we were standing
Africaner at our feet, on whose

countenance sat a smile,

well

knowing

the prejudices of some of the farmers.
The farmer closed the conversation by
saying with much earnestness, * Well, if
what you assert be true respecting that
man, I have only qne wish, and that is,

to see him before I die; and when you
return, as sure as the sun ig over our
heads, I will

go

with

you

to

see

him,

though he killed my own

uncle.’ - I was

not before aware of

fact,

this

and

now

felt some hesitation whether to discover
to him the object of his: wonder;
: but
knowing the sincerity of the farmer und
the goodness of his. disposition, I said,
« This, then, is Africaner!’
He started
back, looking intensely at the man, as if

he had just dropped from the clouds.
¢ Are you Africaner?’ he exclaimed. He
arose, doffed kis old hat, and bowing pc-

litely, answered, ‘I am. The farmer
seemed thunder-struck, but when he assured himself by a few questions, that
the former bugbear of the border stood
before hin, now meek

and

lamb-like, he

lifted up his eyes and exclaimed, ‘O
God, what a miracle of thy power! what
can not thy grace accomplish! **
When Mr. Moffat first went to Africa,
there was ‘only one missionary beyond
the bounds of the Colony.
Iis salary
was only $125 per annum. The hardships through which he passed seem al-

.

;

is
cohsidered an appeal and a benediction.
He is doing as much now for the cause of
missions

Pee

“

!

as

he

dia

while

in

Africa,

“ beuting ble-sed, frait in his old age. Y
Ll

po
<.
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REV.

B. a SHERWOOD.

All lovers of the church

must

And yet, how soon dnd how strange that ral services were held in the: church at
our ardor and hope scarcely begin. to Eaton'and were attended by a large ‘and
rise befarg they begin to fall. , Feeling, | deeply affected congregation. = Sermon
like the tide, is constantly coming in

by Rev. J. Runnels,

and’

from

Acts 13: 86.

going out, but with less. fegularity ; and
the cause of this often seems unacountable. Hardly has a healthy agitation of

Revs. Strout, Packerd,.. Atkinson and
Palmer assisted in the services. Thus in

standby our side, as with Joshua of old,
to prevent successby the alarm of reaction. Dear brethren can we not say once

me die the death of the righteous.” J. R.
hs

hence Satan And what if some of ns as
we have scanned the ,late issues ‘of the
Star have questioned the wisdom of. its
editor in putting so much about revivals
fight on the first page where everybody

ON

culture,

in

some

of

revivals. This may.be true, but the lack
of this culture, as an occasion
of this

dearth, seems more apparent. It 'seoms
clear enough that there is less spiritual
suffering from the former, than from the
latter. Ten years ago, nearly, I cani® “to
this country to learn and labor.
I have
watched our educated brethren,if not with

a jealous, wish an enviable eye, and I am
frank to say that the deepest piety and the
most genuine spirituality I have ever wit-

nessed have been in these. Beside this,
observation and statistics will warrant
the assertion that such men

always

have

been among the very best revivalists”
as much as ‘survivalists”
Paul, and
Luther, and Whitefield, and Edwards
were great revivalists.
Figures and facts are sometimes. discouraging , but though there has been’ a
loss in membership there’may have been a

gain more valuable than increasing numbers. Whether there is an apparent prosperity or otherwise,we can do no better
work than to go on sowing, and" if . four
fifths of the seed is lost by thorns and
stones and lack of earth and wayside
fowls, some

will

fall

on

goed

ground

and bring forth fruit.. May the Holy
Ghost fall upon us, and the spring-time
come to all our churches.
Pra

REV. JOHNATHAN FLETOHER.
Of the early history of the subject of
this sketch nothing can be learned. At
what age he experienced religion, by
whom baptized, and when and where ordained I can not learn. He kept no diary
and left po record of any thing. He was
‘a native of Maine, but when a young man
came to Albany N. H. where he iarried
Miss Therza Allard who still s@rvives him,

HILLS.

BIR THDAY.

Soffew will ever reach, behind

lies,

Thy feet are climbing upward towards the skies.
Upward along the steep and natrow pathway
Which all must tread who gain the heavenly
hight:
There is no downward course to those who follow
The day-star leading to the gates of light.

Thy life, so full of service to the Master,

petus to the cause’ than long article
written upon it. Elaborath remarks in
the social meetings 'on the needs and
necessity of a revival have often been interesting, but such remarks never inspire
others like the warm words of him who
is annointed afresh with a holy enthusiasm. Inspiration given from the very
fountain of personal experience is greater
than that which comes from dry exhortation. Water is purest when first taken
from the spring. The best generals lead
their armies into battle: the poorest keep
clear of the bullets, and command at a
“distance.
Writing even upon the subject of. spiritual awakening must do good, especially
if the thought and feeling spring from|
deep conviction and fresh ‘experience.
All the articles upon this great subject
seem timely, and brother Penney’s stirred
me much. Engaged as he is in .a pre-

cases, being an occasion of this dearth

H.

But pressing on, though weary, yet unresting,

give a greater im-,

articles, to intellectual

M.

Thres spaetind ten, the way mark in 1ife’s journey

No doubt one good

cious work of grace, his heart seems full ;

M.

We come to crown thee, oh thy natal day;
Thanking our heavenly Father for His mercy
That for our sakes, prolongs thine earthly stay.

practical, permanent revival in a minister

and out of the abundance of the heart the
mouth speaketh,
.Allusion has been made, in one er two

MRS.

SEVENTY-FOURTH

BY MRS. V. G. RAM SEY.

wholly the theories about revivals that

would

TO

HER

Our Sister dear, with love’s sweet benedictions

wé or our contributors need; it is the re-

and church

‘Let

0-0-0
>

for all as‘did our ternpted Master, get thee

vivals themselves.”

.

the 80th year of his age this faithful ser.

Bo sweet with all®he grace for which’ we pray,
Undimmed by earthly mist, or evening shadow,

Drove towards the sunrise of the endless day.
And even now, the golden gates unfolding,
The morniog dawn illumes the eastern sky,
And, in the light, that evermore increaseth,
The Father leads thee to thy home on high.
For Zion’s sake, we pray Him long to spare thee,
To crown thy latest years with richest grace,
To bear thee in His arms, so strong and gentle,
And show thee all the beauty of His face.
North Berwick, Me.,
y
y
4
March 21, 1881.
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STATMENTS QUESTIONED,

The following article, which

appeared

as a communication in the Christian

Un-

ton, will explain itself:
* The Christian Union of Pebruary 16
contains an article entitled ‘ Some facts
and an Opinion," in which the writer
says * There is no good authority for the
theory that there were two kinds of wine
in common use in Palestine in Bible
times, one unfermented and

commended

bythe Bible, the other fermented and
condemned by the Bible. No living Biblical scholar of any eminence supports this
view.”

«Now, was the author of this article
thovoughly weighing the testimony of
those early writers, such as Horace,

born

65 B. C., Aristotle, 584 B. C.; Columella and Pliny, of the first century, and
mapy others? You will see from these
writers that the ancients took great pains
to keep a great deal of wine from all fermentation. . Great quantities of grapes
were also Yept fresh from vintage to vintage. In proof of this, see Josephus's
« Jewish Wars,” Book VII, chap. 8. In
Florence grapes are still kept fresh from
year to year; also in Spain. In Palestine
wine in great quantities is kept by boiling it to the consistency of a thick syrup;
it is diluted with water when drunk. This
kind of wine is also highly spoken of by
ome of those ancient writers.

The Jews

~

also bear witness that unfermented wine
was the kind their ancestors used for
wedding and sacred purposes.
Then
how can it be said, ‘ There is no good
authority for the theory that there were
two kinds of wine in commop use in Paltine?” But let us now take a common| sense view of what the Bible says: ‘Look
“not upon the wine when it is red, when

it giveth his color in the cup,

when

it

moveth itself aright.
At last it biteth
like a serpent, and stingeth like an adder.’ ‘Wine is a mocker.’ Yet the in-| spired Isaac says to his son, *God give

thee the dew of heaven, and
corn and wine.'

So if their

plenty of
wines

were

all classed together, it reads thus: ‘ Wine
is a mocker;

at last it biteth

like

a ser-

pent and stingeth like an adder, but

God

give thee plenty of it!’ ¢* Wine is a mocker,” but ‘The heavens shall drop down
new wine.’ You are told, ‘Look not

| upon it,” and yet, *Drink
{abundantly , O my beloved.’

yea, drink
* Look not

and one son and two daughters.
He
upon it,’ yet ‘ Thou mayest gather in thy
wrought on his farm six days with untirewine’ and ‘ Thy presses shall burst out |
ing diligence and preached on the seventh
with new wine,’ ¢ that biteth like a ser- 7
most incredible, and ‘were such as only
as well as any one could who followed the
The—"
pent and’ stingeth like an adder.’
the strongest constitution could have
same course. Having a retentive memo-borne. During his two years’ labors in
Lord ¢ will love thee and bless thee, and
ry, he brought to his hearers Bible promNamaqua-land he subsisted on milk and
the fruit of thy land, thy corn and wine’
‘ises
and Bible truths, mingling with his this same biting; stinging, mocking
meat, some days on only one, then again
own'Tich and varied religious experience,
on the other, and sometimes on both towine! How plainly this shows that there
that greatly comforted 0 encouraged were two kinds of wine, the one dangergether. At other times he endured long
the people of God and often arrested the ous , the other useful, healthful, blessed,
fastings, and had recourse to the *¢fastserious attention of the unconverted. He akind of wine that not only comforted the
ing girdle,” asit was called.
After 60
gave his hearers Somelliing to1 think of aged, but the youth and little ones also.
years of grand missionary service, an
during the week.
And whoever has tried and proved the benovertaxed brain brought on such wake: His labors were mostly confined to Al- eficial effects of the pure, unfermented,
fulness as obliged him to leave the Afribaky, Madison, Conway, Eaton ~ and sweet blood of the grape, and has found
can field. He now resides on a quiet
Effigham
and in some of these towns, he it so much superior, to all fermented
street in London, on, the south side of the
witnessed
precious revivals and wel- wines, will not be at a loss to. understand
Thames, and is about 86 years of age.
comed
many
to the church.
both the warnings and praises that the
He is said to be as bright and active as
At the time of his death which occured Bible pours upon the ancient wines.
many a man 20 years his junior, still goI
ing and coming, addressing’ the churches Jan. 17th,he was pastor of the 1st church would commend to all your readers a
-Sabbath ‘after Sabbath, and missionary in Eaton where he Lad been Isboring for work by the Rev. William Patton, D. D.,
meetings week after. week.
He is in a number of years,.
entitled ‘Bible Wines," also * Scripture
His Testimony against Intoxicating “Wines,”
constant demand for such services, and |.- Bro. Flethcher was a good mans

at and. terrible-Africaner was. lori _Thics

alive.” - Mr. Moffat was warned not to go

*| burial, selecting the ministerto preach,
rejoice. place of interment, &o., and then bidding
at the signs of the times'so far as these the world good night, fell asleep with these
are omens of the coming of tbe Lord. words on hislips. ‘‘Ilove Jesus.” His funeBY

work on South Africa, describes a novel
scene where his ori
ty was in can see without so much as opegiog the
question. © He, was
approaching
the paper.
It is quite clear to all that a pen and
house of a European farmer, from whom
and his good wife he had received kind- ink or theoretical revival is not enough.
ness on his way. to Namaqua-land. Among the fitting words of an editorial
¢¢ The farmer” said Mr. Motfat, ‘came ‘on this subject are these; “It i8 not

immense congregation crowded into a
1 London Christian edifice, to witness the
a spasmodic effort to
ip
them, are hallowed scene of the consecration -of
nine young men to the work of Foreign
given up because it is impos ible, in the |
Missions.
Four were to go lo the then “wherever he goes his simple, presence
multiplicity of demands upon - the time of
cannibal islands of the South Sea—one of

“tha
es be | Scuik AGH outlaw with a price put
4d Samaritans hore’ was bitter. hatred. | not unduly prolonged, both the prayer and
‘on his hesd—one thousand pounds to any
kind.
teachers’ meeting nay be held upon one
He was the last one likely to show
one who would deliver him up, dead or
hin.
on
n
evening
with
advantage
to
both
in
ate
assio
ness.to a Jew. Had -camp

aii

to

of two

took Africaner with him, and as reports
of his murder by Africana had been extensively' circulated, his appearance excited much surprise in the places through

with

country, the terror o

** The

haying occasion

wilderness,

i B fhe

- This was the cause of his action.

Puton the nature of the Lamb.”

Mr. Moffat; at the end

but

was able to make arrangements for his

revivals begun before Satan takes his vant of God passed to his reward.

‘ Lions and beasts of savage name,

among the people, and admired what the of the
now, as of old, infest the road, making it gospel had done ; admired the. principles’ guilty.
now

_ thouspnd priests sometimes, lived. Passed by. Perhaps from priestly pride, or |
from cowardice. He missed his oppor- busy workers,to find a" disengaged whom was Jobn Williams, the noted
tunity for illustrating the spirit of the law, evening of the week for them. In such | martyr missionary—and five to South Afand the nature of true religion. Service cases the difficulty may be relieved by
m
immediate- rica—ove of whom was Robert Moffat,
at the altar. does. not Sfien soften one's holding the teachers’act
the subject of this paper. ‘He went in11
after
the
regular
webk-night
A
~ heart.
to the interior to Namaqua-land, where
. 82. 4 Lepite. He found out’ the

fy

and make a drinking cup of his skull.
Notwithstanding these and similar warnings, Mr. Moffat went directly to Africa:
ner and lived with him two years. He
had previously heard the gospel and soon
became a remarkably meek ‘and ‘loving
disciple of the Lord Jesus, a wonderful
example of the power of the gospel to
:
:
make

left ing him again. He put his hand- behind
their unmistakable impress, we felt as him, and asked me, rather wildly; who I
though he was more a clear, blessed
was. I replied that I' was Moffat, execho from Africa's dark ‘coast, than an pressing my wonder that he should. have

called them to a feast, and the Berhuanas

a

GLEANINGS.
The plain of Jericho was one

few

Although more than 80 years

prospect

. V.
Jesus Christ came, like
Samaritan, to heal and save.

A

keep their goodly places on his

now turns the lawyer's question back upon himself, and

zi

TT
—————.
a —_
i

he

| Africa. During one of the speeches, as
own beast. And went on foot [on is o the venerable worker for Africa came up
Self-sacrifice is an element of true come | fhe isiey the whole audience burst eat in
, a proof of love.
passionand
“unrestrained applause. « His beautiful
85.
Two pence.
About
thirty-two black eyes are still bright and keen, his
cents,
Take care of him. He does not long, full beard is white as snow and
try to shift the burden he had taken upon gives him a patriarchal look very becom-

has been bought.—S. S. Times.
it is an exposition of law and a preparaMany teachers of the younger classes in
tion for the gospel, but not the Gospel
[gtindas-school,
who have learned to prize
itself.” —8chaff. A certain-man. Plainly
the
**
Primary
Lesson
Talk ” of Mrs. Alice
a Jew is méant.
Went down. Jerusalem
W.
Know,
as
published
in The Sunday
Jericho.
than
. was 2,000 feet higher
"Jericho. See Bib. Dict., p. 28. Uhieves. School World,are doubtless not aware that
Highway robbers.” They were numerous. Mrs. Knox some time ‘ago gathered the
- The road “was, through a rough, rocky |rresults of her ripe experiénce into a little
work, called ‘‘ The Primary Teacher's
wilderness, fiom that “time to this the
Manual,” which is full of helpful sugges.haunt-of robbers.
81. By chance. ** By that wonderful fall- tions. ' The book is published by the
ing in of one event with another, which American Sunday School Union.
A priest.
* Teachers’ meetings
gften fail and after *
seems twas chance.”— Trench.

Jericho was a priestly city where several

father-in-law, when

came in? It will do your soul good to
know how keenly and truly he is appreci-

the parable. .
:
_ 87. He that showed mercy. No evadifferent.
It is likely that this was a sion is tried. The answer is prompt and
The force of the parable is
question of general interest, and often correct.
‘‘ Love must help when
put to our Saviour. The parable he used acknowledged.
There is no question of
to iHustrate the true answer to the lawyer's ‘help is needed.”
nearness or farness. Do. thou Ukewise.
questions is a beautiful and i
That is all. There is no limitation.
one.
25. Lawyer. One learned inthe JewTHOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
ish law, and qualified to instruct others.
1. The love taught by Christ calls into
A theologian. The difference between exercise all our powers.
lawyers and scribes is supposed to be that
II. Every man is our neighbor.
the former was simply an appellation
III. Love to our neighbor proves our
indicating learning and a knowledge of love to God.
the law, and the latter, the official title of

REV.DR.R. MOFFAT.

skin-gnd make a drum of it to dance to,

BY MRS. M. M. H/HILLS.

54.
Oiland wine,
Common remotes
in the East.
The flrst to Temes is
second to heal, his wounds.

Notes and Hints.

thirsty ebief; that he would strip off his

immediately siezed. with prouitivnlh;

ACTION AND REACTION.

to live a week within reach of the blood-

the panting sufferer,

Calderwood.

Luke 10: 26-317.

Down

near him, that he would not be permitted

and_party, who ‘sailed for India, Oct.,
1878, during their stay in London, had
two figures are dimly traced, the one con- the rare privilége of attending the great
Gen. Missionary Conference held in
siderably in advance of the other.
‘Both these men are near, enough the Mildmay Park. During the recess of the
scene to indicate that -they must have first day's session Mrs. J. L. Phillips
passed since the robbery: had been com- wrote me-saying :
mitted. Iu the foreground is a man who,
* Many times during the eo
this
having alighted from his ass,ig kneeling ‘morning I was thinking of you, and alby the prostrate figure, engrossed in the most bringing you away over
the sea
attempt fo revive the sufferer. This man right into the great assembly. Didn't
illustrates how love to God is shown on you hear them cheer Mr. Moffat of Afri-

highway, beyond

READINGS.

“

on

sun should rise

thotigh the morning’s

a countenance stiff in death.

SAMARITAN.

| Gomyrirabions.

picture is in itself an impressive ene. A
man, stripped of his clothing and seriously injured, lies by the wayside in a halfdying state. Those who had robbed and
‘nearly murdered him have hurried from
the spot, giving themselves no concern

it

ba

life preached. He was sound in the faith,
cheritable towards all, quiet, modest, a
peacemaker, a man

of

prayer, & man

of
.

God:

He preached his last sermon only two

by the Rev.

William

Ritchie,

both of

\

which may be found at, the National Temperance Society and Publication House,
No. 57 Reade. Street, New York. Lid

weeks preVious to his death.

re

His sub-.
I venerate old age; snd 11love’ not the ject was the pargble of the Barren figtin Ltree. There was sucppathos und
|
nd power | . man who-can look. without.emoli

“Tin his words that some. of the congrega- the BuUNSeL ‘of life, when thie dusk of. “evention received the impression that it was ing begins to gather over the watery eye
Trinity’ College, Hartford, Cou. 9, bas his last sermon and on his, way to his and the shadows of twilight grow broader. *
invited Bishop Huntington to preach its home lie said to one, **1 have preached my and deeper upon the Understanding. om

| 3

: next baccalaureate sermon,

last sermon.”

Soit - proved.

He

Heed

was

Longfellow.

5

THE EDUCATION SOCIETY.

Our

, to.
friends will not fail, we’ trust

the anconsider ‘the full meaning of
r of
sure
Trea
the
by
nouncement made
the
to
rd
rega
in:
,
iety
jSoc
e Education
erly
form
s
fund
sted
inve
e
of
ion
i disposit

Heretofore a very

held by that Society.

the
considerable income has accrued to
been
has
ch
‘whi
s,
fund
such
from
ety
Soci
used fo assist the young men in our

schools and collegés who are preparing
such

no

In the future

for the ministry.

Society:

ifcome will be received by the

What it disburses to the young mien,it

must first receive from the churches, or
from individuals. - We must look well to

report,

monthly

the third column in the

and give the Secretary plenty of good
figdresto putin there.
FLEMINGTON.

We. are right glad that Judge Hoke

moved ‘upon,

and Bro. Powell have been

to give us a bit of exhortation in -behalf.|

of

-

Flemington,

at

school

the

tell the

To

Virginia.

in West

never

we

truth,

knew just where it was before,but we have
hunted it up, and have some definite

ideas about it. Now, plainly enough, we
do not need to plant any more scheols, of
We
any grade, or name, just at present.
have enough, in number and variety, to
give us ample opportunity to express our

intending to do so. - Inquiry has often
shown that the seeming failure is not

MR. BEECHER ON PE POSITION OF
|
CHRIST.

their fault. 1 koow of one whose savings for the entire summer were cheerfully given to make out & payment on her
mother’s house; thus saving the home to
a large family of younger brothers and
sisters. Sickness and a heavy doctor's

Mr. Beecher's position as to tke place
of Christ in a true theology is thus stated
by himself:—.
Let me before I go into that, in order
to prevent all misapprehension, say that
in every sense that man can understand I

bill interfered with the plans of another.

‘believe in the

_ «The Teachers’ Convention was
attended and interesting, although

my

school

for the denomination. They may not be
able to immortalize their names by affixing them to the title of anether college,
or seminary, but they may do a far greater good to the world

denomina-

the

and

tion, by applying their money to strengthen the things that remain, rather than by
new

a

founding

institution,

in-

unless,

deed, they have half a’million to put
right in, with a good prospect of as much
more to add thereto when the thing is
have

In sober earnest, we

well agoing.

not more than one or two schools that do
not sorely need money to-day; some of
them

need

a great deal

too,

of it,

and

From

Pittsfield to

Wilton, and from Vermont

to Virginia,

must have it or die.

it is the same all around. We
that brethren, and sisters, who

do hope
can, will

put substantial foundations under these
much-deserving institutions. Now, here
A few thousand dolis Flemington.
lars, by way of endowment, for we do
not hear of any debt, is all they need
just now to give them a good start toward enduring prosperity, and we hope

they will get it soon.
MYRTLE HALL.

Every donor to Myrtle Hall will be
glad to read the following from Miss
Brackett:
:
“The channels for work are widening.
We dare to attempt many things now
that in the past have seemed impossible.
The winter term, which opened Jan. 3,
brought the usual throng of live yoang
peop!e, anxious to make the best use of
their time. With perhaps a sigh over

and now, Sis, I am so glad the poor dar-

‘kies have a chance to learn to read

and

If I could have learned to read

when I was young, I would not be lone-

some now.’ "— The Helper.
>>

. INOIDENTS OF COUNTRY WORK IN
INDIA.
4y
No.

2.

\

wide; all covered

in by.a

deck, with

‘“ house over the after part made

who,

in

that statement I do

length, and the beat is manned

by

for the twenty-eight miles
less

than

three

$1.50,

of our most important

this

is

are as orderly and serious as we could
expect to see anywhere. Several young

of a prayer-meeting

instead, but

as

ar-

rangeéments had been made previously, it
was thought best to let it go on. So with
a prayer-meeting of an hour in the morning and another hour after school, the
desires of the most zealous were satis-

but- to

make

no

outward

but I have sons
their interests,”

‘Ab,

now, and must regard
¢‘ Now,” said I, ‘it is

fied.
At 7 o'clock, teachers and perhaps
four-fifths of the pupils met in (he chap- 'very clear that you are throwing your
el. Of those left in Myrtle Hall, one children into the same snare you fell into

Christian said to another,
‘Come into
my room and talk to my room-mate; she
is serious.’ The talk was followed by
prayers for the penitent one, another quiet talk followed, when the three were
Joined by another who, listening awhile,
burst into tears and begged them to pray
for her. Another season of prayer fol* lowed, when the group ‘were surprised
by the entrance
other,

until

that

of another, and still anlittle room contained

_ eleven girls seeking forgiveness of sins.

Meanwhile, attracted by the sound of

voices in prayer and exhortation,
two
other, Cliristians appeared —all there
were in the house,—and the meeting
went on. But One was there filling
the
mouthsof his servants with’ words of

counsel, and above all giving them
a
spirit of earnest prayer.
Before the

close of the meeting two were cdiverted.

-,

*

Who shall say that Myrtle Hall has not
been rededicated? Said one of the’ four

_ tome,
4
a

Sa TR

‘I felt as I expect to in Africa,—

for I hope to go there when I eave
school.’ That informal prayeraneeting’

yourself and by your course are preventing them from beeoming Christians just
as you were prevented. Now I beg of
you to

write

them

and

let

them

know

Just how you stand, so as to throw no obstacles in their way.”

*‘ Well,”

said

he,

‘“ to confess the truth I have placed my
three boys in a mission school and only a
little while u#go

one

that he wished to be

told him

know

he

was

of them

but

a

boy

very little about

bad better be

quiet.”

wrote

me

a Christian, but
and

I

could

religion, and

he

Oar conversation

was long and interesting and we parted
with the hope that we might meet fre-

quently.
‘This’
case
illustrates
two
points: that mission schools have had a
wider influence than present fruits would
seem to indicate: and secondly that we

know very little of the extent of the impression.
the gospel is making

upon

the

minds of this people.
Who will Sep in to gather ‘the ripen-

ing harvest?

Where are the reapers P—

O. R. BACHELER.
/

u
wt

464

:

One of Dr. Macknight’s parishioners, a
humorous blacksmith, who thought that

his parson’s writing of leafned

books

was a sad waste of" time, being asked if
the- Doctor was at the manse, answered,

Was the beginningof many similar ones

‘ment, many would be found of *one-ac-

gone off to the printer with his laborious

~in_both hulls, Where; without anhbutioe:

na; he's gone to. Edinbro’ on

erra useless job,” The

y

or
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Ulcers,
Scalds

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

Corns,

Boils,

Strain,

Fistula,

all Skin Diseases.

For all Female Complaints.

TERMS;

Price 25 and 50c per bottle

GION} IT GIVES TONE TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS BY §TEM; IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS TO THEIR
NATURAL POSITION. THAT FEELING OF BEARING
DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT AND BACKACHE, IS
ALWAYS

PERMANENTLY

CURED

It will, at all times and

.stances, act in harmony

BY ITS
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Educational,
thorough work in Academic

Maine.

College

Preparatory,

cal, Scientific courses
Full board of teachers.

Winter terms commences

Nov

M,, Principal, or U. A. Farwell,

Pittafield, Me., Aug. 2, 1880.

|.
I

OCHESTER

ton,

Normal, Classi-.

1, 1¢80,

K.
.

SEMINARY.

sexes.
-

and Jan.

11, 4881;

Summer

Bachelder,

Term

of

N.

H.

‘Rey.

A.

B.

Meservey,

‘coursesof study for both sexes.
the Institution ia the

best

Regular

scientific

schools

or

the

best

colleges.

T.ehanon,

Me.

-

2

Rig vkasvy CULLEGE.—Rlo Grande, Gallia

.s Ohio: The college year consists of fowr
terms, of ten weeks each.
The courses
of study are : the
Normal,
y | .Commereial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: tlassical and Scientific.
!
Roard, (including roomy rent) $2,15 per week.
For further information apply
to A. A. MoUL-

Female Diseases, Monthly Menstruations, and

a

Try it.

TON, A. M., Rilo Grande, Sattia_ Co., Ohio.
DATES

COLLEGE

THEQ

1¢AL

’

SCHOOL,

and

printed

years, of thyee terms each.

ute.

Expenses are

moder

For Catalogue address,
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Powlston. Mo.
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Records
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Manual,
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Clerks.

Treasurers,
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Communion.

An® Experience,
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a book of 118 pages,
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postage:
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The above named books are: sold by
ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
at 20 per cent dicount tor cash with
‘or or receiving the books.
N of the school is to prepare the students for col
lege. The courseof study extends over
Send your orders to

Ba

by

by Randall.

The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little wrok, and every

in

| MORIUS
ADAMS, A. BS Principal.
1
Fall term
begins Aug. 31, 1880. Winter term begins Nov. 16,
1880. For turthe) particulars, address the prin.
clpal, or ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

s

BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1880,

published sermon
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for Catalogue to
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!
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fiages all the important parliamentary rules of de-

New ‘England.
Telograjiy a specialty.
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teacher of Penmanship in the State. KXpenses
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of 10 weeks each. Fall Term Begins August 23,

1880. ‘Winter Term begins Nov.-15 1880.
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Term Begins Jan. 31, 1881." Summer Term begins
Apr. 18, 1881. Summer Term closes June 23. Send
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’
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Minister's Manual,
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.

different meetings;
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Secretary.
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Rochester,
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$1.00.

cents

lent book

sexes.
Secures good influences.
For further information address the Principal or A.J, Russell,
Secretary, Rochgster. Wig.
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Baptists.

Lectures

weeks will commence September 7. Full
board of teachers and course of study. Students
are hitted for teaching and for college. Business
course
complete and practical.
Admits both

« HL WARNER

Baptisls

Butler's Theology
:
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
‘of dectrinal thevlogy, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage, 12 cents,
we

Instruc-

of study for both
Expenses low.

24,181;
Spring term, April
term. June 16, 1881.
A
For Catalogue address

only

The

tion. No primary instruction. With three carefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary
and
English Course.
For full catalogue.
address the Principal.
IRVING B. SMITH.
AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.— Pittsfield,

= SMITHS ee
Medicated Prunes.

Largest bottle in the market.

Free

and Christian experiences of Bal, a converted
heathen,
Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents. .

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., Now
York. This schoel was never in better condition for doing

jor bottle.

by

at the death of a child,

*
“Headaches fates
the hands of ] Dizzibess,r Torpid
Malaria; and alt-dififoultiosForof
of “men,
and the Kidneys,Gravel;
Liver and Urinary Organs

sh

Sermon

The

801d by Drugeista

during Pregnancy = it has no equal. It restores
the organs that
the blood, and hence is the
best Best Blood
Purifier.
It is the only
known remedy that cures Bright's Disease. For
Diabetes, use Warner's Safe Diabetes Cure
For Saleby Droggists and all Dealers at 81 35

the

excellent help for Sabbath schools
reading
$1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,

Lung and Throat Affections

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, General Agents

Is made from & Simple Tr ‘eal T.eaf of Rare
‘Value.
and is a POSI
f
emedy for all the
Aiseages that case pansin the lower part of the

of

Butler's Comm chtary
;
_ by the same author,—
i.J. J. Butler, con
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an

kind, for

Mrs, Pinkham freely answers allletters of\nquiry.
Bend for pamphlets. Address as above,
‘No family should be without Lydia E. PinRham’s
LIVER PILLS. They cure Coustipation, Bilious.
ness, and Torpidity of the Liver.. 25 cts. per box.

up

"ladies; in the buttonholes
ordamentiug
in festoons theaters, ' ball-

our existence,

sermons, by as many different F. Baptist Minig..- ters
Price $1.25 including postage.
/

its superiority over all other remedies of the

Price, $1. Six Bottles to one address, $5.

which came three equestrians.
One of |
them, a ludy, made a sudden turnto avoid
the approaching royal carriage, and her
horse stumbled and fell, dragging her from
the saddle. The Queen: herself, stepping
forward, seiz@)
the horse's bridle and held
the strugglingnimal until the lady g¢xtri-

Memorials

Sermons.
A volume of 300 pages,

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of

:

hair aud

of

is a small book in Riper covers, embracing
the first 44 pages of the
Treatise.
Price 6 cents,
or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ara

is unsurpassed.
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human life is seventy years, andin another
place had put it at threescore and ten
years, the Dunkirk theologian would have
been just as wise in making out a contradiction or a distinction as he is when .he
makes aionion in one line of Matthew—
25: 46—to mean one thing and in the
next line to mean another. I there is
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pot
phrase.
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Piplete
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convinced that he must become his own physician
and seek, by experiments, for the desired relief. He
ARSONSFIELD
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Me. Rev. T. F. MILLERT, Prineipal, with
5 only temporary relief, and produced nervousness,
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Trials and experiments followed this determinJune 16, 1881. For catalogue address the Princi- .
ation until he at last produced a compound which,
pal.
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by application, entirely subduéd all pain and allowed
EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE. , This ingtitutién is
his system to recuperate, and throw off the disease.
V
now under management of Rev. D. Powell,
with Prof.
0." G. Augir, A.M., principal, Prof.
To his discovery Prof. Edison gave the name

ORRHAGES.

Now, that statement I mean to be inclusive and conclusive; and if any man

rupees,

and

The exercise

came when many would have been glad

to
the

than that; and in every intelligent sense
in which we are able to construct any
adequate notion of divinity, I hold to the
Th
divinity of the Lord Jesus Christ.

day or night. ‘I paid for this Wst boat
or a little

not

concerned, I accept

or five men. The bedding can be spread
in the house and all made comfortable for

profess Christ, but I read in the Bible,

literary

to.

What are the infinite contents of the Ttin-

four

—

a

and

ity, or what are its exact relationships, I|
think it is audacious ignorance for any
man to undertake to point out. I accept
the general statement that the divine unity
exists.in three personalities ; but in so far
#8 the relation of God to ‘Christ Jesus is

ting, covering nine or ten feet of the

jects we had been discussing.
On this last day of our stay here a babu
in government employ has made me a
~ sthool, touching every heart and moving long visit. ¥ bad met him several times
ust to repentance and faith, while oth | and was struck with his knowledge of
ers y ere quickened to a renewed conse- | Scripture and his free expression of faith
cratjon of themselves to the service of the in Christ as the only Saviour. Once on
Master. There are many experiences of parting he had asked me with much feeldeep-interest connected with those days. ing to pray for him. To-day I asked him
I will relate one. When the revival had why be did not openly profess Christianibeen in progress a few days, and the in- ty. He replied: “I was educated in a
terest seemed to be principally among mission school and very much wished to
tertaioment in the chgpel.

power,

those who attempt it. The tenor of the
1'Néw Testament Scripture and the general
analogies of nature are more nearly satisfied by the statement that God exists in a

a

task of putting the work of four or six
months into three. Very early in. the
year a precious spirit settled upon the

the young men; there was

of

I accept the statement of it, but the “Solu-

of -mat-

to-all appearance interested in the. sub-|

classmates

conception

LITERARY

DHows, A. M., Principal, with competent as&

si

- derful discovery for alleviating pain.

PAIN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC TOR
INFLAMMATION AND HEM.

is

three-fold Person, composed of the Father,

studies, they haye set themselves to the

favored

It

J YXDON

After much persuasion, Prof. Edison has been
prevailed upon to give to the world his truly won-

THE GREAT VEGETABLD

the Son and the Holy Ghost; but beyond

company of young men and boys, most
of them speaking a little English; behaving in the most gentlemanly manner and

more

Christ.
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tion of it is too large for.me. , I do not attempt it; nor do 1 admire the wisdom of

i

consequence of beginning the school-year
in October, have gone by them in_their

their

of

fundamental to my system of thought,

well
the

Another-boat trip of twenty-eight miles
interest in that department of Christian brought us to ‘Tomlook. I prefer
to
work for quite a while to come. We beg; + make these boat trips by night in order
of our rich men who have some thou- to save time for work by dayé The boats
. sands of dollars to bestow, to pause be- we use are about thirty feet long by eight

fore they decide to found a Few

divinity

-

PROF. EDISOR'S

whole of my ministry, and: has been,
weather was intensely .cold. ' The life of without variableness or shadow of turning,from the day, many, many years ago,
a teacher inthe country schools has few .| wheh I learned to preach with any suereves
=
=
‘attractions:
| ces#.
I believe that Jesus holds to man* «Many write bravely and hopefully. A kind the same relations that God 'does;
letter is
before me now, from one of our | that he is perfect by his very nature ; that
raduates, a young Jdady who had" been he has all’ power; that he has supreme
ree years in one of the ‘dark corners,’ -authority ; that all that human reason can
at work in day and Sunday-school.: She conceiveof divinity resides in him; that
says: * There has been yo service in the he is the object of the highest love in
church for seven weeks. I have to walk heaven, and should be on earth; that the
through the snow and rain, which the most absolute obedience is due to him;
doctor says is not good for me. I might and that now and forever ‘‘every knee |
ride, but there is no way to get to the should bow,” ‘“ and every tongue’ confess
school-house with a horse.«
that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the ‘glory fof
««] am very lonely, but the grand- God the Father.”
I accept, then, in the fullest sense, withmother now and then tells me a story of
her young days. She calls me ‘Sis.’ out equivocation or mystery, everything
Bhe says, * O, Sis, when I was a gal, we that tends to disclose the reality. of the.
darkies were not allowed to have books, divinity of Christ. I accept the Trinity;

write.
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Christ will

REV. W. H. BOWEN, D.D.,
PROF. R. DUNN, D. D,,
PROF. J. A. HOWE, D. D.

good, unselfishly trusting in him and submissive to his will, our prayer will not be

in vain., It may not besanswered in the
identi®al thing, but in something better.
We have the example of Christ himself,

for publication
and all letters
&c., should be
N. H,

A correspondent calls our attention to
an editorial in the Star of March

16, on

The ob-

ject of the editorial was to show how God
- can answer prayer without conflicting with
the laws of nature. Perhaps we did not
make our meacing plain. If'he will read
the article carefully, he must see that its
generai tenor gs in’ harmony with his.own
sentiments. He says: ‘‘1 ‘believe God
can hear prayer, but does be answer

he received a better answer: ** My grace
shall be sufficient for thee; for my
strength is made perfect in weakness.”
+>

THE

ture? In other words is health, commerce or agriculture governed by fixed
law ?” * ‘We answer, yes, to the last question, as far as God is concerned ; but this

mendation, well calculated to mollify the
feelings of one who had been the object
of bitter animosities in the past. .
The tables were

ob-

sacred maintainance of public

to the luster of the last ** Administration,
which in purity and - honesty of purpose
and in absolute freedom from scandals
and corruption has had no superior in

against his health in answer to prayer,and
that in harmony with the laws of nature.

American annals,” for

his

able

manage-

ment of* his Department, for ‘ having
done more than any of his predecessors
for the advancement of the Indians in ed-

To this many a reformed inebriate is ready
co.

Our brother says, *‘I believe that the
spiritual world is beyond our reach as far
.as understanding it is concerned,” and yet
in the same sentence he says ¢ that The

ucation and civilization, and

provement of

their

white men and

with

for

relations
the

the im-

with

the

Government,”

and for calling the. attention of Congress
to ¢* the outrages inflicted upon the Indians in the name and by the agents of a
free people.”
The speech of Mr. ‘Schurz was candid
and highly satisfactory to his auditors.
It comprehended his work in the Interior

Great Overruler of the universe has made

someand

prayer.” These are spiritual acts governed by spiritual laws known to us only as

by Expaniios

We tried to show In

Department and his

editorial referred to that as we belonged
both to the spiritual and physical worlds,
which make up the universe of God, we
were amenable to both, that as the universe originated in unity of author and
design, there could be no conflict in these

laws, and that as prayer—and

faith and

credit,” and for what he had done to add

him in obeying law. Now he has power
10 correct ‘the sinful habits operating

and inspiration.

array of

«¢ of freedom and justice for all men, for the

grace to assist

far as they are revealed

position

on

several

po lar questions of the day. There is nodoubt but this Departmentisoneof difficulty
and danger, so huge in proportions and
heterogeneous in character that chari’
table allowance should be made for
some things necessarily done without
the Secretary's knowledge or approba-

we might

have said the same of repentance and faith

tion.

—was an established law of spiritual communion with God, it must be in harmony
* with the other laws of the universe. Then
“\zod could hear prayer without violating

His intercourse with the Indians has
been of the most i
nature and his
policy, as he states it himself,is very conf
mendable—the

any of his laws.

policy of promoting

transformation of the Indians from

Our correspondent asks if the good and
bad are not so made ‘‘ That weare all sub-

the

shift-

less paupers into thrifty and orderly
workers, as agriculturists, herdsmen,
traders and mechanics ; of extending their

Ject to the same diseases,and that the same

remedies, and the same precaution to preivent disease, will apply to the wicked as
"well as to the praying man.”

educational facilities, to teach

them

how

A
Se

aR

to learn and how to live; of stimulating
their desire to become individual owners
It is true that God sends rain upon the
of land and other property like white men
. just and upon the unjust, but it is also
--a policy,in one word, of preparing them
true that the wicked ¢¢ shall not live out
half their days,” and the reason is because for their ultimate absorption into the great
the diseases, superinduced by drunken- | body of American citizenship with all its
ness, licentiousness and vicious habits, do rights and duties. This he says he en-not come upon the righteous nor are they deavored to carry out through his adminas much exposed to other means of death. istration ; and he commends it to the conIt is a fact that if all could conform equal- sideration of his successor.
It is remarkable that a man’ of foreign
ol the laws of nature, they might attain

n -bandry or anything else;
great variety of results.
differences depend on
spiritual nature, can not

compeer of the first native-born
our country.

hus-

and hence the
As far as
ghese
mind,—on our
prayer, which

helping

In regard to bereavement, to which our
brother referred, we will let Paul answer.

«+ @ar light affliction, which is but for a

.
4

says he believes?

The * yellow

ex-

|
Fd
a
TS

he THE: 7
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then; again,

fro
meet

mistakes?

fever”

for

State,

what

be
of

What Secretary has not?

If our ** Government
century towards

the

through
Indians,

its full
has

been

treacherous, unsciupulous, malignant and

a penalty

of

| Court can

then another, and so on, and’ the’ longest

geon was about to leave, she says, ¢ Doc-

tor, how long shall I have to lie here in
this helpless condition?” ¢¢ Oh, only one
day at a time” was his cheerful reply, and

stand it

churches can.

= .

we presume.

by “The Sabbath
Society’}

of his work.

Present duty is what concerns us most,
and yet how many are ready to put it off
for a more convenienti’season. Perhaps
they are almost persuaded to become
Christians, but they
to see all the
way through a Christian life before taking
the first step.

** How shall 1 know,” said

one, ‘‘ if I commence a religious life; that
I shall continue and finally enter heaven ?”
He went to the house of a Christian friend
one evening and conversed long upon the
subject without

coming

to

a

decision.

When he was about to leave isthe

dark-

ness, his friend handed him a lantern saying, * This light will not reveal to you all

the way home before you start, but
a step at a time. Take that and you
arrive in safety.” The young man
the lantern and walked on securely

inhuman,” no
to correct all
istration. If
satisf: ictorily

| policy will

i

daughters;
and

wé can

imagine what they are thinking

permit it.

for

themselves,

bane

character. As one
the enjoyment you
the laws of health
‘home and retire at

of

life

to

and

and

moral

only
you will be far better for it at the last.”
will
PUP > ore
SPY
took
withy ABOUT HOME MISSIONARY FUNDS.
In the missionary department in the
the light shining not ¢nly upon his pathway but flashing into his mind and dispell- Star of March 16, attention was called to
the growing tendency
amoung those who |
ing his doubts; and he said to himself,
give
to
our
benevolent
societies, to des¢¢ Can I not trust my Saviour even without seeing my way clear through to the ignate the special purpose to which the
contribudon shall be applied, and to
end? I can—I will—I do trust him.”
No
sooner did he arrive home than he fell on some of the embarrassments to the vaThe
his knees and thanked God for the flood rious Boards resulting therefrom.
of light, of peace, of hope that burst into statement of the Treasurer,” on the first
page of that same, paper, serves to emhis soul.
Let us take the first step and the rest phasize the importance of the subject
!
It will be seen from the statewill be comparatively easy. Some one discussed.
has said that there are but three steps— ment alluded to, that the available funds
“Out of self—into Christ—into heaven.” of the Home Mission Society,on the first
day of the month, were only a trifle more
Shall we take them ?
than ene tenth of the amount needed to
——

TAXATION OF CHURCH PROPERTY.
The Supreme Court of this State has
decided that the law taxing church properly is constitutional. The law was en-acted by the last Legislature,and provides
that such property in excess of a valuation
of ten thousand dollars. may be taxed.”

meet

the

Appropriations due

at

Society vs.

Manchester.” The plaintiff society, having’
been taxed in 1880 for
$10,000 in the

waluation

the

excess
of

its

over

church

forth in the State Constitution,

the

Opin-

‘name 1 willido it.” The only limitation | ment in Araerican politics.
The other Specelies

were fall of élo-

be observed in united

Rev. N. C. Lothrop having closed his labors
with the Bristol F. B. church is at liberty to

engiige with any church that may wish for his

services either as a supply. ox as a pastor, Dur‘ing his postorste of four years 27 ‘have been

Union
the

added to the membersip of the church, which

prayer for

is well united, and is now desirous of securing

-another pastor.
Rev. W. H. Ward,

Rochester, has

Vermont,

Rev. E. Blake

recipients of-many
ents.

dre inclined to believe that
would sustain in

case

The-swhole

useful and valuable preswasa

happy

surprise,

and

They

also

thank their parishioners at the River for a donation, and Cbristmas presents amounting to
about 835.00.
Rev. E. Bluke closes his labors

nor do

offenses,

of Waterbury

they return their heartfelt thanks.

with the Waterbury Center and River chureh-’

an
vafor
be
we

es the last Sabbath in March, and commences
the pastorate of the F. B. church Steep Falls,
Me., the first Sunday in April.
¥
:

New

York.

"At the last session of the McDonough Q. M.

public sentiment

of such

and’ family,

Center, received a call from their friends Jan.
1, to remind them of their 15th wedding anniversary,
The evening was passed very pleassntly and the party dispersed leaving them the

on the

they all have termagants for wives.
It is
evil that seems to be on the increase, and
rious kinds of puwmishment are proposed
the offenders.
The most fitting seems to
that of flogging on the bare back, which

if it

the German church

requested.a council

to be

more juhu-

chosen to examine and if thought advisable, to

man or degrading than that of beating a wom-

ordain Bro. Oliver Cooper to the gospel minis-

would in any.

There is no crime

an.

try.

The Boston Public Library is so notable an
institution that the charges “of ' the Traveler

with the German church on March 16, at 11
o'clock A. M.; and after examination voted unanimously to proceed with the ordination which

Said council met pursuant to appointment

ought to be made false, if they are wholly true.
‘| they did in the following order: Invocation and
That piper says:

address to church, Rev. A. M. Paul sreading the

Here ix an institution established to provide
good, wholesome, instructive books for ‘the
masses,
dealing
out
instead un
immense
amount
of light fiction which should be confined to the private circulating libraries.
On
the other hand, we have frequent complaints
from those in the ranks of special professions
‘who are unable to buy technical works, that
absolutely no books worth meutioning upon
technical topics are within their reach.
The
chemist, the machinist, the artisan must do
without, in order that the pupils of the public
»schools may be provided with their seventeen
volumes each of trashy or immoral fiction,”
Jt

seems

that

the

paragraph

call of church,

bui

Rev, Chas. Steere;

ordainiog prayer,

benediction

by the candi-

date.

The coming of B. F. Marsdéh to Warsaw in

-April putsa new face on matters in Genesee Q.
M. There is an excellent field for work and we
trust he will have large success.ic.oThe Pike

church will build a fine house of

circulating

remains

and

hand of fellowship, Rev. C. R. Corning (C. B.) ;
sermon, Rev.A. B, Loumis;

worship

in

the Spring..... «It is reported that a house of
worship is being built up by Free Baptista
near Bliss Station. It is not expected there
will
be any changes in the pastoral relation
this spring iu the Genesee Q. M. "The pastors
are all well liked in their respective churches,
and we predict that hard and suecessful work is

brain, bas no foundation in truth.
The disease which has laid him aside from the active
duties of the ministry has puzzled the most
acute medical observers.
1t is thought by
some to be a thickening of the inner coating of
the blood vessels, producing occasional interruptions of the circulation, which lead to brief
periods of unconsciousness.
These attacks
last but a.few seconds, and are not attended
with any of the symptoms that accompany
epileptic or cataleptic affections. If heis. holding
a glass of water in his band he does not

drop it, or set it down,

minutes of examination

Scripture charge, Rev. J. W. Hills; prayer and

through the papers, stating that Rev. Dr. A
L. Stone is afflicted with softening of the

before

them....Bro. Koaphegl Elmira,is able

to fill his Pulpit again, ahd
§8_bopeful.
The
prospect there is good..... Attica has shared in
the triumphs of the new, temperance movement.
Over sixty reformed men are at work

and

the town

went

at the last el®tion for

temperance,

Rhode Island.

motion-

Rev. O. D. Pate of Marion, Ohio, bas sacless and unconscious as in a trince. The excepted a call to beceme pastor of the church at
treme duration'gf any of these attacks is two J
Greenville, and will commence his duties at
minutes, and the ‘cessation of consciousness is
ONCE. «sss Ata recent meeting of the sewing
usually much
less than this. His
physical
circle connected with the Pascoag church,
health, otherwise, remains good; and there
tev. A. Lovejoy and wife were the happy rehas not been during any period of his sickness
cipients of valuable gifts from their parishion_that decline
of mental power; or incohereney
ers. To the former there was given an ele
of thought or speech, which accompany softengant gold watch and chain and to the latter a
ing of the brain.
beautiful silk dress. This pastorate commeneTwo Boston idols get severe knocks ® the
ed in 1874.

Literary

World for March 26, and

we rather

West

wonder at the hardihood which deals them.
One is Thoreau whadse last journal is undé to
yield up “ a portrait “of himself by himselt”
which is far from attractive.
This is perhaps
the first discordant note in the general chorus
of ndmiration which the singular character and

life of the hermit

of Concord have

A--most

of which, with ideas as

vigorous

elicited.

as

bis

Virginia.

precious fevival {sin progress at

Winchester.
The pastor (Rev. B. Kirk) bavingheld preparatory meetings, which anited
the church, commenced a protracted effort
on the 2d inst., and the result bas been glorious. Some 45 person have been brought to the Saviour, 15 or more are stilt at the anxious
seat, pleading for pardon, ard a number of
others have been powerfully affected, who still

The second idol is ** The Contributors’ Club”
in the Atlantic Monthly.
The article in this
case is an unsigned communication, the writer

resist the gracious influence of the Holy Spirit.

lan-

guage, offers to Mr. Aldrich, the new editor, The interest is still good in the meetings,
some frank advice on-séveral points, one of Which are being beld every evening, and each
which is the scholarship” of Mr. Jobn Fiske. “day brings the joyful tidings of new conver-

At the same time
Contributors’
Thoreau.

we

Club,”

rather
and

like

don’t

THE MAY

sions,

the “The
dislike

ANNIVERSARIES.

{

year,

thus

and

enters

upon his tenth year’s labor at Winchester, under favorable and very encouraging circumstances.....There have been4 conversions in

Hs

The Broad-

the Berryville church since the lust report of

It may be better that all : this” way Tabernacle serlesof New York May
domestic work should be done by State meetings, which will occupy: the week

the meetings there, making 10 in all, who ex| pect soon to to go forward in baptism...”

Rev. N. C. Brackett

from the 8th to the 15th of the month, has

general

«

Bro. Kirk has recently been elected by

the church for another

Mr.
tz

-

emptipess-of the treasury of the general

baptized

8 happy con-

Society must not, be blamed if itis un- been arranged. The. following organiza- verts at Harper's Ferry Sunday, the 20th
inst. Itis hoped others will soon follows «s«able to meet its appropriations.
That tions will participate, and in the order
Three more persons have been converted in
here
given
:
Society has nq power to - ‘cfeate. money.
the meeting held in the Shepherdstown church
It can only pay out what others pay in. May 8.—American Home Missionary So- since the last report from that point, apd othciety.
.
If we send our money to other” treasuries’
ers are still inquiring the way of life,
“ 9~—Woman’s.
National
Christian
we must not. expect to draw out from
v
RE
Temperance Union.
=~ ~
that. Itis true, the parent Society . reNew
York
Port
Society.
Western.
ceives, now and then,—not very often,
however, a bequest

from

some

¢

friend,

‘

‘country.
But public sentiment is in
a fair way to correct that. Granting that
the taxation of such property would also

do i! the work in this department,

York Sunday-scheol

Asso-

;
'. Ohlo.
‘The Centennial church, built in the limits of

National Temperance Society.
ll.—American Female Guardian So-

the

‘

American Tract Society.
12.—New York Institution for Instruction of Deaf and Dumb.

13.—New

Society

'

for

ion grove church has let out

15—American Board Commissioners
for Foreign Missions.

undertake to say that there should be no
State sogieties, but, plainly, they can. not

that

Eastern.

:

and giving them a bold on the hearts of the

Maine..

in

Saco,

Lefiers.”

He

just bur- | think as weeve,

for

community, which they hope to use to the glory of God in the ingathering of souls und build-

Kev. J. M. Bailey ‘has been re-elected superintendent of #chools

contract

are waiting for baptism, "The blessing of God
has attended the faithfullubors of the church
in the past year in building a houseof worship

Ministers and Churches.
4

the

Michigan.
Three persons united with the Riley Center
‘| church at the Tast covenant meetin, and some

a

position

ing up of the church.

for

which he had previously proved his fitness.

labor with the No. Berwick church,
have united with the church,

some

This is indeed u Free-

will Bupti-t ficld. Tbe church has
the present pustor another year,

engaged

The church ut Capacreceived five to rember-

ro | eburét and hits unantm ts Gall to” thie Dover
sententiously ‘observes. Dr. & Foxcroft church, During his four years*

has’ not found
that there are also sensible people who do not

Wo

for 8075.

d names of speakers will be made _hereafter. .
.

Rév. 1: 0, Cook has closed a siiccessful Das.
=| torateof four years® with the No. Berwick

sentient
of the country
is againsg it, and.

or quite

building & meeting house 80 by 40 feet, 14 feet
story, vo be completed by the first of August,

Announcement of the hours of meeting

not|-

nearly

Preven-’ 'baptized

have
0

church, is

by Rev. 8, J, Weed, and a Freewill
Taal church organized, ' Bro. Weed and
Foreign Sunday-school Associa- Clofid acting as a council. The prospects of
accessions to their number is good.l, The Untion.
York

* ‘tion of Crime.
‘*¢

Kyger

gome time in Harrison township, Gallia Co.,
th good results.
March 20th three were

New York Bible Society.
‘¢

First

completed. Itis a brick structure, and
ill
be one of the best houses of worship in the
Ohio River Yearly Meeting.
:
:
Rey. R. M. Cloud has been preaching for

ciety.

we ought to be doing), as well as helping

nameRation of houses of worship in this

10.—New

ciation.

and something from States in which no
local society gathers the funds; but the
sum total of all these will come far short

the feeble churches in the land we
already begun to occupy.
We

imate institutions in bearing

of East

He will enter on his pastorate “April 1.

delivered

[

-

Morals in Harvard University, now held by
Rev. Dr. Peabody, which of course involves
the resignation of the latter gentleman. - Dr.
Storrs’s recent leeturesin Boston reyeal his
wonderful power of eloquence to popularize a
deep religious subject like the Divine Origin of
Christianity. His audiences increased to the

ion of the Court closes as follows :
We decide that the Constitution does
not exempt church property from taxation. Whether exemption of church prop- of meeting the demands made upon it in
erty is constitutional is a question we do the requests for aid.
oe
not decide, because it is not raised by the
How is our work among the freedmen
case. The plaintiff is not in a situation
to object to exemption. It can not claim to be maintained and enlarged as it ought
that it shall not pay any tax because $10,- to be; how are we to extend our acquain000 of its property is not taxed.
|
tance among our brethren in North CaroThe inference at least is allowable that lina, in East Tennessee, in Texas; how
the Court would decide that even this “cultivate a Christian frierdship that may,
‘exemption of $10,000 is unconstitutional, some time, ripen into organic union, with
the. various bodies, already
partially
and so favor the taxation of the whole
property used for public religious - wor- known to us, that are in accord with us
and ought to be a part of us? All this
ship.

and desirous to share with: all other legit

Hil

accepted a call from the Water village church.

that

man ought to be expected “help to correct it,
sua law would lay we ought to be doing, and in some way
these abuses in one admin- too great.a hardship on the average re- we must pour in to,¥ we wish to draw
the Ponca question is now
ligious society to: make it justifiable. gut from, the cash box of the Home Misiar
disposed of, we trust such a Usage is against such taxation, the best sionary Society.

pursued that all the other
be

every

lyn, is to be elected to the chair of Christian

time.
wie
i
The fact that in several States the money raised for Home Mission purposes is
retained in the State and expended by a
local spciety, is, plainly, one cause of the

societies, but if it is so done, the

children, for its situation

and appreeiutive people. New Hampshire.

The case came before thé Court us ¢ The Soclety.

Franklin St. Congregational

our

side makes it a place of health and beauty filling

fol-

following

4 who do this thing are not all drunken,

the

has said, ‘Take all
can ;. but do not forget
(or of morals). Be at
a reasonable hour, and

place to send

among the everlasting hills that rise on

Nearly every day the papers, particularly
those in New York city and vicinity report
cases of wife-beating. The brutal husbands

completely disqualifies them for the life
to come.
Then it is the part of wisdom to avoid
every kind of dissipation, whatever name.
it bears, as the

Parsons-

Limerick a few Sabbaths until they

shall secure a pastor. The old Seminary under the efficient management of Bro. T. F.
Millett is doing a good work,’ and is a good’

evening of the 24th. ~

So there are young men that

éngage

may

Prayer

week

very last lecture, which wag,

go even farther in the downward course,
under some of the fascinating terms already mentioned, which ill fits them -for
the real work of this’ life in which they
expect to

field and

It is rumored that Rev. Dr. Storrs, of Brook-

not

about

He also expects to bridge over at So.

that

the entire sanctification of the Sabbath.

same time impairing their vitality and
their intellectual and moral powers.
In
sucll cases, mothers are more to blame
than their

cause

Observance

asking that the

3d ein

who

at

asserts

who profess to be and call themselves Christians,
gives urgency to an appeal that is published

spend most of their evenings in party-going and other amusements, destroying

“It
is not. likely that New=Hampshire
Will
apondent Wistios to iid out “perplexing questi
think as we do,”
jast.
d,
and
the
dies
Bom
80
ee
ar
Giv-.
find
many
States
imitating
Her
example.
says,
Christ
for."
pray
to
‘right
vis
a
wo
' Prime in one of his *“ Irenmus
ilized
as
to
be
no
longer
a
Sisnetigy
sole:
J
At
the
same
time,
the.
church
is
uble
| has lived to little. purpose who.
4 Whatsoever yeshall ask the fatherin’ my.

.48 “in my name,” hicks implies subuis-

nal victory for the temperance

buoyancy and hilarity of youth, spend

and

Mormon

“low her labors in the South.
=
|
The perilous tendency towards the seculari-| zation of the Lord’s Day, even among those

life powers, instead of an infringement
upon whéfe
of ows; and yet many, in the

their interest in their studies,

Elder

‘prominent

southern mission, as described on the first the heart with an inspiration and love of the
page in a communication which she says is ‘sublime. Rev. F. C. Bradeen leaves his peothe first she has sent North, * on a most inter- ple with feelings of emotion while they cling
esting subject.”
We heartily wish that a_sigto him with a love that well becolsomes & grateful

It is the renewal of our

world,

A

Semin-

Our readers will be glad to learn of the fa| vorablecircumstances attending Miss Willard’s

7

fulness in society and in the

Theological

the number of polygamous marriages is dimin-

BROCE
oT 4 Sh Th

what it means.

The course of Andover

ishing in Utah. We trust that the number will
be still smaller before President Garfield gets
through with the ‘iniquity.
a)

the

the poor woman was comforted; and their time in a “‘ round of dissipation,” inmany a time during these weeks.-of suffer- volving late hours and unnatural exciteing, the thought came back to sustain her,
ment, under the garb of amusement. The
“Only one day at a time.” We have a
‘consequence is they lose their sleep; and
friend who, with a bad fracture of the
as a matter of course, the next day lassithigh was bound to the cruel splint, after
tude will follow. Ifthe same course is
the bone was adjusted, but the surgeon
continued, complete prostration may be
did
tell him that it was a ¢‘ ninety
expected,.or some other equally deplordays’ job,” as he told dis friends; and able penalty.
he was able to endure one day at a time,
They do not realize how much good
until nature had done its work of restorahealth depends oun sleep. It is truly
tion. Sp it is with the most arduous
‘Nature's sweet restorer.” ' There is no
works of life. What will not one sturdy
better remedy for nervous exhaustion and
blow after another ini this world of toil acmany other maladies, to which we are eX:
complish “Many a man of thrift can reposed. We should remember that it is
spond to the question for himself.
indispensable to health, strength, beaiity,
>. One new lesson and then another brings
and, we were about to say, goad morals.
the scholar to the summit of the hill of
There are school-girls in their teens, who
science. He commences with the Simplest
are ostensibly in pursuit of knowledge to
elements at first and climbs up step by
fit them for the home as well as for usestep in his progress. If he should then

commendation, and not ¢astigate him un- | . Evidently, there is “mach needless exmercifully because he has made some _penditure pat into the decoration and or-

otherwise the. penalty, like other poisons,
must follow.

iA

is, and for what he has done so worthy

brother

for the moral turpitude of those who suffer, Christ says is a similar case, “| tell
"you nay, but exc pe x repent ye shall ‘all
Js likewisé perish.” We must. repent or

hand,

the financial heresy in his adopted

is an effort of natureto get rid of a poison,
As to its being

as the

Switzerland to do what be could to
and shall we not prize him

ceeding and eternal ‘weight of glory.”
flow can this be unless that Overruling
our

‘advocating emancipation

ground of reconciliation withthe South before the proclamation of freedom was
made, ‘maintaining a sound curreney
unwaveringly, though living in a part of
the country unaccountably infatuated with
false theories about it; coming home from
Spain in the time 0 the ‘war to lend a

tians and secure better spiritual effects.

‘Providence is in it, in which

men of

He has been always true to human free-

dom,

is a law of our spiritual nature, remedy
these defects so far as to make a better
man—a better former, mechanic or merchant, —without conflict with the laws’ of
‘nature?
Surely it will make better Chris-

moment, worketh for us a’ far more

necessary to do it:
;
One step and then another, one mile and

property, petitioned for the abatement of
the tax, on the ground of the unconstitubirth should make such proficiency in. tionality of the law under which the asour language, should distinguish ‘himself sessment was made. After citing cases and
on the platform, in the field, in the Senate
authorities, and reviewing the doctrine of
and in the Cabinet, and make himself the equality and proportion of taxation as set

It is also a fact that if all
a 1 results.
; could obey equally the laws of the spirit
we might expect the same spiritual re. sults; bat.all men are not equally endow-

ed with the ‘knowledge of hygiene,

that one thing after another is all that is

of the State. - The repast was followed by
speeches mingled with enthusiastic cheering continued until a late hour at night.
The opening speech by the president,
‘undertake to look into the intgicacies of
Honorable C. R. Codman, was in approthe abstruse subjects before him which he
bation of the valuable services rendered
could not understand, he would be disby the honored guest, in the field, the
couraged and would gave up at the very
Senate and the Cabinet.
commencement. But, beginning
with
He took the opportunity to thank him first principles, he comprehends each
for being always true to the principles
lesson as he goes on in the prosecution

that he does not see them—or if he does,
his weakness, his loss of will-power has
rendered him so impotent that he needs
help. In answer to prayer God forgives

faith

by an

many honorable and learned gentlemen

moved.4 Man is so imperfect and sinful

repentance,

beautifully arranged,

and he was.surrounded

stacles in the way of recovery must be re-

what with it, by

by

the invitation of some 250 eminent citizens
of Massachusetts. They took this occasion to'tongratulate him on his success as
Secretary,of the Interior, and to express
their appreciation of his public services in
general. He was received with great enthusiasm and with a fitting tribute of com-

Health,com-

acquainted

DINNER.

ent at a dinner in Boston on the 22nd,

merce and agriculture depend very much
upon the course. we take in. regard-to.
them. Hence we find all degrees of prosperity in them, inasmuch as there are all
degrees of conformity to the perfect law
'-of God. Now in our weakness and ignorance can we not ask and receive ‘* wisdom
that cometh down from above which is
.profitable to direct” us in taking care o
health, and so God answer prayer in regard to a physical want without any violation of his law?
Perhaps we can make it plainer. Poor
health is the violation of law in some way.
The person himself may have been the
canse, unwittingly, carelessly, sinfully.

. 4way for us to become

SCHURZ

The Honorable Carl Schurz was pres-

prayer that conflicts with the laws of na-

Nature hds a recuperative power, but

chre its consummation ; but it is fortunate

But if the churches are to

be singled -out, and made to bear unusual
burdens on the plea of impartiality, the
matter could hardly stop whereit is without the motives of the framers of the law
being called in question. As the case
now appears, if the Legislature and the

NOTES.

quiskening among the brooke. The State missionary is spending a few weeks in Parsonsary in adding a fourth year for advanced study field Q. M. and has assisted Rev. T. F. Millett,
| the pastor at No. Parsonsfield,a few evenings.
is already meeting with pronounced favor.

ya

‘
~ God's
ability to answer prayer.

to testify.

and interests.

ONE AT A TIME.

BRIEF

Journey is finished. One stone and one
DISSIPATION.
‘brick upon anether and the foundation is
How
many
there are who, under the
« who prayed three times, If it be possi- laid, and the stately mansion goes up to its
name
of
recreation,
amusement or pleasure,
ble, let this eup pass from me, but not my completion.
adopt a course detrimental to their highest
will but thine be done.” Was this a right
One day of suffering or of work at a
*‘ There time is'all that is required. of any of us. ‘interests! They form habits of dissipaprayer? Was itnot answered?
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references.

Augir—M Atwood-—D A Amold—=Mrs P B Allen
—F H Bubar—J R Batchelder—Mrs C M Banks—
L Baker—D C Bristol—C A Butler—R F Bryant—
Mrs O E Biglow—S C Burdick—C Bailey -W D

i

New
Price

DOANE,

ARD and DANKS.
100 copies.

of the

al attendance. Most of the churches were
|fleld—A B Loows—E
Léwis—T P Miles—W H
resented and a good interest manifested, rep- -Merriman—C B Mills—A L Morey —A .A Moulton
the |
meetings were protracted and ure still in prog‘20 IL Mack—J W
Maxham—M I Mowry—M
.. Tess with prospect of good being done,
Mowry—J W Martin~W H Moore—R M:urtin—E
Bros
Reeves and

LOWRY,

Costiveness,

with the Frankfort church which sTthough Ast
as successf

postpaid, 35.cts,

NEVER WASTE

“Easter Annual No 5.” oucchonor

F J Furguson, Albany, O.
*
EXPRESS,
F C Bradeen, South Parsonsfield, Me.

church.

prevented

the

Rev Jas W Martin, Woodyard, 0.
Kev R Hayes, Cairo, Ill, care of Rev N Ricks,
Box 217.
Rev Isaac Hyatt, Dale, N. Y.

reports

at Wopaa

Addresses.

within

for

best books of the same class.

(52t38)

Miss Lizzie J

L. Husk, Clerk.

Weather

cert lixercise, 16 pages.
Music, Recitations, etc.

opular.
Moore's

Com.

B ¥ Haley, New Market, N. H.
A B Tomlin
& Co, Ft. Collins, Col.
E J Doyle, apne, Mich.

mets Should be forwarded to the next ses
tion,
Opening sermon Fri
27, by Rev. A. G Brande.
Gayevening Muy,

Root RIVER Q. M.—Held

with a- prepared

Roetta B Page New Market. N. H ,

light, and

cents

words,

E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
churches for our Benevolent Societies should
Lewiston, Me.
ou
Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y., to

3613

on the Sab-

Evansville

and

present

Rev. A. H. Morrell, Chepachet,

Washburn as pastor, and the Oukland church
bath by Rev, F. M. Washburn.

of

;

were somewhat encouraging.
The Evansville
church has secured the services of Rev. J. M.
those of Rev. J, R. Pope.

exposition

Wentral Association shouldbe sent.
b2t
Allmoney contributed for the Maine State Misston should be sent -to- Rufus Peering; Portlandy
Me.
Te
(25122)
Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Commuauion Baptist Assvciation, Marion, Ohio.

_ Sion with the Johnstown church. - Owing to
the great storm and impussable condition of

- the roads the

Duty of the

H.

.

Rout
wire

some of “our

February

I'.

essay, sketch of a sermon, or exegesis.
J. H. MoxX0M, Chairman

p. M.,

E. J. DoYLE, Clerk.

.

Bailey,

Members;

Missions in Icwa ; D. B.. Anderson, Second Coming of Christ; C. Pierce, Qualifications for Ordination ; J. H. Deeker, Es cay on Denominational S.
S. Work in Towa; D.C. Curtis, On Church Unity;
C. A. Baker, Study of the Bible.
-All other ministers of the Y. M.. not mentioned,

C.

we

The ordinary

Managers,

, and full descriy

pees, atc,
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Benevolence;
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of
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* Apt to Teach.”
2 Tim. 2: 24; L. E. Bixby, Kxosition, Rom. 8: 2; R. A. Coats, Essay on Home

Haven church,

brethren visit us at our next ‘session
have but few ministers in tne Q. M.

of Coudncting

Relation of the Church to the Temperance Cause;
Bro. Felt, Qualifications of the Christian Minister;

Kerr to the Sanilac Q.' M.
Rev. Geo. Sharp
was appointed to preach the opening sermon

The Q. M. would be glad to have

These

e
eacon
Song Book. By J.

the Sanilac Q.
M. wus present and preached
with bis usual eloquence and fervor, all the
preaching and speaking told of a nearness to
Christ. - Rev. C. P. Goodrich was chosen ‘Cor.

the session to be with the New

follow-

Payer

publishedb

Book of 160 pages, church music size.
Choicest
pieces, . ablest writers, costs
25e.

613e0w

Christ is risen yrom the dead.”—ELVEY.

Batchelder,

matic

;

:
:
:
i» HOPKINS.
+» Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us.”—GO8S.

Church

with harmony.
The religious part. of the
meeting was very interesting; the spirit of the
Master was manifest in the word preached.
Father
Goodrich though
70 years of ‘age,
preached with great power and showed! the

20 at 7 o'clock

The

EE Tittle tranbie fs

to

4

lanting

MUSIC FOR EASTER.

EASTER

Books

I.

cannot
fail

BROS.
Gen’l

Eng.

sbout

« Lord, for thy tender mercies’ sake.”---FARRANT.
»» Why seek ye the living among the dead ?—KE. J.

Schools;
R, Norton, Call
to the Work of the
Ministry; O.
E.
Aldrich,
Philosophy
of the
Atonement; S. Summerlin, The True Mission of
the Church; H. J. Brown, Hindrances to Denominational erowth in lowa;
J. H. Moxom, Syste-

Clerk.

Cutler,

Sec.

ng we the assignments:
©
5
. W. Bixby, Subject, Optional; F. P. Angir,
Can we Reasonabiy-Believe the Bible at all, if we
Keject its Miracles? “J. W. Drew, The New Birth,
John 3:5;
W. Small, Nature avd Effect of Pray-

BY

at the next session, May

pro-

PROGRAMME OF THE MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE,
tobe held in connection with the Towa Yearly

May

Rev.

be

Meeting, which will convene at Toledo, Tama Co.,
June 9, at 7 o'clock, P. M. A sermon will be

its Feb. ses~. #ion’ with the church at Bruce.
A
good deleution was present’#nd the business was done

M. and

Sermon,_to

A

Credit

“Will be mafled vrEr to all applicants, and to customers without
ordering it.
It contains five colored plates, 600 engravings,

VT.

Carols, by

wv

Genesee Q.

ip my receipts
S. CURTIS.

ann

ithe lessons, by the introduction .of purely lesson songs written expressly

Cb

a

Secretary and Treasurer, and discussion of the
same, 10—12.
Essay, ** Mimstervial Home Study,”
by Rev. C. A. Hilton, 1-2, P. M. Essay, ‘ Present
Exigencies of the Temperance Cause,” by Rev. G.

«OXFORD (Mich) Q. M.—Held

Mesg, tothe

from

costing 12to 18c.,

We have no hesitation in placing this ne W
bool beside jnyiling in jhe markets ts Hymns

each by mail; $4 per 100 copies.

communien

bad traveling

B,

Pleasant

Presenting Doctrine in our Regular Ministrations,” by Rov.C. E. Brockway,
2—4. Evening.
Sermon by Rev. G. H. Ball, D. D,, followed by a

x

Rev, G.

M*,

Reforms in our. Sunday-school System,” by Rev.
T. H. Stacy, 1-2, P.M.
Essay, * The Method of

the attendance wus small, but few churches
were represented by delegates,
No ministers
present who did not belong to the Q. M., vet
the presence of the Lord was manifest and the
aneetings during the session quite interesting,
“noEpecial Teligious interest was reported from
any of the churches.
We have but few ministers in the Q. M., and some that we have are
growing old and must soon close “their labors
and enter that rest prepared for them.
Due notice will be given in the Stur where

years.

with

paperg

+) Tob less than IO

Send for Catalogue.

608 WASHINGTON

D. Peck.
ednesday, Devotional service, 9—10,
A. M, Organization, Report of Corresponding

ELLSWORTH . M.—Held its March session
with the 1st Hancock church.
In consequence,

zeal
of younger

8s which

fully i

New

session” with

Evening. Sermon bv Rev. D. Boyd. Devotional
service,
Thursday , 9—10,
A. M. *‘ Harpers
Ferry,” by representatives of Storer College,
10—
11. Essay, * Church Extensiqn,” by Miss
Nellie
Dunn, 11-12. Essay, ‘The Evils and
Needed

Clerk.

0. W, YOUNG,

of styles, at

HUNT

\

+ R. Foster, followed by a general discussion, 2—4.

FRANKLIN Q. M.—Held its last session at
Pleasant Grove, Ill,, Henry McRoy moderator. Our meeting was full of love to God and
one another.
We sought to encourage family
prayer; promote an foterest in the gospel and
eep ourselves nnspotted from the world.
Next session with the Maple Grove chureh,
Franklin Co.
N. C. CURRY, Ulerk.

the June session will be held.

iety

bil JN

BRATTLEBORO

Clerk.

Sg

The above well known Pinsiot are unequalled 3

J.ESTE

G. L.TEAGAS, Clerk.

E. Tibbits, Homiletical

very

than that of

of’

vided for. Meeting of Trustees, Tuesday, 9, A.
M. Tuesday evening, Opening sermon by Rev. B.

with the Belnfont, church March 5, 6.
The
attendance was small on account of the drift-.
ed state of the roads by the late storms.
Yet
the interest manifested by those
present was
good and a very Interesting session enjoyed.
Preaching by Rev, E-Root and I, Stone,
Sabbath collection $3.75.
Next session with the Centerville church
Juue 4, 5.
B. F. ALLEN, Clerk.

weather, and

ject

with

PROGRAMMEol the twelith Annual Meeting of
the Central Bes
to be held. at Apalachin,

Cass Co, (Neb.) Q. M.—IHeld its last session

of unfavorable

matter

HAZELTON,
HAINES,
BILLINGS.

Notices.

M.™wunnal

N. H., should have been
in the Ster of March 16.

CLEVELAND Q. 0.) M.—Held
its last session
with the cburch in Cleveland Feb. 4—6.
‘The
churches were all represented both by letter
and delegation. It was a very enjoyable meeting. - The Word was preached by Revs. Geo.
. Baker, of the Portage & Geauga Q. M., D. M.
Stuart and G. H, Damon.
The Liverpool
church reported revival interest among them.
This was cheering news, and it is to be hoped
that all our churches may be revived indeed
and built up in the most holy faith.
20-22, Friday before the 4°h Sunday.

it

organs

the éstate of Mre. D. 8. Lamprey, late of Belmont,

Q.°

Clerk pro tem.

Meeting

8—10.

CORRECTION.

M. in conference assembled with voice united
wish to show our thanks to Rev. O. T, Clark
and sister C.yA. Clark, our Home Mission
agents, for their labor in securing clothing for
distribution among our members, also for the
distribution of the same, which has been done
with satisfaction to all concerned; for which
we will hold them in grateful esteem.
i

G. L. TraGAS,

Co.

church, April

to

Co.

refresh

great

books now

PRA Orsanar pre:reprints of the me best

B

Sunday-School

THE

;

‘Lawrence church, April 20, 21.
:
J. MALVERN,

them for such timely assistance, praying that
those tokens of kindness may cause our hearts
to respond in acts of charity and affection towards our fellowmen.

2.

diseased,

If the two

Quarterly

Q. M.,

thanks

Strong

Hotices and Jppointments.

at

Kansas, have been sorely afflicted with the
drouth until we were in very
distressing eircumstances, and whereas our brethren through,
the Woman's Mission of the East have helped
aus to clothing to the amount of about $400,00,
therefore,

1.

will Grow

If your mind is

God,

we, the Freewill Baptists of Norton Co.

Resolved,

E. TOURJEE, Music Hall, Boston, Mass.

5

:
First fifty-two are

th beside ex~

4

Ce.cQ.

providence

2t12

A}

were

NORTON

+ «~~

Liver Cure. The mind can be kept clear by care,
and the kidneys and liver by the great remedy
above mentioned.
2t12

a view to his ordination.
W. A. PaILLies, Clerk.

Whereas in the

C.

we began with a small twelve-page scholars’ qui
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cach, with more and better

your body, the kidney and liver, are out of order,
restore them by using Warner's Safe Kidney and

with

adopted

Mind

suitable relaxation.

man church a council was called to meet with
the German church March 16 for the examio-

The following resolutions

of

and great not by what you reject, but by what you
cordially accept and believe.
Your health will
improve, just in proportion as you obey Nature's

MCDONOUGH Q. M.-—Held its last session
Only a
with the church at East McDonough.
Business
part of the churches were reported.
session was harmonious. BY requestof the Ger-

the last session of the

both

:

Your

Bro. D. W. Gowell will preach the opening
sermon on Friday at 2 o'clock.
C. H. FROWINE, Clerk.

Cooper

=.

ville Post.

fois

:

ation of their pastor Rev. Oliver

with

Another Candidate.

and Samuel Irwin
shall, Aaron Stockham,
The
were appointed as a missign committee.
2, P. M.

matter

teow

Be. Song

Rev. H. F. Snow,
Miss Clara P,Pike,

By a large majority the people of the United
States have declared their faith in’ KidoeyWort as a remedy for all the diseases of the
kidneys and liver, some, however, have disliked the trouble of preparing it from the dry
form.
For such a new candidate appears in
the shape of Kidney-Wort in Liquid Form.
It
{is very concentrated, is easily - taken and is
equally efficient as’ the dry.
Try it.—Louis-

B. Mar-

Thos.

Mess. to Lewis Q. M. _ Bros.

is the
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Kor example,

good paper, bound in pamphlet form, Wile stitched, Sho :;
. ‘Far better for Sunday-school libra~y use than .
last three times as long. 1

| the kidneys which Warner's Safe Kidney and Liv-
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In Cornish, Me., March 21, by
Hr Hey A. Snow, Esq , and
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she proceeded to instruct them how they pantry, and from pantry to “the stove,
She was
must throw the little ones into baskets on ‘with a quick nervous step.

: Yoetry.
A

ofe side, that the men

ri
er
———

—
BY

FANNIE

LEWIS

BRACKETT.

Sogood unto-usisthe Lord!
My thoughts of His great love and gaye
Beeome too glad for sign or word,

~

¢

~. And into vague emotion stirred
i
Drift, with Thy life, 1 know not where.

The snow comes down a-still and white,
It covers up the hrown

and

gray

Of fence and stone with garments bright,
And tucks all earthliness from sight,
And hides deformities away.
So comes love's gladness to us all
From Him to whom our lives are sweet,
Unberalded his blessings fall
And cover up our needs so small,”
(

BY MRS. ELLA E. MILES.
Lead Thou me on;

High may the billows roll,
And every wave seem to engulf my soul.
If thus at times my barque is tempest tossed,
Clinging to Thee, my soul shall not be lost;
Lead Thou me on.

4

Lead Thou me on;

I scarce can see the way; through many tears;
“= Pl raise my aching eyes, perchance afar,
Through deepest gloom, may shine the guiding
star;

Lead Thou me on;
Into those pastures green,
Beside that pure and evertliving stream.
Be Thou my Shepherd—I shall never want;
With Thee to strengthen nevermore shall faint;
Lead Thou me on.
Lead Thou me on;
Ill place my hand in thine,
‘Where’er Thou leadest never will repine ;
Knowing this'way in agony was trod
By One who is my comfort, staff and rod ;
Lead Thou me on.

Famaly Circle.
THE SMITHS.

of soft

Mr.

With

their nests in

A

Smith came to the door and looked

up the breakfast, for we must be off, amd
there will be four

to dinner. We
ih
«¢ Breakfast is
ner be at noon,”
The
kitchen.

hired« men

get

will

go

wagon,

she

stood,

is

com-

as she

Mrs. Smith, Sally and
her,

said,

resist-

the litle

with

a slender,

golden-haired

“O God,

spare

him,

and

and

was

of it.”

ding forit by royal bidders.

7

children that will

who

oe

:

not

thank

you,”

said

eagerly

do

higher and better.”
= |
i
-~‘Téars came into Sally’s biue eyes, and

-{Jotm

a

flushed

Grandmother!do

face

she said,”

*¢ Oh,

persnade father to let

go to-schook:—He is the beat ‘buy

that ever was, and he worksso ‘hard and

faithfully. “‘He is ningteep, and. he says

if he ever goes to school,

empire. The Tuileries is in ruins; St.
Clond no longer exists; the Palais Royal

is a bazaar, and the Luxembourg a picture-gallery. The crown-jewels converted into popular museums will only be one

more transfer of monarchical
|

luxuries to

the new sovereign of France—the people.
— Youth's Companion

.

:

¥
Don’t be whining

about\

not having

a

him.

Sometimes

it

lay

on

his

heart,

sometimes it chafed his temples, and then
it held a saturated sponge to his nostrils.
There was a flutter of the eye-lids, a faint

gasp for breath, and he said,
God

perity all the sweeter.
has set up many a

*‘ Thank

“Thank

God!”

said

the

father
eyes

you\

may

earn

Eighteen pence

peddler

in

business,

and he has turned it over until he has
kept his carriage. As for the place you
are cast in, don’t find fault with that; you
need not be a horse because you were
born in a stable. If a bull tossed a man
of mettle sky-high, he would drop down
into a good place. A hard-working young
man with his wits about him, will make

m

mother, and from their hot, dry

Money

yourself is much brighter and™sweeter
than any you get out of dead men's bags.
A scant breakfast in the morning of life
whets the appetite for a feast later in the
day. He who has tasted a sour apple
will have the more relish for a sweet one.
Your present want will make future pros-

The fingers of his left hand were on his
wrist, and the right hand moved about

and
the

\

ing dust in a huge

safe, in a building

called the * Garde-Meuble,” on the Quai

d'Orsay, in Paris.

a

Now those gems are, as may be guessed, of very great value. Their worth is
variously estimated. It is certain that

From a sentimental

‘winds. . We like

“what bas belonged

TRUST HIS WORD.

There is a story of a captive who was
brought before an Asiatic prince and
doomed to die. = The scimitar of his executioper was already raised above - his
head, when, oppressed with thirst, he

-and Miracle-Plays,” by Mrs. Hooper,

on the

as honorable to be a good servant asto be a
good master.
y
a
And if this be true as between man and man
in the outside affairs of the world, it is equally
true in domestic affairs and between woman
and woman.
.

Then
follow some
considerations of the
absurd objections to the name of servant, the
faults on the part-of both mistress and maid,
and a notice of some causes of the troubles,
and some suggestions of remedies. The master
of the house is very pluinly cautioned about
attempting to direct in a province of which he
has little understanding, and he is kindly and
faithfully told that itis not at all necessary
for him to go into the kitchen and * make
himself a nuisance there in order to make mis-

chief.” His overexacting demands or careless
negligence may cause trouble for both servant
and mistress, and especially he may do the
latter
a great wrong by standing aside asa
critic of household management.
The sources
of help suggested are in a fair and honorable
treatment of servants and the respect given to

that.

employment.

which

shall

make

it at-

tractiveto needy women of our own nationality
and religious belief.
:
The closing chapter suggests the last resort,
and implies that we may at length be brought
to a direct treatment of the Chinese - question:
As a whole, then, our housekeeper sums up
her conclusions.
A man who foregoes his
appetites and is content with cheap vegetable
food is inferior to the man who must have
beef and danties, and should be punished for
his inferiority. "A man who works more hours

for less pay is baser than the man who

wodld

extort more pay for less hours, and saould be
hindered from'such dealings. A
man whose
fingers are so cunniug that they can do anything which has been done by human fingers
before him, is less valuable in a community
than he who tan only handle a pick or a goad,
and should be banished from the land by an
arbitrary edict of tyranny!
Well, our housekeeper does not believe it. She dreads a little,

to be

sure,

the

innovation

trowereds man where
see
only the woman

and frizzled bair;

of the crude and

she has been wont to
of fiounced petticoats

she would

prefer to have

things, in that most conservative of all places
the kitchen, as they were in her grandmother’s
day, but knows that is already past question
and past cure; and although the strangers upset her habits,
of thought, her ideas of the
feudal relation of kitchen and parlor, visions
of a spotless and faultless pantry and scullery,
the work of their hands, dance béfore her
eyes; she thinks of the machine that does not
try to save its own labor, but keeps her doorstone white and her house within to match;
and whether she hates to make the change or
not, the thought of it appeals to her love of
order,-of ease, of economy, of peace; and she
is beginning to gather her nebulous consciousness into a resolve that if the 1rish girl will still
give her no rest, and the American girl refuse
ber succor, she will find out some honorable
way to’bring John Chinaman to ber rescue!
THE KING'S MISSIVE, and Other

John Greenleaf

Whittier.

- ton, Mifflin& Co.

Poems,

Boston:

12mo. pp. 100.

By

Hough-

(81.00.)

contemplation

of truth

and

volume contains all the poems

justice.

The

written by

Mr,

Whittier since the publication of *“ The Vision
of Echard ” in 1878,

~

will

be

the

pointed. The

prince

had

passed

his

word, the captive was released and ‘went
on his way rejoicing. Thus faith appeals

to the noblest sentiments, even in the
hearts of the most cruel.
— Presbyterian.
Pe
Wee
+0

first

from Mr. Aldrich’s

editorial hand, it may be said that Mr, Howells

A PRETTY FAMILY.

daintivs, leaving jt to go to
and return at pleasure. After
brought a companion to share
uries, and then another, until

homes:

if" this

the two

men

and the esteem in which they are held.

Mean-

while the current number contains additional
chapters of the serials by Henry James, Jr.,
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, Wm.
M. Rossetti

(* The Wives of Poels”)
{Washington

* The

and the author of

Reminiscences ; and

New.

Sunday,”

“ Concerning

by

Dead. Love,”

Cooke; * What We

in

addition

Julius H.‘Ward;
by

Rose

Learn from Old

Several of them

:

are
4

;

:

very celebrated’ of living.— Western Rural...
Re

Mr. Robert B. Roosevelt *

amusing

paper on the pfo-

found question, * Why does the Crab go

Side-

‘ways?’ We have the second of Helepa Faucis
Martin’s papers on ** Someof Shakespeare's
Female Characters,” Portia being now treated ;
a curious essay on ancient ‘* Greek Daoners;”
a review, with abundant anecdotal selections,

of Palmer’s recent biography of * Caliph *
Chace,” under the title of “ Ruskiniana;” and
& capital essay from the Country Parson, called
“Concerning the Cheerfulness of the Old.”
There is a stirring novelette,

entitled

given

complete,

*‘ A Culture-Ghost: or, Winthrop's

Adventure.” The editor, in his department,
venturesto question the claims of Ctlyle to be
considered a great. thinker; and having, last

month, attempted 40 demolish

the notion

of

woman's intuitions, he in this number disputes
the common idea that tact is a special feminine

quality.—New York: D. Appleton & Co.
ay

;

f

Inthe North American Review for April is
a noteworthy

article by Judge A. W.Tourgee,

in which the professed reformers
service are

put

on the

of the civil

defensive

and

their

schemes of reform pronounced to be incompatible with American ideas of self-government,
and on divers other grounds inadmissible and
impracticable. The same number of the Review
contains, under the fanciful title, ‘‘ The Thing
that Might Be,” a profound philosophical study
of the laws and conditions of human progress,
by the Rev, Mark Pattison, Rector of Linoln

College, Oxford. The third article
defense of the Roman Catholic
controversy about ° religion in
schools, from the pen of Bishop

is a strong
side of the
the public
McQuaid, of

Rochester. . The great problem of the

govern-

mental control of monopolies is discussed with
reference to railway management by the Hon.
Gegrge

Ticknor

Curtis, who

contends’ that

when a railway company is incorporated by any
State it agrees to this much and no more: that
its property shall be subject to such legislative
control as the act of incorporation embraces, to

the exercise of the

taxing

and police powers

of the State, and to the power of eminent domaiv. The same problem, in its bearing upon
telegraph lines, is ably discussed by the Hon.

Wm. M.

Springer.

Mr. Jobn Fiske

article on The Historic Genesis

ism, and Mr.
the Poet

Anthony

has

an

of Protestant-

Trollope, an essay on

Longfellow.

Mr.

Desire

Charnay,

the author of the series of papers on the ruined cities of Central America, has for more
than two months been pursuing his researches
in regions remote from all avenues of communication with the civilized world, und consequently neither the present number of the
Review nor the one last preceding it contains

any contribution from him. In the May number, however, will be published another of his
very instructive

papers.—New

York:

American Review,

Nerth

ta
~

. The April number of the International Re-

view cpntaius the conclusion of kdwin Arnold’s new poem, “ The lliad of Indian.” * Improvements in Prison Discipline ” is an article
by A. S. Meyrick,
who may justly be presumed
to know
whereof he writes, us he wus the
working member of a commission on prison
labor appointed by Governor McClellan eof”
New Jersey in 1870. Great interest will attach to Dr. George E. Ellis’s article upon Dr.

Seabury—** The

First

Amcrican

from the fact that he was

America,

Bishop ”—

the pioneer Episco-

and

that the

article

discusses the whole establishment of Episcopalianism in this country.
lresident D. C.
Gilman, of Johns Hopkins University, contributes a valuable sketch of the life and works
of Dr. Francis Lieber.
Madame Z. Ragozin, »
Russian lady residing in New York, gives the
first installment of a series of brilliant and
spirited articles upon the trial of the Russian
Nihilists, under the title of ** The Last Trial
of the Russian Nihilists,” ber facts being drawn
from the original stenographic reports of the

trial.

Dr.

Krnest W.

Cushing

apprecidgtive

writes

of the

review.

of ** Schurz’'s

Adminis-

tration of the Interior Department,” by Henry
Li, Nelson.—New York: A. 8. Barnes & Co.

Terry

Scribner for April contains
‘ Wood-Engraving

variety of

Days,” by

BUYS:

Chandler

Wheeler;

Moulton;

“ The

‘ Secrets,” by

British Philistine,”

Ella

by

Art topics.

It is gradually finding its way into

more and more American homes, where it exercises a refining and: wholesome influence.
The subscription price is $3.50 a year.

Part Two of Rev. R. R. Meredith's Notes on

in cloth and

of convenient pocket size.

The

first part has met a flattering reception, und
doubtless the same merited favor will attend
this second quarter’s issue. The price is thirty
cents a quarter, or fifty cents for alx months;

but it preves its value to those who use it.
J. 8. Ogilvie & Co. (New

York)

issue their

and will benefit the teacher

and scholar who

keeps its pages in view. (30cts. by mail). .

pauper

Scribner

and as its characteristics: ** 1. Originality of
style; 2. Individuality and (as a corbllary)
divers

Louise

short
the

were successful in the competition of 1880, and
with three others which received honorable
mention.
The writer gives a rapid review of
the rise of the #o-called ** new schobl” in this
country, noting as the chief of its results the
evelopment of personality in the engraver,

Words,” by John Fiske;
The K Longing of
Circe,” by Cameron Mann; * Voltaire’s School

James - Parton; ‘‘ Her Ghost,” by

a

and

style; und 3.

Faitbfulness inthe

Aryan | popresentation
of # wide

"heen worn by, famous historic characters; park. They showed no fear when the Greek life; by Professor George bers, wiiose
of ancient Egypt have lately att¥actand these jewels have adorned the brows window was raised for the curiosity of romances
ed considerable attention. The title: of this
of Marie Antoinette.

has an eminently

Prizes,” illustrated with the three blocks which

And well it may,

se, considering the likeness of

for their shelter, and wool for their bed-|
_ The leading feature of Appleton’s Journal.
to see and scrutinize ding...
to, and even-what-hus1—

strangers. ‘They seemed as conscious of
safety as they weré of comfort and luxury

Landof Gilead” with a full -scoountof
the

‘‘ dervish miracles.”

without detriment.

Scripture Lights on Sabbath Lessons for
the woods
a time he the seconde quarter of the year. It is neatly
an
tefully prepared, and warrants the good
in his lux- words that huve been said.in its favor.. It will
the colony be an ornament in the room where it is hung,

nished by their kind hostess with

fresh?

on

She gave the little stranger a kind reception,by feeding him with nuts and other

article. contains much

matter on an old subject. There is a long re
view; with many striking extracts,of Oliphant’s

preseuts his farewell number (for April) withe
out flourish, as though this tried periodical
was able to pass any number of phases like this

the International S. 8.
Lessons
(Boston:
Howard Gannett) is at hand, tastefully bound

A young lady had achamber in the third
story of a lofty house, near an extensive
park. Karly in the winter, a beautiful
flying squirrel took .refuge between the
window-blinds and glass.
.

| Julleville..
The

founded:

en this theme by

* Statutes Regulating the Practice of Medicine,” and the number closes with a strong and

_ While we are waiting for the May Atlantic,
which

recent French work

pal bishop in

This collection of Whittier’s latest poems
will be welcomed by all lovers of his pure and
simple, but at the same time lofty and grand
thought.
If there is less fire in them than in
the earlier productions of his muse, there is
no less evidence of genius or of delight in the

begged for water. ' A cup was handed to
chard Grant White; “Johnson's Garrison,
him ; but he could hardly drink, so fear- | ander Biographies;” * The Last State of
ful was he that the blow should fall while English Whiggery;” ¢ A Century of Dishoaor;” * Two German Novels;” ¢ Theé Contribuhe was drinking.
7
i
tors’ Club,” and ‘“ Books of the Month.,”—
“ Take courage,” said
the prince: Boston : Houghton, M)ifilin & Co,
¢¢ your life will be spared till you drink
that water.” With a gesture of triumph,- The Magazine of Art for March (New
the captive dashed the cup to the ground,
York: Cassell, Petter, Galpin. & Co.) is coand held the.monarcp to his word. He piously illustruted, and contains the usual
trusted that promise, and was not disap- amount of useful study and information on

it amounted t§ nine or more, who were far-

point of view,

seems a pity that these historic gems
‘should’ be ‘thus scattered to the :four

’
ry

jewels will pass away almost the last visdble vestige of the days of monarchy and

have at the end.

the room, and all.eyes were fixed on the
Doctor who stood over the insensible boy.

;
=

especially those relating to the crowned
tyrants of the nation ; and with the crown-

The morg
you.have to begin with, theNess you will

agony wrung from their hearts.
Silence like the silence of death fell on

he must go of two Lquis, of the first Napoleon, and

soon. Do persuade father to let him go.”
Mrs. Smith was flitting from cellar to

EAA

little rever-

with him as Thou wilt!” was the cry their | the nearest way to his work!

may have désigoed them for something museums for the recreation of the people.

with

WTA

The French Republic has

‘ence for history, or historical associations,

fair chance.
Throw a sensi
man out
of a window; he'll fall on his f¢et and ask

THE CROWN JEWELS OF FRANCE.
. For ten years France has been ruled by
crownless heads. Public opinion declares
that itis not seemly that the President of
the whole | a Republic should wear anything more
;
‘ornamental than a sijk hat.
from. her Meanwhile, thé ancient jewels which
shirt she adorned the diadems of Freneh kings and
‘I don't emperors in other days, have been gather-

was ironing, she said sharply,
blame him, I would make that choice too;

wg
:
boy, eight years old

minute.”
Then a little

it- hard,

a million; and there will be a lively bid-

he

Mrs. Smith. “Your father and Ihave worked
like slaves to lay up for you, and this they are worth at least a million dollars;
a
is
‘There
glancing at its contents.
is
all
we get for it.”
: | and if the splendid Pitt diamond is reck-.
can
you
and
to-day,
do
to
work
of
world
i
hter,” said Mrs. Miller, “we are | oned among them, their value can scarcenone of you go to school.”
The girl obeyed, and turning to her all laying up; we ought to be very care- ly be lek than three millions.
The Republican authorities, it. appears,
mother said, ** Do let Win and Im go— ful what we lay up, not only for our chilwhat can they do if they stay at home?” | dren, but for ourselves. - There ‘is: some- have come to the conclusion that France
«They can sprout the potatoes, and thing better for us all than money. will have no more need of crowns or
You There is something worse than poverty. crown-jewels; that kings and queens
they must help what they can.
clear up the table and wash the dishes, I've seen a precious store of gratitude have been dispensed with fogever; ands
and while you are doing that, have the ond love laid up by parents that could not that it is not necessary to keep the royal
irons heating. There are all the clothes give their children a-doflar, and I've seen regalia, which are no longer destined to
to iron and I have got to bake, and with hoards of bitter mgmories and painful blaze in the drawing-rooms of the Thuilesix men to get dinner for, Ishall not have regrets tha never would be exhausted. I ries, or to be paraded through the streets
much time. But where are the young want you and Jacob to consider well of Paris in gorgeous royal processions.
what ou gre doing, before you dccide to
In a word, it has beén decided to. sell
onesI”
She hurried out into the yard and a press your children into your own mold, these crown jewels; and with the goodly
sharp voice cried, * Win, come here this and make them just what you are. God sums thus realized,to endow and. furnish

had caught up a book

~

girl,

The Government will not find

perhaps, to sell even the magnificent Pitt
diamond. There is more than one potentate rich enough to buy it, éven at

happy

: what is the use of farms, if the more youn
and John started for the field.
«t Now, Sally, put up that book,” said have the harder you have to work”
“I don’t see any use in working for
Mrs. Smith addressing her oldest daughter,

Otherwise

go
for

fear of a popular outbreak, and it is certain that neither was ever seen to wear a
royal diadem on any State occasion.

is not fatal, he will show signs of return-

carry on this year, and then, John
on going to school, though he is
help his father has... We’ve workscraped, and saved to get that farm
him, and now he says he had rath-

er have a year’s schooling than

Smith

‘When the meal .was ever, Mr.

behind

without

Sally did not raise her eyes
and nice, but it was eaten in silence and’
“haste, and without a grateful thought of work, but robbing: hard én the
Him whose bounty it was.

of them,
it. is thought, dared to
through thie ceremony of coronation,

work, and hope for the best. If the injury

was His.

that to
is bent
all the
ed and
just for

the. potatoes
.
ready, and so will dinreplied « voice from the
breakfast was bountiful
must

of France—Louis Phillippe and Napoleon
the Third—was ever crowned. Neither

We can only

ing life within an hour.
may die within that time.”

Neither of the two last sovereigns

tears began to flow.
:
Many days passed, John slowly strugfaces and words of welcome.
.
gled back to life, and
the dread shadow
They led her into the house, and when
of
the
dark
angel
lifted
and
passed: away
they had taken off her bonnet, and placed
But the event of that
her in the rocking chair, she said, ‘I from that house.
money while others do nothing but lose
- have had a delightful ride. It is a beau- day brought a great change to that family. it.
|
In
the
light
that
Hushed
out.of
that
ca|
tiful’ morning.”
“Who loves his work and knows to spare
«Is it, mother?” said Mrs. Smith. «I lamity Mr. and Mrs. Smith saw the vanity
May live and flourish anywhere,”
of
the
riches
on
which
they
had
set
their
haven’t had time to notice.”
She went
As
toa little trouble, who expects to
to the stove and carefully turned her pies hearts, and for which they had been toilfind
cherries
without stones, or roses
‘ing with such eager desire. They saw
and Sally resumed her ironing.
without thorns?
Who would win must
also
the
folly
and
injustice
of
constra
inMrs. Miller looked from one to the
learn to bear.
Idleness lies in bed sick
ing
their
children
to
a
life
that
was
repugother. ** What is the matter here? Someof the mulligrubs, where industry finds
thing is wrong,” she said to herself. Tak- nant to their tastes, and contrary to their
sense of duty to God and the world. health and wealth. The dog in the kening Im on her lap, and encircling Win
John
and Sally were sent to. school, and nel barks at.fleas’; the hunting dog does
with her arm, ‘ How happens it that the
not even know that they are there. Lazilittle ones are not at school?” she inquir- to-day they are filling honorable places in
the church. Win grew up to love the Bess waits till the river is dry, and never
ed.
¢ Try” swims it and
farm,
and with an education that enobles gets to market.
‘“ We have so much to do, I thought
makes
allthe
trade.
* Can’t-do-it”
they might help a little,” replied her him to werk,he hassucceeded his father on
wouldn't
eat
the
bread
cut
for
him, but
daughter. *‘ The truth is, there is so the old place. In the grave-yard there is
* Try” made meat out of mushrooms.—
a
marble
shaft
inscribed
with
the
names
mach work, there is no comfort for any
John Ploughman’'s Talk.
ire
:
of us. You know Jacob foreclosed the of Jacob, Hannah, and Imogene Margaret
:
{
PERSE
HT
a
eR BA
Smith.
mortgage en the Brown farm, so he has

” about, but I think he did not see the beauty that God had spread out before him.
Not a line in his stern face relaxed, nor a
tone in his voice softened. . He callad out
sharply, * John, if youhave put the cows
in the pasture, harness the team;” then
turning his head in-door he said, ** Hurry
remember,

years.

carefully examined.
‘Will he live?”
asked the father with white lips.
““ God knows,” replied the physician.

“He is very badly hurt.

in-

to some practical use. As a matter of
fact, they have been stored away for fifty

"The Doctor came, and the injuries were

them that what they had called their own

ones were all around

“¢ Whether we look, or whether we listen,
‘We hear life murmur, or see it glisten;
Every clod feels a stir of might,
An instinet within it, that reaches and towers,
And, groping blindly above it for light,
Climbs to a soul in grass and flowers.”

,

these jewels, and convert their value

falling, his head had struck a stone” We

Win, ‘so you get up, and help till we get

ance.”

flowers, and vocal with the songs of birds

building

in

this basket full, then we

“ready to be captured

a thousand flashing jewels. Beyomd the
house, the orchard was all abloom, and’
the air was sweet with the perfume of
busily

tempt to describe them,

of the

green

velvet, the: sunbeams were decking

that were

did not often rebel against Win’s government. He was her big brother, and as
he seldom did anything more unkind than
to call her, * only a girl,” she submitted

ing;" when they had made known the
good news to their mother, they hastened
out to be ready for the first kiss. Grandma
Miller drove into the yard and,getting out

latter part of May, one of those mornings
in which the spring and summer unite
their charms to make
the earth enchanting. The old farm-house was brown and
dingy, but it was half covered by a grace-

the yrees.

may. faintly imagine the terror and grief
such an accident caused but who will at-

house crying, ‘“ Grandma Miller

RAMSEY.

robe

‘go and pick it up.” Im went obediently,
and put the potato in the basket.
She

the barn, and play high spy.”
Sober and silent the children worked
till the basket was full, "and then they
crept out of the shed, feeling*§uite guilty
‘to leave the work that had grown so irksome to them. One glance at: the road
#4 | sent them with lying feet towards the

It was a bright, balmy morning in the

new

John had mounted a spirited horse that
had taken fright, and thrown him, and in

fainting

« And [ don’t want to stay here,” said TT was about to take it away—about to show

3

whose

that” and he tossed his potato
into a
basked. Im tried and failed. < Oh, you
can’t ;.you are only a girl. Now you must

fell

It is probably wise and prudent to sell

+ *“Pshaw !” said Win scornfully. ‘The
*¢ Die!” said the mother, *‘die Within
It can not,
baby was dead thése taterg; aint dead. an hour. Oh, my darling!
They are going to be buritd up so they must not, be!” Death had never entered
can grow, and next summer we will dig their home. One hour ago it had seemed
’em up and eat’em.”
: to her something dim and far away and
The little ones continued at their task now it stood face to face ‘with Her. Claspawhile, trying to make play of their work, ing each other’s hand that father and
but the little hands grew tired, and Im mother fell on their knees. The same
thought was in the heart of each. They
threw herself down and began to cry.
“ Now what is the matter with you?” had felt, though neither had whispered it
said Wip, still working away sturdily, to the other, that God was calling this
‘I shouldn’t think we had got any time son of theirs to a work that would take
him away from the life they had marked
to ery.”
They had rebelled against
*« Oh dear,” sobbed Im, ¢ I don’t want out for him.
to stay here. I want to go and see the this, and determinedit should not be, and
now He who had lent them this blessing,
chickens.”

Lead Thou me on;
Mine enemies oppress;
Their evil words fill me with sore distress.
¢ Be merciful, for man would swallow me ;”
Refuge and Fortress—P’ll escape in Thee;
¥
Lead Thou me on.

ful elm,

formof her brother, and

inquired Im.

Lead Thou me on;
The tempter’s snare is set
Around my wounded feet, like fowler’s net;
Establish me in ways secure from harm;
Beneath me place thine everlasting arm;
Lead Thou me on.

G.

would

Then each child took a potato, and deliberately pulled out every little sprout.

taters are not the least bit bad, but
they’ve got to be bgied up in the ground.”
‘Just like Mrs. Brown's baby was?”

Lead Thou me on.

V.

she

| field, bearing the insensible and bleeding

meekly to that reproach. .
:
“Now,” he continued ‘these little

Dark, dark the night appears;

MRS.

weary aod the weariness that

Fiternrp Bebicty,

precious stones.
The Pitt diamond, for
instance, is the fourth diamond. in size in
the world.
It was bought in India, two

the yard, as with white faces, they bore
“ Now," said Win! * see if you can do | bim past her. The story was soon told.

LEAD THOU ME ON.

BY

them

then they must be putin prison.”

And lie unheeded at.our feet.

2

have

'| This is followed by an article on « Mysteries.

ready to plant, and the large ones, after, not suffer to appear ip her step,showed it- centuries ago, by Thomas Pitt,the grand- THE SERVANT GIRL QUESTION: By Harriet
Prescott
Spofford.
Boston:
Houghton,
the sprouts were rubbed off must go into self in the hard lines of her face,and in the father of the great Earl of Chatham; and
Mifflin & Co. 18mo. pp. 181. ($1.00.)
the baskets on the other side. When she sharp tones of her voice. She was worried. was Sold by him for over half a million
It-is true, as Mrs. Spofford says, that there
fancied they understood the work, she re- She loved her children, and worked hard of dollars to the French Regent Orleans, are “eonstant remarks concerning the state
for them, but of late there had been fears who had it set in a crown for, the rosy- of domestic service in America. Consequently
turned to the house:
« Now,” said Win, ¢ let us play these that they were not working to the best cheeked infant King, Lonis XV. The first when a volume upon the subject appéars from
taters are wicked taters, they have been advantage. Her mother’s words had" dis- Napoleon had it set in the hilt of his the penof a recognized leader, we are eager
murdering somebody, and we've got’jto turbed her; and she said, ‘‘1 am sure, sword ; and it re-appeared in the crown of to learn her opinions and suggestions.
“ The Servant Girl Question ” opens with ‘a
take them, cause we are officers.”
So Jacob and I have tried hard to do well by the last French sovereign who, was ever clear and studied discussion on the Nature of’
with a great shout he threw himself on our children, and I wish I knew what we formrely.
crowned — the
.umfortunate Service. We make an extract of the conclusion |
i o
the pile, kicking and struggling if he oughtto domow.””
1 -Charles-the Tenth.
21
=
:
;
rte fe reached: =
“Tm
wasiencountering an ememy.
"I follow- : Sally raised her eyes fronmi her work.
The
whole
fabric
of
society
is
thus
one of
Another famoys stohe among the
interwoven dependence; if ‘tie employed can
ed his example as well as’ sfie could. One glance at the window, and with a crown-jewels is the Sancy
Sends
not.be independent of the employer; neither:
“These great taters are the wickedest,” wild shriek, she rushed to the door, cry- while a certain circlet of Oriental pe
“the employer be independent of the emsaid Win, “ #0 they've got to have every ing. - **Oh, Johnny, Johnny! What has appears among them, worth, it is said, ployed: each owes the other also a .duty in the
complete fulfillment of the tacit contract behair pulled outof their bad heads, and happened?” She niet the men from the one hundred thousand dollars.
; so that on the whole it is exactly
! tween them

HIS GOODNESS.
¢

might

—

|

the

methods.”

range of subjects by

Concerning

wood-engraver’s

the

functions,

theory of
the

writer

That any such variety could exist under

the

conventions of, the old :#ehool was not, in the

pature of the case, to have been expected.
Even Mr. Linton, with all bis wonderful freedom ‘with the graver, which he handles as a

painter does a brush, and with ull the sincerity
and downrightness of method which he has inspired in those who incline to his leadership,—

even Mr. Linton has improved. the technique
of his pupils and adherents at a great expense
of their
ability of
there can
greiitness

chanical.

Concerning the desirpersondlity.
retaining this quality of personality
hardly be a question; it is what gives:
to all art, all work above the me-

Indeed, the chief points of disngree-

ment between the old school and the new Lave
lain in the different theories of how to make
the most of it, some goipg so far is to regard
art as creative, and holding that
the engraver’s

disregard

he should learn to intelligently
supposed

original,in the

the

interest of a funda-

mental truth of nature. The new school, too.
desires to enltivate the personality of the engraver;

Linton does,

not; however, as Mr.

at

the expense of the artist—whose function to
create 1s theoretically beyond doubt, even

though his creation suffer unnihilation at the
engraver’s hunds—but to develop his individhus
This magszine
as an interpreter.
i
held that whatever may be the function of the

engraver, it does not argue license
will with the personality of the

to play at
artist, but

simply freedom to vary from conventional
ways of approaching it. The musician must
keep to his score, the actor to bis text, the engraver to his original; but within these limita-

tions there is a wide range for the training of
expression. It is no insult fo wood engraving

to eall it a secondary urt; 80 ure
and vocal music and the drama.
not creative, all three pive range
nation and the sensibilities, and

instrumental
While strictly
to the imagiin ministry to

the life and progress of mankind contribute
not less important, if somewhat less original
force than the primary tris. Indeed, no less
than George Eliot has
profound a thinker
to

a8
fur o
‘gone's

above the creative,
to which
large,

rank the Yeoeptive “faculty

Certainly, the

Beethoven,

ie Te TR
Is nt likely

world

at

Shakespeare, ‘and
3

to unddavalue its obligations” to

sympathetic intérpgeters: as Rubinktein,
story is “ A Question:a Greek Idyl’ The ‘such
Salvini, and Cole,—tq name but a few of "the.
gcene is laid in Syracuse, on the seashbre, and many who bring another’s message trandlated
is confined wholly to pictures of

domestic life.

in the glow, of ther own personality,

eso

ow
bl

_
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‘THE POWER OF OHRISTIANITY ITS

Every

as the

glass plate shivers when

it strikes

admit that it is one of the frankest and, side the circle of his disciples no one took
boldest of books that was ever written; any note or account of this man of Naza-

it is as realistic in its descriptions oflife as

st
of

life is in its experiencé.
takes to gild base metal,

ne

takes to paint

es

It never underto attribute to

any one an unreal virtue; it never under-

.

a picture of persons

has been shown on earth, is its greatest
miracle and its guarantee of the promises
of Him who: founded it.

reth. - His life seemed a mystery; yet he
said himself, “IfI be lifted up I will
draw all men unto me,” and he is doing
it.

on

We can not be blind to the fact, what-

nizes what is loveliest, tenderest,

i
ate
it,

noblest

in buman character and action. It
seems
a strange thing at first that this
scornful laughter of the Jews should be

nd
dd

echoed forever from the same page on
which is recorded the miracle wrought by

ng
dy

the Master; and yet, when we think of jt,
the scorn and the credulity of those who

3,
In
ng
he
lic
of
nth

were around him become real testimonies of the Divine character and powgr in
.Him. His illustrious spirit shines mest
radiantly in the midst of such a setting,
as the diamond shows its precious luster
most perfectly when swinging in the circle of jet; as the sunshine shows its glory
to us most supremely when it flashes up-

Dn.
at
by

:

t

on the cloud and paints it with the ruby
and the amethyst and all the opaline
splendors of color. *‘ They laughed him

to scorn,

3

knowing

she

Hedid the work and

Ye

was

dead;”

but

summoned back the

spirit, and lifted her from the bed and re-

bo
rs

stored her to her parents, and they were
astonished with great astonishment. The

o-

" miracle becomes
the more signal

on

af this contemptuous

ne

because

unbelief that

went

before it and was. around it.

An

But now men

say, naturally,

after

all

at-

this is an ancient story, and the vividness

n

of the story

¥.

with time jthe import of it upon our minds

has

somewhat

faded to us

n-

is not so sharp and impressive as it would

re
es

have been had we been contemporary with
the disciples and with Jesus. So it is

n-

well for us to recognize the fact that

this

nhe
ns

is only one instance out of many in which
the Master did accomplish, and is accomplishing to-day, results which
would

Be

-seem incredible,

is
th

results

which

his

own

erne
od

disciples, if they had entirely understood
his plan,would have received simply with
an incredulity, not open like that of the
Jews, but as comple.
Take for example, his plan'to communicate tguth to a
a few wandering and obscure disciples in
4 remote part of the earth, to communicate it by oral conversation as occasion
occurred
during parts of two or three

he

years

n
of’
i)
~

might enlighten the world in all its ages
on subjects which are supreme in their
challenge to human thought and human
faith. | Can anything seem more prepus-

o-

terous

le

in

order

than

that

that?

by

that

The

word

spoken is naturally dissipated

0-

means

which

is

in the ear

and has shortly passed out of human

S
ky.

he

rec-

ollection and human regard. It has pass_ed into a proverb, in literature as in law, |

i

that only the written word

remains,

and

he

the written word to utter any great theme

"
nD
e
le
I.

treatises in order to present
long and important subject.
you that there could not have
suggested to the human mind
have seemed more absolutely

d

must be elaborated,

d
y

it must fill great

to us any
1 submit to
been a plan
that would
impossible

of accomplishment than the plan of Jesus
Christ in submitting his word® by utter-

ance to a few fishermen, that he might
"send those words over all the earth. Certainly if they had known what he intended they would have laughed him to scorn,
‘and yet he did the thing. In spite of the
incredulity with which the plan would
have been received, his words are this

pT
er
h
d

le

“very hour those

of
is

words

that

never

were

written by himself,¢ by the hands which
neyer traced any, character “upon parelr-

,

ment go far as we. now, which only
wrote, if at all, in the sand that! the next

f

toot might blot it out—these words, spok-

N

~en in the ears of three obscure

-

men,

the letter and the law of the world

|

are

to-day

‘on the highest themes—God and immortality, and the law of duty, and the idea
of character, and the way to reach eternal
life. Those who doubt everything else
about Jesus of Nazareth, his power and
his office, admit him to be the great
teacher of the world, and reverently receive the words which flowed from his

y
id
2

on
©
i.

of Christ from the human

as to reverse the

order

of

nour-

Go

still

further; take His plan of appearing atter
His death #0 those who should believe in
His namé€ and with. whom He promised
that He and His Father would be.
The

lips.

bn
4
e
e
h

>

De
it

0

at the

He assures us,that every prayer unto Him
will be heard, that with every one in
whom the spiritual change has been ac-

ly frail and precarious, m

e

© Mt thart that? With no generals, no statesmen, no jurists, no army, no navy, no

”

lreasury, no great code of laws, no political organization, with these few persons

A-

of

5

K

yA

In lof-

from the grass.

These

are

dew-drops

hy

er at the last supper by

2

Bo
=

:

rate

not

fancies;

whoever denies this personal presence of
Christ with the soul as displayed when in

his emergency it calls wpon him simply
denies the consciousness of man, impeach-

es the sanity of the Christian world,
and
refuses
to recognize
as real
what millions of the past and presenthave
testified

to

in

experience.

complished the work which

He

He

has

ac-

said

would accomplish and which no one

He

else

has accomplished in the least degree.
Take, finally, His plan of putting His
hand —that Peasant of Nazareth who
closed His life with an ignominious

death

—of putting His hand on the civilization
of the world and molding it into better
forms, and elaborating it into larger

ap-

plication and enriching its mental as well
as its physical wealth, and setting it for-

ward toward liberty

and

lite,

He

For

of
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CENTS
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year

the whole world over where His gospel
| has gone. In this light it is not. difficult

to believe in the miracles of the new Tes-

in
in

His life in whichHe did vo miravles, but
gospel

be’ overcome

When

I gee

a

common sympathy with him who was about to be offered General whose plans never fail, I am not
apprehensive because more of a rabble

should
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«+ Fifty yeats ago, Elder
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For sale everywhere.
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C. J. Wentworth,

who have thus been suddenly, unexpectedly
and heavily afllicted in their feeble old age.
Sikter Jennie
was baptizcd by Rev. J. M.
Duygin more thun twenty years ago and gontinued a faithful Christian and a- worthy member of the 1st F. B. church in Dover.
She
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Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, Gen-

Miss MARY A. WENTWORTH died in Dover, N, H.,at Mrs. Wm. M. Courser’s,April24,
1880, aged 69 years and 2 months.
Although
her death was sudden, it found her ready und
waiting.
Sister Wentworth had been a Christian for many vears. At her baptism she united
with tke 1st F, B. church, remaining a worthy
member of the same till called up higher. She
loved the church, rejoiced in its prosperity
and forsook it not in adversity.
She was deprived
of sanctuary privileges for several

C.. WENTWORTH
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romptly
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days of dreadful suffering, did the terrible
work and left a desolated home and sorrowing
hearts.
A baby girl some years before preceded Ernie to the fair climes of bliss. Father,
mother and Clarence wait on this shore till
the loving Saviour says it is enough, then they
hope to be gathered where death is a stranger
and sickness can not come,
!

JENNIE
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‘struction Beok and
;
Musie. for only
4
In Ordering; send the certifi.

Weak

the

Brain, and

be

ton, died at their residence in Green Camp,
Marion Co.,
O., Jan, 13. Little Krnie was a
healthful, promising child and for three years,
one month and three days had gladdened the
hearts of a fond father and mother by his winning, gladsome ways.
But malignant scarlet

by membranous

ute Sorte,
Organ

We will box and deliver the Organ on
Yoagd ears here, with

:

-

the

example, and strive to meet him on the other
shore, _
m
ROLLIN.
ERNEST, son of Rev. J. A. and M. E. Sut-
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and-to afew weeks wits tERET bleeding Tom

thé Tungs. She grew weuk very fust and on
the xeventh day after ber sister died she quietly passed away, ere her friends knew it, while
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str

for the future which is resitting in her chair.” She wus a Christian
‘Men read the promises, ‘young:
ludy, much beloved, a worthy member
they say: Oh! all that is of the Bow Luke church in Strafford. May |
whose gates are of pearl, the aged parents, brother and sisters. find the
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subsequently to tell a story to those than usual is going out to. fight him, I am
sure as if I saw it that the milleniltoris to
peal which was containedin it in peril of come by and by. I am satisfied that He
who lifted the girl Irom death unto lite,
the sword and the flame, thus the Lord that He who hds accomplished these came to her sister's late in the full and in a
Was to establish his kingdom in the plans by means which, men would: have short tile was tuken sick. ler sufferings
world, Could there have seemed any- regarded as absurd; ‘will at last bring. were extremely great and patiently borne.
thing more preposterous than that? .: Aud the supremacy of righteousn
She found it precious to trust in Jesus.
Her
geace sister,
ess und
Abby Izettu, came to take oure-of- Jennie
Yet he did if and we see it on..earth-to-:
r Jose TuW §
e§ wore followed | ~L-think itis
oy others until now in all the earth there take from this
arp Hose who recognize Jesus of Nazar th
may trust Him
i «ord and: King, who are ready for his served
for us.
IVice at whatever time ‘he calls thew.
"That Kingdom is the ome fixed fact in and sometimes
absurd—a city

Top

arioty

(9) Coupler.
. Knee Stop.
"A Finished Piece of
Artistic Workmanship.

Strong, Builds up the Broken-

excess

J

Sub. ita,

rove the

asleep May 24, 1880, aged 82 years. His depurture requires more than
a passing notice
and it is fitting to say the entire community
feel their bereavement.
The subject of this
notice came into Genesee Valley with his parents when the whole ‘country was almost an
unbroken wilderness, traversed by Indians
and wild beasts. Sabbaths,
if regarded. at all,
were days of hunting, and for years the new
settlers thought more of visiting and whiskey
than was for their present and future good.
Amidst the evils and hardships of the new
settlement, Bro. R. formed the determination
of a straightforward and censistent life, and !
in his . 18th year obtained his time of his father
and commenced work Tor himself alone and
unaided; nd in » few years be owned the
land and built up an interest where he always
resided.
Industry and economy
opened to
him the fields of comfort and enjoyment.
His J
choice for a companion for life was wise and
happy, and the poor or needy were never
turned away empty. An axiom of youth was

His work was accomplished in accordance
worth,
7
ge
with His plan.
Miss

by a sudden obstacle.

sweet to

Instead of Kott it should be Trott.

word was as good as a bond, and his honesty
of purpese could never be doubted.
The

derfully accomplished. Caesar, Augustus,
Trojan, Marcus Aurelius, Charlemagne
affected civilization because
they.
fur-

I do not think thap he is to

AT

There ix a mistake in the

believeth in Him, because of that belief - Morning: Star was.a_favoritesreligious paper
shall have houses and lands in great for many
years.
His last’ illness
(cancer
abundance~—of course in a spiritual sense of the oo, an excruciating and lingering
chiefly-—but there is a promise -there of complaint; he bore with marked resignation.
the blessing conferred upon civilization Nd murmuring, and scarcely a groan, ever fell
his lips; apd he passed away without
by His gospel and His reign on earth. from
a struggle.
He leaves one son nnd two daughThis promise, as we know has been won- ters, and their families, to follow his excellent

When 1 see the influence of His

Flom. Combining

®

name of the lady whose obituary stands at the
head of the column in the Star of March 16.

up

RooOT, of Clarendon,

to do to others as he would

that

tament, and we need never be afraid
the future.
“There
were many days

Swol, Instruction Book and Music,

Making a Complete Musical Outfit for
A matchless combinationof Pow.
Purity, Variet
Sweetness of

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood, Tones

Obituaries

public.

VERSES are inadmissible,

NatHAN

Who refused to hear it, who made the ap-

le

1;
if

+ unknown in the world, associated togeth-

NOTICE.

for the

parents,

onone the cross, who were to come out one by

0

SA
;

any-

thing more utterly absurd on the face of

at
it

-

by ther

and as enduring as time; was there

©

2%
15
ly

order

to found a kingdom as wide as the "world

a

“CORRECTION.

survive, on the old homestead where the detiesy inspiration and pruyer we feel His ceased was born. Converted when only 13
hand, His instructions, His promises; the years of age, he was baptized by his father and
with the Stanstead F. B. church.
Durvery place itself is sacred; there is- an united
ing the years of his youth in the family at
invisible glory present with us. In per- home he took his father’s place while the latplexity we come to him and the direction ter traveled through the new country scattering the seed of the gospel.
The testimony of
we receive is as as absojutely from Him
as is the turn in the ship's course by the his aged mother and of the older members of
the family, concerning this period, is that he
hand of the helmsman upen the wheel, was 8 faithful and devoted Christian,
and a
In our sorrow we come to Him and we truly helpful companion.
The same
vital
are lifted up by his peace which passeth piety characterized all his fature life. After
understanding. In labor which is most leaying home he resided at different periods at
Hatley, Stanstead and Coaticook (all in the
difficult we come to him and we feel a same
county), where he actively engaged in
power beneath us bearing to hights be- Christian work. - He was a devoted lover of
fore unreached and impossible.
In the oar denomination, and greatly interested in its
By his constant, almost
hour of death there is no pastor, perhaps, missionary work.
who has not seen the face glowing with unvarying steadfastness in the performance of
religious duties, by his irreproachable conthe radiance caught from ‘the manifested duct and by a tender and affectionate spirit he
presence of Christ. Again and Sgaly, when won a wide circle of earnest friends. As husthe young were dying, and when the ma- band and father his very life was devoted to the
ture, [ have seen the eye brighten at the welfare of his family, and his departure has left
last nfomcent with a laster that did not an aching void in their hearts, There was no
parting word with his family or friends for very
come [rom behind it; I have heard the suddenly while alone in his place of business,
voice tremble into praise in the final ac- the grim messenger called for him; but why
cents it was ever to utter on earth, and it sheuld they mourn since the change was one 80
has seemed as if the room were full of ~glorious for him? To the bereaved widow,
and two daughters the memory of his earglory, brighter and grander than the glo- son
nest solicitude apd importunate prayers in
ry revealed to John in the Apocalypse. their behalf, and of his noble example, is a
Now it will not do to say all thesé'things solace; while the joy that although snatched
are fancies and results of an excited im- away from their. ‘embrace without warning
was prepared
for the summons, and the
agination. Fancies don't live; the very he
of by and by meeting him in the heavenliveliest imaginations in us are in their hope
ly home, are a still’ greater consolation, The
nature precarious and short-lived.
Fan- funeral services were conducted by the Rev.
cies pass away belore the matter-of-fact, W. H. Lyster, of the Compton F. B. church,
assisted by the ministers of the other denom:
practical sense of men ; civilization brushinations-in the place.
—CoM;
es them fromrits pathas the tread of a

sweeps the

ndl|
BE.

He has gone

counsels and wordsof encouragement.

Davip W. MOULTON died suddenly of heart

us,

Literature incorporates them ; life

spiritual s§mpathies that seem -essential-

B

on hefore us, yet. how

disease in Coaticook, Stanstead Co., P. Q.,
March 2d, aged 60 years, 1 month and 24 days.
He was the son of the Rev. Abial Moulten, of
the eldest of a family of ten. The |
Stanstead

army

Set

|

which

Aten we can sell this

profits and ing

DOctaves, 16 Stops, 4 Sets Reeds
with handsome

writer endeavored to address & large and
weeping audience from his favorite text which
was often repeated by him during his Jast illness, 2 Timothy 4:7.
Wn. S. LEIGH.

ONE HUNPRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning
Star it
1s but just that CASH should accompany the copy

=

.
d
it
e

were represented at his funeral.

ence is concerned,

marching

Mime

\ mame.

testimony in the covenant meeting always
gave ita fresh impetus, andwe now miss him
much.
Three generations sf his descendants

words.

complished there is'He present.

Beautifully.

ORCAN.

t

presence desirablein the social cireley atthe |
fireside or in the meetings of worship. ‘His

beyond the reach of human imagination.
Death ends all, as far as human experiHe promises

:

he remained a member until about the year
1837 when he became a member the Christian
church in which he was elected deacon. After
a time he again became a member of the F. B.
church of West Anson.
He was married to
Sarah Hutchins, Sister of Rev. Samuel Hutchins, Sept. 1821. He moved to Iowa in 1861"
.and removed to Miun. in 1870. Bro. Everett’s
piety was of that character that ever made his

Kelley says in a letter to Dr.

PARTICULAR
BRIEF and

reflects them’; there is no written lan.
guage among men in which they are not
at this hour present and regnant; they are
at home in cottageand in castle, in the
huritblest homes and the great university

t

of the New Portland F. B. church with

down,

marvel grows a8"we go further: this is
absolutely beyond the reach of poetry—
but

SOLID WALNUT.

under the Tabors of Elder Hutchins and buptized by him Feb. 11, 1819, became a member

Obituaries. |

to freeze everything

beneath an arctic temperature.

Our aged brother was born

bec Co., Maine, April 7, 1799, wus converted

ling

say to you, and to authorize you to give any
degree of publicity to my assertion, -that the
use of your Compound Oxygen at intervals
has so far restored my
health that I am not
conscious of having discharged nny - blood for
more than a year; and my cough, the severity
of which made me a frequent object of sympa-~
thy, has disappeared.”
Qur Treatise on Compound Oxygen sent free. Address Drs. Starkey & Palen, 1109 and 1111 Girard St. Phil.

nished opportunities for enlarged progress; Plato, Socrates, Cicero, Seneca
affected the world through their thought,
t this is indirect : Jesus Christ alone
hand on civilization direetly and
ere. Wheréver the gospel which
and there is no human thinker conversant, testifies of Him comes governments are
peoples are educated and
with words ofJesus as they were spoken liberalized);
in that remote time and that distant quar: uplifted ; piracies, slaveries, treacheries
ter of the globe who does not recognize are abolished ; men become happier; lit. in them the fulness and splendor and sig- eratures becomes sweeter and nobler in
nificance that belong to the words of no 8pirit and thought ; the very wants of the
body are culiivated and the modes of inother who has ever spoken on earth. All vention
are multiplied and augmented.
. other teachers in comparison are as torchHe who held the carpenter's saw in that
es waving and smoking under the sunworkshop at Nazareth has had His hand
light. Take his plan of associatinga few from that hour on the lévers
‘of progress
Obecure . peasants and fishermen upon

E>

Wm.

ish-{ke bloom and fragrance of the gar-

den and the summer

October 10, 1880.

in what is now known as New Portland, K¢ne-

RAND

HS DEE
n FACTORY
L toFURCUASER,
Beautiful Or
Send!

©

SENT ON TRIAL

blood, in greater or less quantities, impel me to

simply to despoil the noblest souls of the
world of that which is their most precious
and sacred possession. [Ile has done the
thing which seemed to be as impossible
to accomplish

WiLLiaM A. EVERETT died at his residence
in the town of Manyarka, Martin Co., Minn.,

NEW IMPERIAL

Starkey:
** Gratitude to you and duty to
those who may be suffering as I was fromf{
Ckronie Catarrh and almost daily effusions of

heart wouid be

tha.seasons andto make the winter

promise true, in their great bereavement,
¢ My grace is sufficient for thee.”
:
5
E. W. RICKER.

‘¢ Gratitude and Duty.”

Hon.

or ever else we doubt or deny, that to-day in
events as Queen lilizabeth wished her all the earth there are millions upon milportrait to be painled—without any shad- lions of human souls whose love to Jesus
ow—but it recognizes what is trivial and ot Nuzareth is like the love they-feel toward
what is passionate and vehement in re- no other-person who lives or who has
bellion xgainst God precisely as it recog- lived on this globe. To take away the love

!

ril

brow,

‘whose streets. are gold, and- a rhinbow
like an emerald around the throne. It is
too great and too tremendous to be conceived of, but I do not fear that He who
has accomplished such tremendous plans
will fail to accomplish everything that he
has promised for us in the future.- Here

the adamant.
The statesmen of -the
world recognize this. Every power that it has been the fact; there it is to be the
GREATEST, MIRACLE. ow
:
has opposed it has gone down, in tremen- effect; here against adversaries; there
dous
and final defeat; every power which with sympathizing seraphim and saints
Rev: Dr. Storrs preached sermon in
Boston lately from the text, “And works with it and seeks to extend-'it be- for His ministers. There is no kind of
comes strong and epduring.
Napoleon promise in the way of the
glories of the
they laughed him to scorn, knowing that saw it on St. Hélena. ~~ +
0
city of God, which Christ
has prepared
_ she was dead.”—Luke 8:53. The topic
Take his plan of trying to master the for thosg whe love Him, that does not beof his sermon was the unquestionable love of human hearts in distant lands and come luminous and certain to me when I
an ob- see Him raising the dead girlto life, mak- |
force of Christianity as shown by its a remote‘age by simply leading
scure and patient life on earth, public ing His spoken word the law. of mankind,
spread und its influence upon the mate- only for two or three years and then passfounding His kingdom on a few disciples}
~ yial and spiritual development
of the world. | ing before middle life had been reached and making it eternal, drawing
all men
‘We present the sermon here, believing to a painful and ignominious death on to Himself in life, coming to the souls of
that it will be read with much interest the cross. How astonishing it is! The His disciples after death, and putting His
lile of Jesus was obscure in its extent; hand on civilization and giving'it an emand profit:.
Bi '| he had few friends while hé was on earth ; phasis and a beauty and a hope that it
‘Whatever else is true or is not true those few were dispersed, apparently’ never knew before. I think with Cole~
concerning the Bible, every one must
hopeless, at his death, and for ages out- ridge that the power of Christianity, as it

be

;
8
%

radiant

empire of earth, when it sets itself
against that Kingdom of Jesus, shivers:
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30, 1881.
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Hudson

Ou

Great

River Tunnel.

According to the Railway

News, the Hud-

son River Tunnelis advancing satisfactorily
toward the New York shore at the rate of five

feet
a day.

Two hundred men

digging out the daft and

and

brick

they

go

work.

The

along, and

are employed

putting

tunnel

the

work

in the
much

as

safer

astrously. A small tunnel, about six feet in
diameter, is run abead of the larger tunuel,
’ which follows and incloses-it; warning is thus

The

work “is

now in the south tunnel, which is now com* pleted 290 feet from the shaft, and will soon be
out as ful as the north tunnel, which has been
cleaned out, but not. extended, since the acei, dent. Both tunnels will then be carried along

% together.
side.

:

eh

:

Fon,

:

- dent seems

determined

:

to be his own

and

Sirius

the

arrivedin New

York harbor, the pYoneers of ocean steam navigation.
The Great
Western was the largest
steamer then afloat in the world,and the Sirius
was the smallest steamer that ever crossed the

Atlantic.’

The former

boat was

234 feet in

Her passage was made in

144 «ays.
The Sirius was of only 760 tons, and
her engines of 320-horse power.
Her passage
occupied 18 days. Captain David Crowley,
who is now a baggage-master on the Stonington line, and is well known as the only living
survivor, with one exception, of the steamer

Lexington, burned in Long Island Sound in
1840, was, at the time’ that the two pioneer
steamers arrived in"American

waters, the sec-

ond officer of the old steamer

Massachusetts.
day, and

noticed from the pilot-house a dense and: very
black cloud of smoke ascending in a straight
column some five or six miles astern of his
steamer.

On bringing his glass to

it, he'found it proceeded from

mas-

ter, but at the same time to recognize all
the elements of the Republican party. In pursuit of this policy we note the appointment

bear

upon

a small steam-

ship, very low in-the water, and with but one
smoke-stack.
Considerable curiosity was felt
to know what this coal-burning craft might

of William H. Robertson, of New York, to be

be, and watch was kept for her arrival in New

Collectorof Customs

York.
When she arrived—an hour or two later—at the dock, foot of Pike street, Eust river,
a large crowd was assembled to greet the adventuroaus little stranger from over the ocean,
and congratulate the gallant captain, officers
and crew on their safe arrival.
ky

for

the

port

of New

York; William Walter Phelps, of New Jersey,
- to be Minister to Austria; Edwmn"A. Merritt,
of New York,to be Consul-General in London; - Adam Badeau, of
, New York, to be
Charge d’Affaires to Denmark;
Lewis Wallace, of Indiana, tobe Charge d’Affaires to
Paraguay and Uruguay; Michael J. Cramer,
of Kentucky, to be Charge d’ Affaires to Switz-

“erland; William ¥. Chandler, of New Hamp$: A. Sheldon, of Ohio, to be

Governor of New Mexico; Thomas M. Nichol,
of Wisconsin, to be Commissioner of Indian

Affaire,

Disclosure of a Quack.

“Dr.” John Buchanan, the notorious

bogus

difloma vender,
mow undergoing imprisonmentjn the Pennsylvania penitentiary, has
made
ll confession of his nefarious practices, implitating a Jarge number of persons as
accessories in the business. He has given up

shire, to be Solicitor-General;
Samuel F.
Phillips, of North
€arolina, to be Judge of the

Court of Claims;

‘Startling

Senator Conklingeis said to be dis-

pleased with the appointment of Mr. Robertson and will try to prevent his confirmation.
Mr. Robertson twas the real leader of the defgction in the New York delegation to Chicggo,
which prevented the casting of the vote of that
‘State as a unit for General Grant.
He did not
"himself attend the convention, although elected a delegate, but let his substitute,
-an antiGrant man go in his place. Mr. Merritt is

all

the

books

he

had,—the

matriculation

books, the minutes of the faculty, minutes of
trustees, account bocks, alumni

minutes—and

a mass of valuable information,
list of foreign diplomas sold, and

including a
a catalogue

of uddresses,including over 5,000. names

sons who

of pers

had corresponded with “him.

ace of General Grant’s

brother-in-law, the

He

gives the names of wholesale druggists in
Philadelphia who have sold his diplomas, and

nominated for Consul-general to London, in | he gives the names of the purtiés to whom

place of Adam Badeau, the biographer of General Grant, who is in turn promoted to the position of Charge d’Affaires to Denmark, in

the

diplomas were issued. He relates how diplomas were signed bythe faculty; how in one

instance three profedgors, for five dollars each

Vv. Mr. Cramer, who is piomeled to be a signed fivé hundred diplomas for him, and
minister to Switzerland, a
place now beld by a how for $3.50, the diplomas which were to go
son of Hamilton Fish.
r. Chandler has
abroad were certified to by a Spanish consul.
earned his appointment by faithful and hard
In all about 10,000 names are tangled up in
work. The
on. R. R. Hitt, of Illinois, now .
his disclosures.) He has given the names of
Secretary of Legation at Paris, is to be first ase
many profissiie abortionists, ‘and the means
istant Secretary of State. He has been Secrethey of Legation in Paris, first under Minister
whereby they
destroy life. He tells of the
burne and subsequently under Governtricks of his grade, the quack nostrums that
or Noyes. ' He is thoroughly acquainted with
are advertised to cure al) diseases, and of the
the diplomatic service abroad, and will bring
to his office such training as will enable him: to
impostors who prey on public credulity.
He
administer it with the greatest efficiency from
recites incidents wherein he robbed graves,
the start. This is the office which it was rehow inone Saturday morning he stole five
ported that Mr. Fish was coming from SwitzHe
erland to take. What is to be done with Mr. .dead bodies from Blockley almshouse,
Fish is now the question.
tells how he kept himself clear of the courts
and their penalties.

Unclaimed English Estates.

concerns in this country

The department of State at Washington publishes for the information of the public a letter

The letter states that there has re-

the United States. Nearly the whole of these
- applications are, so for as the bank is con-

erroneous

data

in

Europe

He

gives
can

Four
grants

national

debt

suggestions to give the project encouragement, the
writer would like to hear from hii or them.
Medford, Mass.
>
w

the

-0-0-0-0
hn

in

.

A council of regency has been appointed in
Russia, of which the Empress and Grand

Dukes Vladimir and Nicholas are members,
-in case of accident to the new Czar.
*
The Italian Opera House at Nice, France,
was destroyed by tire last Wednesday night,
and it is supposed one hundred persons perished in the flames.
’

Custodians
Treasury

of public buildings under the

department: have been

notified

by

Secretary Windom that the appropriation for
fuel, light, water and miscellaneous items will
be exhausted on the 31st instant,
and that the
department will have no means available ‘to
‘payfor“dervices
‘or
supplies beyond, that date.
. General Stewart L. Woodford is nominated
for United
States
attorney for the south-

ern

district of New

York.

Mr.

George C.

Gomban is selected as candidate
for secretary
of the Senate, Henry Rigdlebarger of Virginia
for sergeant-at-arms, James R. Young
for
principal executive clerk, Charles W, Johnson
for chief legislative clerk, and the Rev. Dr.
Byron
Sunderland
for
chaplain.
Senator
Anthony of Rhode Island is selected for President pro tem.
NE
:
ha

of life,

Sey-

mour drove from Chicago to Lake View with
a young girl of bad character, telling her he
was going to get some money there and would
divide withher.
The girl
drove back when
she heard the fatal shot fired, and told the
story. Mr. Cram was a most - worthy and

reputable man, in comfortable

“WIRE FENCE.
The various accouniits of casualties caused

:

some

of

my

sometimes not for two or three

be-

stated at $112 490.92.

strong sound.
growth.

days.

The awak-

The faculty of seeing has a similar

Light seems at first unpleasant, and only

faint lights are borné: the
tight when a candle is brought
ness and darkness, if they are
tinguished, but with this the
the earliest days is exhausted.

unpre-

.

and Domestic.

eyes

are

wholly

TO THE FRONT.

"BY F. RAND.
§
-_—
The recent interest manifested in the preserva-

baby shuts its eyes
near them. . Biightmarked, can be dis.
office of the eyes in
The motions of the

unregulated.

One

will

look to

making
born

sac
g still prevails at Old
est Africa.——The trial of the late

Czar's assassins bas been fixed for the 4th
proximo.——The official statement of the Imk of
Germany shows an increase in
specie of 8,187,000 marks.——Prince Charles

while

AGRIOULTURAL ITEMS.

$2.00 to 2.65 per

bushel, common

to fair at $2.35 to

$2.05; choice medium clover per bushel (60
pounds) at $5 to $5.15, prime $4.80 to $4.90, mammoth $5.25 to $5.35; broom corn, choice green hurl
and carpet brush at 6}4 10 7 cents per pound; good
green, self-workiog ‘at 5% to 6 cents; redtipped.at

6 to 6% cents; inferior and damaged, 3% fo 4
cents; crooked, 2) to 4 cents,
“The Chicago mun who has invented a method of
compressing substavces, says that he can, by his
plan, reduce bran to one-fifth its bulk, ground oats
tv one-third its bulk, and other ground grains to

rule.--

Swits attains, S00 oe

Alex-

LIP

u

)

ce!

H

their

SRE

© Farmers are too often tempted {0 turn out their

Lima to sitin conjuncminister in mediating be-

cauge the sun shines and it bids fair to be a ple, ge
ant day, but a sudden change frequently appears,
with perhaps a snow squall, and the temperature
soon falls ten or twenty degrees, and ‘the cattle

Simatie V8e STE Foveroment has

(
| Wrest!

he

The

densely crowded.
was ch
Jery. The cinir
mw

flowers

cattle in the morning ai this season of the year be-

“and
ably affect the ‘rainfall.
The New York police killed three
[3
-

spair.

in the streets, Tuesday night.
.

mad dogs

tekanyg tirstcostof setting out the trees.
If anybody thinks favorably enough

of (ise

n

.

2 A

75

in Chicago, and

the demand continues far.

Old mess ig sellirg at $1550 @ $1575, and new
mes- at $1650 8 17% bbl. Bosion clear is firm,
with a moderate demand. and sales of long cut at
@ 20 50, short cut at $21, and

BEEF.

backs

$2150

&

There Las been a moderate trade at firm

rices.
We notice sales of Western mess and exa mess at $10 50 @ 11 50, and plate and family at

$13 8 1350 ¢ bhl.
SMOKED HAMS. . There is a steady

3
demand ‘for

Hams, with sales of large at 10 g 103c,
and fancy at ll g@ llc
¥ Bb.
:

and

small

A@D. Prices continue firm, with sales of Bostonat il} @1iXce¥ Bb and it 18 very difficult to
buy any kind under 11%¢.
RESSED HOGS. The sales of City dressed have
been at 8% gsc
¥ bh.

Theres a safe and sure remedy” at hand,

and one easily tried.

* Wilbpr's

Cod-Liver Oil and Lime,”

Compound of

withdut

possessing

the

very nauseating flavor of the Oil as heretofore
used, is endowed by the Phosphate of Lime with a
healing property which renders the Oil doubly ef.
ficacious. - Remarkable testimonials of its eflicacy
shown to those who desire lo see them. Seld by
A. B. WILBOR, Chemist, Boston, and all drug:
gists.
|
’

A Discove

wn.

ANOTHER TRIUMPH.

quisite finish,

beautiful

tone,

great

power,

term of

trial, they

requisite

player.

supply

for

the

an

not

IS STRONCLY

Valuable

teach

long standing, §3,00; Children’s, $1.90. Address,
DAY

how
to tone up the system.
Enjoy

For sale by

1881

physic-ans us¢_Downs*

both

practice because itis the

best

in

cough

remedy

that

Burns,

years,

Machine

RUBY
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NEW NORTHERN DAIRY,
o vs snese

OLD

BUTTER.

22

o@

28

a

MH

New York and Vermont—
Creamery fall made, #1b .....

Nd

oe

stiaight dairies crime

Inferior. cc corr rinmniniiossersnnivoil?
Western—
- >
:

Creamery, cholcapfresh made, 1b
Do
do, - tafto good,eeees
. Dairy packed, choice...
4s ..
Do
do
» Common to goot
Ladle

Do

packed, €hoicO...uvrvviiss

do

. common

to good

$1.50

hii

on, 10c., or 40.all GILT & BEVEL EDGE
10¢. U.S. Card Factory, Clintonville, Ct

PETTENGILL

0

@

@

Park

$2.00 per

year, if paid
within

three months on trial,
Each. subscriber will

it
please notice

-

the

strictly in

advance; $2.20 if paid
fats, und $2.50 if not.

first thirty,

Itor 25 cents received we will send the Star

x
the date

of payment on the label of his Roper;

and

allow it to be in arrears.
i
The Star is not dincontinuediwhen
expires for which it is puid unless

quest it;

and it is discontinued

when

not

the time 4] “
persons res

‘it has

been more than one Find in arrears, after due ,
notice and time shall bave been given.
must
be made
~
possible,

in mon©

designate the STATE, us well as town, anc

a@

give both the cid and new. address, when

32 @ 3
26 @ 81
23 “@ 25
17. @ 21 .
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<order.
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& CO.,

rates.

JREMITTANCES
"

Gra

Row, New York. arc our Agents, and are authorizcd Lo contract fcr advertizing at our lowest

TO.

57
@ 515

Fair to good.
+

R,

strong Temperance

NEW STYLE CHROMO CARDS. Name

8. M.

700

Rye Flour..... .
625
Oat Meal, common to good Western...550
Wh

ByMrs. S.

Boston: D. Lothrop & Co., Publishers.

WINTER WHEATS.

Wesasees

$1.50

Story.

Wisconsin. .........
ead DO @
Minnesota, bakers. ...vevvvvvunnrnn dead 6 @
Minnesot. and Wisconsin, fancy......6 73 @

“ss

By Mrs. S. R.

Clark.

ham Clark. v A

42

1...

By Maria Oliver.

OUR STREET.

© BPRING WHEATS,

#

- $1.50

FRIENDS;
or,
A Sequel to Ruby

YENSIE WALTON.

Western superfine...........v........$4 00 Mm

lots,

By Muria Oliver.

Hamilton.

BOSTON, Saturday Morning, March, 26, 1881.

BUTTER.

HAMILTON ; or, Light in the

OLD AND NEW
Ruby's Daughters.

it above

erchants and 4 Jeasers jn biter, cheese
and
eggs,
bezns,
dried
apple
¢. Cellar
No
8
we
Market, oe
ig 8
;
r

Choice

Will knit a pair of

Co., 49 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Window.

Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission

Ounsrsess

to sé
Knit-

REGENT BOOKS. -

4t13

MARKETS.

Patents, Choice.
... vusueeenns. vise

EVERYWHERE
the best Family

for circular and terms to the Twombly Knitting

Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Patente, common to god.

ED

ting Machine efer invented.

Scalds,

and

I recommend

extras..... seevens

WAN
1

12t13 ous 21t

Culs,

an experience

brand

2:

stocsings, with HEEL and TOE complete,
in
20 minutes. It will also knit a great variety of fancywork for which there is always a ready market. Send

Boston Produce Report.

fancy

mai
by

LL

AGENTS

Yours truly, .
:
S. CHICHESTER,

.

each,

$3.50 per dozen.

paper cover,
CHO
L,

4t13 2tol 2teow

given such universyl satifaction as your Adam-

Common

Copy,
Ys

240 Fourth Ave,, New York, N. Y.

years in the retail drug business 1 have never
sold anything for Coughs, Colds, ete., that has

Frou.

HULL.

it possible to collect the cream of all. Sunday

One
Specimen
25 cents,
Address

Messrs. F. W.KINSMAN & Co.—Gents. :—I
have sold your Adamson’s Botanic Balsam

THE

GEMS

By ASA

$4 20 per dozen; paper covers,

their daily

Bruises, Strains, &c., it has no equal,

over my counter for nine

or

188)

more than usual, at the old standard pr a
covers, 35 cents each, $3.60 per dozen, $10 per hundred ;

Henry
&
Johnson’s
Arnica a
oil
Lindmrent isa fomily remedy which should be fn
for

READY.

paper covers, $3 per dozen: $25 per hundred.
By mail, postage prepaid,
35 cents

Only 25 cts. a bottle.

©

Paper

School music not found in this book into another volume,
itwould n tequal in brilhancy or usefulness the “G EM
OF Ct
oh)
i | what
fe
i
It is precisely
its
name indicates—a colifgtion of
ems.
t has 192
*

reasonable

Now is the time to use Baxter's Mandrake
Bitters and prevent Dyspepsia, Biliousness and
Jaundice, which are so prevalent in the spring

357 Myrtle

up.

Many of thé best

Elixir

can be made.

all others.

$125

A NEW 8. S. MUSIC BOOK.
Were

and a temperate

is

PROFESSIONAL TESTIMONY.

NOW

GEM

;

and many other distressing symptoms. Baxter's
Mandrake Bitters, taken according to directions,
will remove the cause and cure the disease. Ouly
25 cts. per bottle.
4113
”
Fa

son’s Botanic Balsam.

Dover, N. H.,

2 to 32 Stops.

PIANOS

iousness, Indigestion, Sick-headache, Costiveness,
Nervous Prostration, Palpitation of the Heart,

say that during

-

& CO., GENERAL AGENTS
BosTON.

$30 to $3

Address DR. SAN-

world,

blessings

.Used

OHIO.

ORGAN
". Iree. Address Daniel F. Beatty
Washington, N. J.

and right; but to do this we must have health,
Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint is the direct cause
of seventy five per cent. of such diseases as Bil

family.

C0., TOLEDO,

B. F,. RackrLey,

GEO. C. GOODWIN
:

Life.

We live in a beautiful

every

PAD

Owing to the many worthless Kidney Pads

NOW sce
5
a alo on our reputati
déem it dne the afllict d to warn them. Ask for DA
KIDNEY P. Al), and take no other,

Gift Free,

FORD, 164 Broadway, New York.

months.

KIDNEY

CAUTION

By mentioning this paper, and sending your ad.
dress on postal card, you will receive a 100 page
book showing how to cure Headache, Dyspepsia,
Jaundice, Constipation, Malarial troubles, and

enjoyment of life's

ENDORSED!

‘We have the most unequivocal testimony to its cura,
tive powers from many persons of high character, intel.
ligence
and responsibility. Our book, “How
a Life was
Saved,” giving the history of this new discovery, anda
large record of most remarkable cures, sent free. Write
for it.
DAY'S KIDNEY PADS are sold by druggists, or
will be sent by mail (free of postage) on receipt
of their
price:
Regular, $2.00; Special, for obstinate cases of

the beginner, but gives lessons to those who have
advanced beyond. the first principles of music, are
furnished with each organ. Purchasers are regularly supplied with late and popular music, and
every interest of those who are making a study of

A

5

wherever introduced has superseded all other treat-

with

only

'

ments. In short, such is its intrinsic merit
and super!
| ority, thatit is now the only
reliable remedy,

accomplished

Instruction books, which

Accl ability have

approval
and confidence
of medieal men and those who

and

purchaser

becoming

ccident,

by

have used it ; it hasbecome a favorite with all classes, and

endless variety, with an economy in price which
brings it within the reach of all. Besides sending
this excellent instrument on the most liberal
every

Discovery

devoted
years of study and experiment
to find—a Spe».
cific for Discases of. the Kidneys,
Urinary
Organs and Nervous System—and from
ofits
discovery has rapidly increased in favor, gaining the

The publicis greatly indebted to the enterprising firm of Marchal & Smith for the beauty, perfection, purity and economy of that most popular
of all musical instruments—the organ—and now
the debt is increased by the perfection of an organ
which combines the beauty of artistic design, ex.

| samples of the workof wiish we bave seen, bids | Do Summer ' mafle........
LIREEY
HL
A A
0
CDR,
No Xo FAIL DAAG rs ravrweicresssvelh

|

Chickens

ph

ful, perfect musical instrument, an clegant parlor
ornament, with instructions in music that enables the purchaser to obtain a thorough musical
education. Our readers can not fail to see the
great advantages offered by Messrs, Marchal &
Smith.
‘

be still

@ Mc;

Consumptive.—Let these who
severity of our climate

moves.
.
On about the ninth day most infants begin to
stare, into the void, or if a bright object, as a candle, is brought before them, as if they were looking at it; but it is easily found out by trial there is
no real seeing, for it is only when the light is

one will

be open,

has been proclaimed
King of Roumania by the to Detroit, Mich., onthe charge’of haVilg | diate carrying out of tlie foregoing plan would sechamber of deputies. murdered sn 61d tan named Hilger at Norris, cure in a single gencration all the advantages
,Roumunian Senatee
'— Alexander 1
“Russia has appointed | a small town near Detroit, three years ago,made
one-alf up to one-tenth their bulk. The same
Pitot Duke oF
mir |
process réduces sawdust to,so compact a bulk
a full Gontession vf the terriblewrime, implieats
6,; to serve in the event
ot of azthe Cours. Joan
en
| that car-wheels can be made of it. This process,
re the Czarowitz attains’
isite age | ing bis two compunions aud also two other
to

market

:

the other

shut;

to the left: one may

Western Turkeys, choice

to fair 12

@ 80c; Quail, dozen $1 50 8 2 00.
oie
POKK. Mess is yery firm, in sympathy with the

and rush

music in their instrument is provided for.
Here,
then, is an opportunity to secure a sweet, power.

the right, the other

tougher. The cost in any case would
trifling,
probably not more than a dollar apiece, including
ull ex-convicts, hung them in a tree, and whipthe necessary slat frame-work to protect tlie young
ped them until life, was nearly extinct. They
trees from browsing animals. Wher once started,
were then let down and ordered to leave the | young trees may be set out from time to time in
country, Fifteen other men were warned to ‘the'intervening spaces, 80 as to be in readiness for
leave within twenty-four Hours, or they would
use as the old ongs decay.
>
be banged, and they ail fled.
To sum up, the Roek Maple is a beautiful, hardy,
David Plattner, one of ‘three men. recently clean
and valuable shave tree, and in addition, is
brought from the West Virginia ‘penitentiary | especially available for sugar-maktng. The imme-

Boleka, South Africa, with no decisive result.
Colonel Carrington and several others on the
* British side were wounded. ~— Tha custom of

the

Common

who are in decided Consumption, by no means de-

I.use a twist.

vokes; and itis a sign af deafness if the child, af
ter its ears have had time to come into a suitable
condition for hearing, fails to respond thus to a

night they took
Myron
Martin,’ William
Sweény and Charles Scott, alias Grassfopper,

——A fight of six hours’ duration took place
recently between the British and 'Bagutos at

To

16;

Geese, 9 @ 12; Ducks, 12d 14; Grouse ¥ pair,

. If you are troubled with a lame back, try a DAY’S
KIDNEY PAD-it will certainly cure you.

with’

probably from very old lists of unclaimed divition of our forests and the planting of shade trees
brought directly within its line of vision that the
The Senate has confirmed the Hon. Levi P.
dends, which referfed to funds long since rein our villages, emboldens me to call attention to
eye is directed toward it.— Popular Science MonthMorton to be minister to France, and P. Dana
ly.
claimed.
These applications involve considerHorton to be secretary te the commissioners to a project which some time since occurred to me,
able expense to the supposed heirs, and much
the" International
monetary conference .at namely, the extensive planting of Rock or Sugar
-unnee¢essary trouble and correspo
the
| Maples in our highways
throughout
New Eng- |
Paris.
Sen
:
bank, and if it were possible to do anything to
land (the favorite bome of the Maple).
(From Am. Agriculturist.)
The British troops are all ready to leave
counteract the effect of such notices as the en‘Whatever may be said of other trees, as afford-closed, the governor is of opinion that it comdsher, and Afghan tfoops from Cabul are
Australia is ordering American seed wheat from.
would be desirable to do so. The notice re] x pected to occupy the place early in April.
ing a grateful shade, beautifying the
landscape,
New York.
:
ferred to is a copy of a handbill published by
creasing and equalizing the rain fall, and utilizThe roots of the grasses in a good pasture will
Tt is reported that anarchy prevails onthe
one Prudence, of St. Louis, in which he speaks
ing public high ways,the Rock Maple possesses
of the immense amount of treasure in the
weigh from five to ten tons.
Armenian frontier, and that the Kurds openly
the additional excellence of producieg sugar.
Bank of England awaiting claimants, and of
defy the Turks.
vii
An insurance company has been formed in
My
plan
would
be
to
take
these
trees
from
the
his facilities for enabling such claimants to recover.
Such
representations
are
usually
President Grevy has accepted the invitation forests al a suitable age for transplanting, and set Prussia to insure against loss of hogs by trichinz.
them out on the borders of highways, a row on
groundless, for the estates and *‘ doweries”
In 1840 Texas produced 20,000 bales of cotton, in
of the United States to send representatives
spoken of are mostly myths.
.
each side, say 100 fect apart, or with space enough
1870, 800,000 bales and in 1880, 1,000,000, which is
from France to the Yorktown centenary celeto allow a fair view of our beautiful New England
about one sixth of all that was raised in the whole
bration. _
ists
landscapes from the road. Let them be arranged
Peace with the Boers.
country.
In the British House of Commons £656,000 80 that the trees on the two rows may not come
The Dutch Boers in So. Africa have practiA Frenchman is breeding camels in Nevada.
were voted for army and transport expendi- | directly opposite each other, but have the trees on
He has forty camels, all but three natives of that
cally agreed to the British terms of peace,
tures in the Transvaal,
either side alternate with the tiees on the other
State, engaged in carrying goods from railroad
which are the authority of the Queen, British
side. In twenty or twenty-five.years the average
Jt is reported that the trustees of the white
stations to mining camps.
control of foreign rejations, and the establishof
these
trees
would
be
of
suitable
size
to
“tap
»
school at Fair Haven, N. J., have closed the
In transplanting trees never set them. deeper in
for
sap,
and
meanwhile
they
would
have
answered
ment of a British resident at the future capital.
school for repairs, It is believed: the trustees
The Boers, however, are promised complete
use these tactics to escape admitting colored all the other purposes of shade trees equally well the ground than they were originally before they
were moved. The roots of grape vines should al:
:
children, us provided by the Fair Haven school | or better than others.
self-government.
A royal commission; cenbill recently passed by the legislature.
ways be kept near the surface, since their roots
sisting of Governor-General Sir Hercules Rob.
HOW. TO DO IT.
never run deeper.
It now appears that the bonds stolen from
inson, General Sir Evelyn Wood and Sir John
Of course these trees, being within the limits of
Germany imported over 450,000 tons of rye durthe
Northampton
Bank
have
been
returned
to
H. de Villiers, will be appointed to consider
the highway, would be public property, and, as
ing the first nine months of last year. Maize flour
the position of the natives, the regulation of the bank by the thieves by means ofa“ gosuch, under the supervision of the town authoriis now being extensively used by the bakers, and,
frontier affairs and the question whether any
between,” and the government failed -to secure
ties. Butit is possible that the owners of estates
and what portion of the territory eastward
when mixed in the proportion of one part maize to
the evidence of Leary’s accomplices necessary
abutting
on
the
highway
might
be
enlisted
in
the
withina certain limit shall be severed from
to find a hill against him.
enterprise in som¢ sucli way as this: To parties -two parts of rye; it is sold as rye bread, aud gives
the Transvaal. The conditions also provide
universal satisfaction.
who would set out young Rock Maples in the way
A maiden lady, 52 years of age, residing in
for the dispersing of the Boers forthwith, and
To planting gn orchard of apple trees the soil
proposed,
and
care
for
them
in
a
manner
satisfacthe temporary maintenance of the British garIowa City, Iowa, and highly respected, has
and cation be studied first.” Next ascerrisons, which, however, are not to interfere .abstained from eating for thirty-one days and
tory to the town, let the authorities aforesaid grant
with local affairs. General Wood promises
tain the varieties best adapted to the situation.
to them or their estates the free use of such trees
has not spoken a word for three years, in both
not to advance or send warlike stores into the
cases conceiving it to be a religious duty to for sugar-making for fifty years from the time of Do not plant too many varleties; if wanted for
Transvaal.
market the fewer the better. It would be advisarefrain.
transplanting. In this case the public would enjoy the benefit of the shade tree without expense, . ble, however, to have those which bear alternate
Stanley
Matthews
is
in
Washington
again
Latest News.
years with others, in order that a crop may be sehopingto help his chances for confirmation, -and at the end of the fifty years the possession of a
cured each year.
The struggle for the election of officers was
which his friends concede to be desperate. very valuable wood-lot suitable for timber and
continued for three hours in the United States
Vine culture on the Pacific coast is threatened
The President himself is doubtful whether he fuel, on the same easy terms. On the other hand,
the individual sugar-malkgt would have easy and
Senate on Saturday without result.——It was
by a serious danger. The phylloxera, the deadly
will be confirmed, having
received some inofficially announced on Saturday that the’ formation touching the strong feeling against: convenient access to his trees by team to collect enemy of vineyards, has appeared in six counties
the sap (which sap would be far richer in sacchaof California. No means of getting rid of this pest
President would net call an extra session of him onthe part of some members of th
Senate.
He may rub through, but the chances
rine than that obtained from forest trees), while
has been discovered abroad, wheie its ravages
Congress.—The administration will not recede
appear to be against him now.
the land previously occupied bythe “sugar orhavé been severely Telt. Since 1875 it has driven
from its present position regarding the New
chard” could be devoted to tillage, if so desired.
out of vine culture 600,000 acres, and reduced the
The pressure broughtto bear by the friends
York appointments, and is fully prepared to
Wherever this plan is impracticable, let the
vintage of 1880 one-third as compared with that of
of General Kilpatrick to secure his appoints
meet the expected conflict over Mr. Roberttown assume the setting out of the trees and their | 1875.
ment as ministérto Chili has been sn
son’s nomination to the collectorship.=——From
care, and either lease the use of them during ‘the
The labor problem is more difficult ofssolution
and powerful.
They understand, however,
the breaking up of'the ice in the Platte river,
sugar-bearing period, or themselves take and utilthan all others upon the arm. The present hope
covered in the State departNebraska, its banks have overflowed at various that records
ment pertain
to his late service in that izé the sap, I believe most New England towns - of some day laborers lo receive a 1ull day’s pay for
points, inundating the valley fot miles around,
possess a poor-furm. In such case this highway
half a day’s work is a tax which industry can ill
country provewofa character that will probably
and destroying a vast amount of propery.
It
sugar-orchard might be considered and treated ‘as ahora 0 pay to shiftlessness,, It prevents the
prohibit his being named for return to that
is also feared that a large number of lives haye
country, if they do not entirely preven: his as- a part of such farm, When the trees cease to probeen lost. . A mile and a half of the Union Pafar.
from domg any more work than he can
. cific Railroad track at North Bend has bgen signment to any branchof the diplomatic ser- duce sap, then the wood remains. Much of this personally ‘superintend and force to completion,
vice.
: Swept away, and numerous bridges elsewljere
would furnish very valuable material for various
and drives from the farm every man who by imhave shared
a similar fate. Communication
A vigilunce committee has heen organized at ariiclés of manufacture, and the remainder would
paired health is unable to lead his work.
in the valley of the Loup is also cut off, and
lie second to none for fuel. Letdt he remembered
the devastation is wide-spread,——The deticien- Charleston, 1il., where many robberies snd also that not only is the sap much
Chicago advices for agricultural produce give
hese
-¢y in the: Ashyelot Savings Bank of Winchesmurders have been committed.
Thursday
the following prices: Prime to choice timothy seed
trees standing alone, but the wood
ner

ter, N. H.; is" officially

8 rush

Guaranteed by all dealers.

neighbors’

eniog of the sense-may be recognized by means of
the drawing up of the arms and the whole body,
and the rapid blinking which a loud noise pro-

@&

choice 12d lde; Fowls and Chickens 108 12¢ ; North.
ern Turkeys, choice 15 @ 16c; Commun to fair 10a
Mc; Chickens, choice 129 16c; Fowl 10@ 120:

Jumes B. Brooks, Attorney,
:
Syracuse, N, Y.

two

All infants are deaf at birth, becanse the outer
ear is as yet closed, and there is no air in the middleear. A response to a strong sound is observed,
at the earliest, in six hours, often not for a day,

+

Ferg

15

liquid

of blood to the head, followed with’ an excessive

prevent arimals from running on lo it. This, to"
my mind, is the coming fence, and is much more

A Kurdish attack on Urumiah is daily antici-

MAPLES

of

or

nose bleeding left me nt once when using D. R. V.
G. Words can not express my gratitude.

ed (two No. 125) galvanized steel wire, no barbs,
and an object plainly seen at or near the top to

General Wood has been appointed high commissioner of south-eastern Africa and governor
of the British possessions.

BOCK

with

noses, for which I think it may do.

The trial ofthe assassins of the Russian Czar
begins Wednesday in St. Petersburg.

.to

roadside,

‘dry

$0

casualties, have cooled off my ardor for the barb
wire., I now use it at the bottom to prick hogs»

the other

amounts

the

This circumstance,
and my, taik

our'V, 8., together

Great Britain, with Mr, Justin McCarthy as
president, the object being to assist the Irish

Baral

at

POULTRY AND GAME.

be hurrahing

either

Four or five years trouble with

surprise he declined. saying that it would injure
his business. My own experience is very limited
but will give it for what it is worth.
I commenced the erectio
barb by putting up about

+

it

uproot

port his experienceto the public (knowing he had
several cases of lacerated horses, etc ), but to my

ALL BABIES BORN DEAF AND BLIND.

of

pared to meet it.

I

cheaply made.—P.

in London,

pated, und the Persians are not wholly

conversation

bad with our veterinary surgeon not long since,
in which I remarked to him that he ought to re,

up badly.

The Rhode Island Prohibitionists have nominated Albert C. Howard for governor and the
Greenbackers have selected Charles P. Adams
as their candidate.

land league in educating public opinion in
half of the tenwnt farmers of Ireland.

a

In

languish under the fatal
it he plunged, breaking one wire and cutting
him | through-auy
puimona

China as naval attache at the American . legation at Peking.

At a conference of Parpellites

me of

loudest!

,I have used your D. R. V. G. dyspepsia remedy
and recommend it for dyspepsia gpd troubles aris.
ing from it.
N. B. Sifffivan, M. D.,
;
' Memphis, N. Y.
Guaranteed by all dealers.

in Western New York by the introduction of barbwire for fences, reminds

the

kidneys or bowels.— Exchange.

here

readily see it. But as I was lookjog up the road
one day I saw a young horse running at full speed
down past allrail and board fences for nearly
half a mile, but as he came to my barb wire nto

bas been ordered to

was resolved to form a national land league

:

| fornP4vfs a perfect remedy for. torpid liver,

:

object irom the top wire so that all animals could

. The United States ySenate spent six hours
Friday in a fruitless attempt to proceed to the
electionof Senate officers.
The Democrats
continued their filibustering programme unutil
after 6 o’clock, when a motion to adjourn prevailed.
Lk

Shufeldt

with

wires, for cattle, etc. Ileftthe same for a short
time unfinished, having inten\led to suspend an

circumstances.

Je

ovating effects they would soon

two years ago ten rods

Seymour was also of good family.

Commodore

even bave the fence to shield them from the March

squall.

rie

It appears that young Seymour, who perpetrated the murderand then committed suicide at Lake View, near Chicago, on Monday
night, had been a suitor for the hand of Cram’syoung daughter.
Seymour was eighteen years
old, she sixteen, and the father objected because of their extreme youth and of Seymour’s

reckless and disreputable manner

!

Among French farmersatis considered munch
2
ern 20 a 21c; Southern, 20 @ 2c,
Physicians used to hold that a fatal issue must
BEANS. Pea, Northern, H.P.,¥ bu $210 @ $2
follow the development of tubercles on the lungs. | betterto feed beet pulp to sheep and cattle for 15; Pca,N. Y,, H. P.,205@ 210; Pea, N.Y,
production of meat than for milk.
Horses will
So loag as tubercular formations could be arrestcommon to good 1 85 @ 2 0; Medium, choice hand
not eat it readily.. The daily rations of beet pulp
picked 205a 2 10; Medium, choice screened 195
ed, there was hope ef aspatient’s recovery; but
185 @ 195; Yel@ 2 05; Meaium, common to
given
to
shéep
and
cattle
vary,
but
the
amount
when these had planted themselves in the lungs
low
Kyes, choice 210 215? Yellow Eyes, imgenerally considered most favorable are about five
their growth was inevitable and fatal. Bot narived215 @ 220; Common 1838 195; Red
pounds per head for sheep and fifty pounds for
2
iduneys 150 @ 1 60.
ture is wiser than physicians, and teaches those
cattle, in’ admixture with hay, seed.cake, corn.
PEAS. Canada, choice, ¥ bu., $1 00 81 05; Can.
who study her ways valuable lessons.
#5c; Green Peas, Northern,
adX, common 70
meal or other food. The pulp is stored for preserCareful dissection in recent years has brought
|
125® 15 ; Green
Peas, Western 150@ 170.
vation in trenches or silos, and for this purpose it
# bu. 75 @ 80c;
Aroostook Rose,
POTA10E8.
to light many curious fact.
Foremost among
Maine Central Rose 65870c; Vt. Rose 65870c; New
is
mixed
with
‘about
one.
per
cent.
its
weight
of
these is the certainity that consumption, in its taYork Rose, 6) @ 70¢} Jacksons, 60 @ ii5c; Prolifics,
saltto prevent it from entering into putrefactive
bercular form, is often cared.
"A series of post70c; Peerless, 55 8 6c; Chenangoes 55¢.
fermentation.
a
2
375 ¢
Red, ¥ bbl, 300 g $3 50; White,
ER.
mortem examinations in-an Edinburg hospital;
disclosed the fact that the lungs of one-third of
GREEN APPLES. Choice Russets # bbl, $175 @
The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
the patients who died after forty years of age,
Choice Baldwins, $125 @ $150; Common
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liv- 200;
Baldwing, 75 a $1 00.
bore marks of tubercles, whose growth had been’ er Complaint, Boils, Ifumors, Female Complaints;
DRIED APPLES, S outhérn, qua tered, ¥h,3xs
checked, and in many cases the disease wholly etc.” Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W. 4c; Soathern, sliced 4 @
b5%c; New York
4
cured.
xc; New York, sliced 4 a 4c;
Fowle & Sons, Boston.
:
8 | quartered
Kustern and Northern.quarteréd 4 @ 4c; Eastern
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